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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the February issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication every month, please sign up here. For
more information on our online platform, email info@aperiointelligence.com
Aperio Intelligence will be holding a webinar on 23 March entitled ‘Cryptocurrencies; the dark side of the boom’. Our expert
panel will explore how digital assets are being increasingly used for fraud and money laundering, and discuss the challenges
presented by decentralised finance to regulators and legislators across the word. Register to attend the webinar here.
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

UK fines Barclays Bank for oversight failings
provision of compliance reports by

The regulator underlines that PMX

PFX. Most information included in

failed to hold clients’ funds

Barclays’ AML/EDD reports

securely and instead used them for

concerning PFX was “repeated”

other purposes, while Barclays

and contained errors which were

failed to uncover these activities

not identified or rectified, while

during the reporting period, thus

some reviews failed to adequately

causing a loss of £10,076,943.75

The UK’s Financial Conduct

reflect the correct number of bank

for 167 customers. Furthermore,

Authority (FCA) announced on 28

accounts operated by the MSB.

the bank exposed itself to being

February that it has imposed a

used for facilitating financial crime

£783,800 fine on Barclays Bank

The FCA found that during the

by failing to maintain policies and

plc for oversight and monitoring

reporting period, Barclays opened

procedures sufficient for

failures in its relationship with

multiple accounts for PFX on

combatting fraud risks by its

now-collapsed foreign exchange

behalf of Global Currency Service

customers and third parties. The

and money remittance services

Ltd and Alacrity Payments Ltd, two

initial fine applied was £1,119,767,

company Premier FX Ltd (PFX).

associated authorised payment

however Barclays qualified for a 30

The bank has also agreed to make

institutions (APIs) owned and

percent discount.

a voluntary payment of £10.07

operated by Peter Rexstrew, then

million to compensate customers.

sole shareholder and director of

In an emailed statement for the

PFX. The notice highlights that the

Financial Crime Digest, a

According to the FCA’s final notice,

bank failed to establish how PFX’s

spokesperson for Barclays stated

Barclays categorised PFX as a

use of these accounts affected the

that “Barclays has reached a

money service business (MSB) and

conduct of the business, as well as

resolution with the FCA following

high-risk client and thus conducted

the purpose of Rexstrew’s use of

an investigation into its oversight

periodic anti-money laundering

the accounts after he claimed

and monitoring of a former

(AML) and enhanced due diligence

Alacrity Payments was sold in

customer, Premier FX Limited. As

(EDD) verifications to ensure that

2016. In reality, the FCA states,

part of this resolution, Barclays has

the latter maintained adequate

Alacrity Payments was never sold,

agreed to pay a penalty of

internal controls “to segregate

and was dissolved in 2017. Despite

£783,800 and make an ex gratia

client funds from company funds”.

Barclays determining that PFX

payment to be distributed amongst

However, despite Barclays having

failed to meet the bank’s minimum

Premier FX’s customers.

conducted nine AML/EDD reviews

threshold for MSBs level of net

Barclays fully cooperated with the

between 25 February 2011 and 13

tangible assets, it agreed to

FCA’s investigation.”

August 2018, the bank failed to

maintain its relationship with PFX

finalise in a timely manner its

on the grounds that the proceeds

verifications in two calendar years,

from Alacrity’s sale and its 2016

thus leading to delays in the

profit would be reinvested in PFX.

4

FCA press release
FCA final notice
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UK announces fine against Clear Junction over
Russian National Commercial Bank transactions
The UK’s Office of Financial Sanctions
Implementation (OFSI) published on 21 February a
report detailing the imposition on 2 February 2021
of a monetary penalty of £36,393.45 against Clear
Junction Limited for breaches of Regulation 4 of the
Ukraine (European Union Financial Sanctions) (No.
2) Regulations 2014. In addition to this, OFSI's
decision and assessment report concerning

The report notes that Clear
Junction was not able to rely on
TransferGo ensuring that its
instructions to make the
payments were compliant with
financial sanctions restrictions

TransferGo has been upheld by HM Treasury.
According to the report on Clear Junction, the penalty

The report notes that Clear Junction was not able to

relates to 15 transactions totalling £7,703.68, which

rely on TransferGo ensuring that its instructions to

the company conducted between 20 March 2018 and

make the payments were compliant with financial

18 June 2018 to accounts held by a person

sanctions restrictions. Consequently, the Office

designated under the above-mentioned regime at the

stresses that companies must “themselves ensure

Russian National Commercial Bank (RNCB). The

that they undertake their own due diligence and

RNCP, which was initially a subsidiary of Russian Bank

systems and controls checks” to make certain that

VTB, was designated under Council Regulation (EU)

they comply with all relevant restrictions.

No 269/2014 on 30 July 2014. Following the UK’s
withdrawal from the EU, RNCB remained subject to

TransferGo was fined £50,000 on 25 June 2021 for

financial sanctions restrictions under the Russia

its role in the violations.

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019.
OFSI’s report also indicates that Clear Junction
OFSI highlights that Clear Junction made on 18 April

exercised its right for ministerial review of the

2018 a voluntary disclosure regarding an initial eight

penalty under Section 147 of the Policing and Crime

transactions initiated by TransferGo, a FinTech

Act 2017. The Economic Secretary to the Treasury

company which was a client of Clear Junction, which

John Glen upheld OFSI’s decision and assessment

prompted a 26.7 percent reduction of the penalty in

on 25 June 2021. Clear Junction is reported to have

line with the regulator’s guidance. In addition, the

appealed the Minister’s decision but the proceedings

report highlights that Clear Junction cooperated fully

have been withdrawn.

with the investigation and promptly provided all the
requested information. However, OFSI states that it

Clear Junction monetary penalty report

further identified seven other potential breaches, five
of which occurred after Clear Junction’s disclosure to
OFSI, which were not self-disclosed.

5

TransferGo monetary penalty report (25 June 2021)
UK collection on enforcement of financial sanctions
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KT Corporation reaches $6.3m settlement with
US SEC over alleged FCPA violations
purchased gift cards which were later converted into
cash and used for a new slush fund.
The slush funds were purportedly used to pay nearly
$1.3 million in gifts, entertainment and “illegal political
contributions”, which were distributed to South Korean
lawmakers who were members of National Assembly
committees focused on the telecommunications
industry. South Korean authorities reportedly indicted
KT and 14 executives in November 2021 in connection
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
announced on 17 February that South Korea-based
telecommunications company KT Corporation Ltd
has agreed to pay $6.3 million to resolve apparent
violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) by making improper payments to
government officials in Vietnam and South Korea.
According to the SEC order, the company lacked
sufficient internal accounting controls over expenses
such as third-party payments, executive bonuses, gift
card purchases and charitable donations, which
allowed executives to make illegal political
contributions to governmental officials in exchange for
securing public contracts or for influencing political
decisions that could impact the telecommunications
industry. Additionally, KT failed to maintain adequate
anti-corruption policies and procedures concerning
donations, employment candidates, vendors,
subcontractors and third-party agents.
The SEC notes that between 2009 and 2013, KT
senior executives allegedly orchestrated a scheme to
inflate bonuses of company employees, funds which
were later returned to KT’s then-CEO in cash and used
“to generate a slush fund of approximately $1 million”.
Similarly, from 2014 to 2017, KT is said to have

6

with the contributions.
Concurrently, between 2015 and 2016, the company is
said to have made payments of more than $1.6 million
to three unnamed organisations at the request of
high-level South Korean government officials,
according to the SEC's order.
From 2014 to 2018, the company is alleged to have
also paid bribes to Vietnamese government officials,
in exchange for securing contracts for a project
concerning the People’s Committee of Quang Binh
province for the construction of a solar cell power
system, and a project for the provision of software,
hardware and training for five vocational colleges,
which involved the Vietnam Ministry of Labour,
Invalids and Social Affairs.
As part of the settlement, KT has agreed to report to
the SEC every six months for a period of two years on
“the status of its remediation and implementation of
compliance measures”. The company is also
requested to submit a written report describing its
FCPA and anti-corruption related remediation efforts.
SEC press release
SEC order
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UK Upper Tribunal rejects crypto-asset exchange
provider application to suspend FCA decision
The Tax and Chancery Chamber of the UK's Upper

responsible for compliance, “had not demonstrated […]

Tribunal published on 17 February a decision

adequate knowledge, skills and experience” with

dismissing a suspension application from crypto-

regards to the firm’s obligations under the Money

asset exchange provider Gidiplus Limited, through

Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds

which the applicant sought to suspend the effect of

(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs).

a decision notice issued by the UK Financial Conduct

The regulator also expressed concern with respect to

Authority (FCA), which refused the firm’s application

Osunkoya’s probity, which arose from the fact that, in

for registration.

an interview he gave to the police in 2018 as part of a
money laundering breaches investigation, he admitted

The notice in question is a 15 November 2021

that he misled three banks regarding the true nature

decision by the FCA to refuse Gidiplus’ application to

of Gidiplus’ business on the grounds that “the

be registered as crypto-asset exchange provider on

accounts would have been shut down immediately”

the grounds that the regulator considered the firm

if he had not done so.

had not met the conditions for registration. Gidiplus
operates 13 crypto ATMs (CATMs) which convert

Notably, the FCA considered that the lack of CDD

cash into bitcoin.

conducted by Gidiplus in regard to customers who
could convert up to £250 per day, and £1,000 per

Gidiplus applied to suspend the effect of the FCA's

month without any identity checks beyond the

decision notice on 3 December 2021, instating the first

provision of a mobile telephone number and the

FCA decision relating to a crypto-asset firm to be

automated taking of a “selfie” photograph by the

referred to the Upper Tribunal.

CATM was in direct contravention of Regulations
27 and 28 of the MLRs.

Specifically, the FCA noted at the time that, based on
the documents submitted by the firm in the context of

In his decision, Judge Timothy Herrington rejected the

the application and Gidiplus Director Olumide

suspension application explaining that, given the

Osunkoya’s interview with the FCA, it was “not

issues arising from the FCA’s decision, such a

satisfied [with] the adequacy of Gidiplus’ anti-money

direction would prejudice the interests of consumers.

laundering systems and controls”. Particular concerns

He stated that the evidence produced by Gidiplus did

indicated by the regulator related to the company’s

not show that the company had implemented its own

business-wide and customer risk assessments,

remediation plan, meaning that the Upper Tribunal

customer due diligence (CDD), enhanced due diligence

could not be satisfied that the applicant would carry

and transaction monitoring.

out its business in a broadly compliant manner, if the
decision were to be suspended.

Furthermore, the FCA determined that Osunkoya, who
was concomitantly Gidiplus’ director, 75 percent
shareholder, nominated officer, and senior manager

7

Upper Tribunal decision
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US regulators fine National Bank of Pakistan
$20.4 million for AML failings
The US Federal Reserve Board announced on 24

ensure the identification and reporting by the branch

February the imposition of a $20.4 million penalty

of all known or suspected violations of law or

against the National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) for anti-

suspicious transactions to law enforcement and

money laundering (AML) violations, pursuant to a

supervisory authorities. Furthermore, the NBP and its

mutually agreed cease and desist order. On the

branch shall engage, according to the FRBNY, an

same day, the New York State Department of

independent third-party to validate the effectiveness

Financial Services (NYSDFS) announced that the

of the branch’s transaction monitoring system and to

NBP and its New York branch have agreed to pay

prepare a report on its findings and

$35 million in penalties pursuant to a consent order.

recommendations.

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) and
the NYSDFS found “significant deficiencies” in the
NBP’s New York branch’s risk management and
compliance with AML regulations, including the Bank
Secrecy Act, since 2014, which were not addressed in
the following years, being noted most recently in a
2020 examination. The shortcomings, notes NYSDFS
Superintendent Adrienne A. Harris, persisted “for years

The FRBNY and NYSDFS found
“significant deficiencies” in the
NBP New York branch’s risk
management and compliance
with AML regulations

despite repeated regulatory warnings”, with the
branch’s compliance programmes continuously
deteriorating and the NBP “allowing problems to
worsen year after year”.
In its cease and desist order, the FRBNY states it
expects that the NBP’s board of directors and the
branch’s management submit, within 60 days, a plan
to enhance its compliance with the AML requirements,
covering: (1) actions to maintain effective control over
the branch management’s compliance; (2) measures
to ensure AML issues are properly recorded and
reviewed by the branch’s management; and (3) actions
to ensure appropriate expertise for the persons
overseeing the branch’s compliance.
Within 60 days, the NBP and its branch are also
advised to submit revised AML compliance, customer
due diligence programmes, as well as a programme
acceptable to the FRBNY and reasonably designed to
8

Similar terms are outlined in the NYSDFS’ consent
order, which also highlights that the NYSDFS “has
given substantial weight to the continued cooperation”
of the NBP with the investigation and its “ongoing
remedial efforts”.
The NBP stated, in a notice to the Pakistan Stock
Exchange, that the penalty focuses “on historical
compliance program weaknesses and delays in
making compliance-related enhancements” and that
there “were no findings of improper transactions or
[wilful] misconduct”. It adds that its New York branch
“has substantially enhanced its compliance program”
since new management came in May 2020.
Federal Reserve Board press release
New York State Department of Financial Services pre…
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BitMEX founders plead guilty to BSA violations
The US Department of Justice

market, the exchange had

being approved by the CFTC and

(DOJ) revealed on 24 February

operations in the US, which

not implementing KYC verifications

that two of the founders of the

brought BSA obligations, such as

and other AML controls.

Bitcoin Mercantile Exchange,

maintaining an anti-money

known as BitMEX, Arthur Hayes

laundering (AML) programme.

and Benjamin Delo, have pleaded

In August 2021, the US District
Court for the Southern District of

guilty to a charge of violating the

In related action filed on the same

New York entered a consent order

Bank Secrecy Act (BSA).

day, the Commodity Futures

against the companies, requiring

Trading Commission (CFTC)

that they pay a $100 million civil

The former executives have

charges a string of offshore

penalty. The companies neither

separately agreed to pay a $10

companies behind BitMEX with

admit nor deny the allegations.

million criminal fine, which

illegally operating in the US. The

BitMEX developed an AML

prosecutors state represents the

firms, HDR Global Trading Limited,

programme and blocked US

extent of their ill-gotten gains.

100x Holding Limited, ABS Global

persons and unverified users from

According to an October 2020

Trading Limited, Shine Effort Inc

its platform, additionally certifying

indictment, Hayes and Delo failed

Limited, and HDR Global Services

that it had no operations in the

to adequately respond to US-based

(Bermuda) Limited (BitMEX), are

country as of 30 June 2021.

users trading on the crypto

alleged to have derived part of their

derivatives exchange. In spite of its

$1 billion fees revenue from US-

claims to have exited the US

based customers, despite not

DOJ press release

Stericycle to pay over $80 million, as part of
agreement with prosecutors over FCPA charges
US waste disposal company

The company is entering a three-

expenses amounting to $24

Stericycle Inc announced on 24

year deferred prosecution

million, due to an additional $19.7

February that it has reached an

agreement after alleged FCPA

million accrued for the FCPA

agreement in principle with the

violations triggered a 2017 SEC

settlement. The company is

Securities and Exchange

subpoena and an internal

reportedly expected to pay $52.5

Commission (SEC) and the

investigation, resulting in evidence

million in criminal penalties,

Department of Justice (DOJ) to

of “improper conduct”. It is

over $22 million in proceeds

settle US Foreign Corrupt

expected to enter an administrative

related to the alleged violations,

Practices Act (FCPA) charges and

settlement with the SEC and has

and $6 million in interest.

claims over company operations

also engaged in talks with the

in Latin America, requiring it to

Brazilian authorities. Stericycle

pay fines and interest

reported for the fourth quarter of

amounting to over $80 million.

2021 legal and self-insurance claim

9

Stericycle Inc press release
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UK Gambling Commission fines BV Gaming Ltd
for AML and social responsibility failings
Specifically, between January 2019 and March 2020,
the Gambling Commission identified the following:
failings in BV Gaming’s implementation of AML
policies, procedures and controls; failings in relation to
BV Gaming’s AML risk assessment which did not
sufficiently meet the standard in adequately
identifying risks posed by money laundering and
terrorist financing and the mitigating controls; and
deficiencies in its responsible gambling policies,
procedures, controls and practices.
The UK Gambling Commission announced on 24
February its decision to impose a £2 million fine

The operator also accepts it failed to properly consider

on Gibraltar-headquartered operator BV Gaming

risk factors such as high spenders using multiple

Limited, trading as BetVictor, for violating its

gambling accounts, in addition to failing to produce

anti-money laundering (AML) and social

evidence of effective due diligence across most of the

responsibility obligations.

customer accounts examined, and allowing certain
reviewed customers to deposit and spend large

The Gambling Commission identified the failings by

amounts before performing source of funds checks.

the operator during a regulatory review carried out in
April 2020. The operator will divest £352,000,

Aggravating factors include: the serious nature of the

representing gross gambling yield obtained due to the

breaches; that the breaches arose in circumstances

failings, to the National Strategy to Reduce Gambling

similar to previous cases dealt with by the

Harms, as well as £1.728 million in lieu of a financial

Commission which resulted in the publication of

penalty, in addition to £11,000 to the Gambling

lessons for the industry; and that BV Gaming’s senior

Commission to cover investigation costs.

management should have been aware of the
governance issues that led to the breaches. Mitigating

The online gambling business – operating

factors include the company's early acknowledgment

betvictor.com, betvictor.mobi, hbingo.co.uk,

of the failings, the steps taken to address the

heartbingo.co.uk and parimatch.co.uk – breached

breaches and its cooperation with the regulator.

certain provisions of the licensing conditions,
according to the regulator, on: fair and transparent

BV Gaming submitted a remedial action plan shortly

terms and practices; prevention of money laundering

after receiving the Gambling Commission’s notice

and terrorist financing (ML/TF); anti-money laundering

and has started implementation.

(AML) measures for operators based in foreign
jurisdictions; and social responsibility provisions on
customer interaction and marketing requirements.

10

Gambling Commission press release
Gambling Commission public statement
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UK court finds former Redcentric CFO guilty of
misleading investors
The UK Financial Conduct

statements, false accounting and

figures for financial reports”, which

Authority (FCA) announced on 11

fraud. The FCA’s action followed

were later presented to the board.

February that Timothy Coleman,

the publication on 26 June 2020 of

Additionally, the CFO used the

former chief financial officer

a final notice on Redcentric

misleading figures to convince

(CFO) of IT service provider

alleging that it had committed

investors not to sell their shares

Redcentric plc, was found guilty

market abuse between November

in the company.

by a Southwark Crown Court

2015 and November 2016.

judge of four charges of making

In order to conceal the scheme, the

false and misleading statements

According to the FCA, Redcentric

defendants provided auditors with

to the market. The company’s

issued false and misleading

fraudulent bank statements and

former chief executive officer

unaudited interim and final year

bank reconciliations and suggested

Fraser Fisher was acquitted on

results in November 2015 and

to one of the company’s board

the same day of all charges.

June 2016, overstating the

members that the misstated

company’s cash position by £13.1

position “could be washed through

Coleman and Fisher, together with

million and £12.2 million

a potential new acquisition”. The

the company’s former finance

respectively, while also publishing

scheme resulted in approximately

director Estelle Croft, who was

false information about its net

£43 million in losses to Redcentric

sentenced to three years

debt. The regulator notes that while

shareholders, the FCA underlines.

imprisonment at an earlier stage,

Croft falsified accounting records

were charged by the FCA in

to inflate the cash position,

September 2020 with making false

Coleman “further inflated those

UK FCA press release

UK probes audit of Gupta’s Liberty Commodities
The UK’s Financial Reporting

March 2020. HW Fisher did not

is the UK company under the

Council (FRC) announced on 10

respond to requests for comment.

control of the Singapore-

February that it has commenced

The FRC decided to start the

based Liberty House Group Pte Ltd,

an investigation into the audit of

investigation on 25 January.

trading as Liberty Steel Group.

Liberty Commodities Ltd, a part
of steel magnate Sanjeev

A report published in November

Gupta’s GFG Alliance.

2021 as part of the House of
Commons Business, Energy and

The accounting regulator is

Industrial Strategy Committee’s

probing the audit conducted by HW

inquiry into Liberty Steel Ltd

Fisher LLP into Liberty’s financial

highlighted “poor audit and

statements for the year ending 31

accounting practices”. Liberty Steel

11

MPs noted that a small Londonbased accounting firm, King
and King, is tasked with auditing
dozens of GFG firms whose total
revenues surpass £2.5 billion.
FRC press release
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ECJ dismisses Hungary and Poland actions
against the EU conditionality mechanism
The European Court of Justice

allows the Council of the European

European Commission (EC)

(ECJ) dismissed on 16 February

Union to suspend certain rights

President Ursula von der Leyen

two actions brought by Hungary

derived from the EU Treaties of a

stated that the EU executive body

and Poland concerning the

member state involved in a

will “carefully” assess the

annulment of EU Regulation

“serious and persistent breach” of

reasoning of the decisions and

2020/2092 which introduces a

any EU value listed in Article 2 TEU,

their potential impact on future

conditionality mechanism aimed

and not only concerning the

steps in implementing the

at preventing the disbursement of

principle of the rule of law.

provisions of the regulation. Von

EU funds to member states that

der Leyen added that the EC will

are non-compliant with the rule of

With respect to the principle of

adopt guidelines aimed at ensuring

law. The countries alleged that

legal certainty, the ECJ notes that

more clarity on the application of

the regulation lacks legal

despite Article 2(a) of the

the conditionality mechanism as

certainty and an appropriate legal

regulation not defining the concept

an “important tool for the

basis in the EU Treaties and that it

of the rule law, the seven principles

protection of the EU budget and

is incompatible with the Treaty on

included in the provision have been

financial interests against breaches

the European Union (TEU).

the subject of “extensive” case law

of the principles of the rule of law”.

of the Court and represent the
According to the ECJ, the purpose

common values on which national

Separately, the European

of the contested legal act is to

constitutions are based. Therefore,

Parliament (EP) welcomed the

protect the EU’s financial interests

member states are in a position “to

ECJ’s rulings and called on the EC

from any effects that may result “in

determine with sufficient precision

to “act without delay” to ensure all

a sufficiently direct way” from

the essential content and the

member states are compliant. EP

infringements of the rule of law by

requirements flowing from each of

President Roberta Metsola stated

a member state, as well as to

those principles”.

that the EC is expected to apply the

safeguard the legitimate interests

conditionality mechanism “swiftly”,

of the final beneficiaries of such

The judgment notes that for the

adding that the “rule of law is non-

funds. Consequently, the courts

efficient implementation of the

negotiable”. During the plenary

state that the regulation is not

regulation, appropriate measures

debate on 16 February, Budget

intended to penalise such

can be adopted only provided that

Commissioner Johannes Hahn

breaches by member states and

there is a “genuine link” between

reassured MEPs that the EC will

“does not circumvent” the

the infringement of one of the

monitor the situation across

procedure established pursuant

principles of the rule of law and the

member states and that it will

to Article 7 TEU.

effect such a breach has on the

act in accordance with the

sound financial management of

regulation’s provision in cases

the EU and its financial interests.

where potential breaches of the

Specifically, while the regulation
aims to protect the EU budget and

rule of law are identified.

is applicable only in the event of a

In a statement following the

rule of law breach, Article 7 TEU

publication of ECJ’s judgments,

12
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UK FCA warning notice to Banque Havilland over
promoting manipulation of Qatar bonds
The UK Financial Conduct

through manipulative trading

Allegations of the manipulative

Authority (FCA) published on 1

practices which intended to create

trading practices initially arose in

February a warning notice

false and misleading impressions

November 2017, after media outlet

concerning Luxembourg-based

concerning Qatari bonds.

The Intercept obtained the leaked

Banque Havilland SA and several

presentation which purportedly

of its former employees. The

In an emailed statement for the

included a strategy for

notice, initially issued on 14

Financial Crime Digest, Banque

manipulating Qatar’s currency and

October 2021, alleges that, in

Havilland stated that “the Warning

financial instruments. The bank

2017, the bank breached the

Notice Statement (WNS) refers to

issued a communication at the

FCA’s Principles for Business by

historic allegations of misconduct

time, underlining that it “firmly

disseminating a presentation

at the Bank’s London premises in

denies any allegations of improper

containing “improper advice for

2017”, highlighting that “none of

misconduct” and that it did not

potential clients”, thus exposing

the individuals referred to in the

engage in such a scheme.

itself to the risk of being used for

warning notice remain with the

facilitating financial crime.

bank”. The statement adds that

UK FCA warning notice

“currently, no findings have been
According to the FCA, the

made by the FCA and the matters

aforementioned presentation

referred to in the WNS are being

included steps to be taken in order

challenged by the Bank through the

“to harm the economy of Qatar”

FCA’s internal process”.

The Intercept article
Banque Havilland press releas…

UK SFO DPA results in compensation for Nigeria
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office

Amec accepted accountability for

an SFO DPA has entailed

(SFO) announced on 21 February

ten corruption offences involving a

compensation for the victims of

that over £200,000 obtained

scheme under which officials in the

corruption. The SFO notes that the

following the SFO’s inquiry into

oil and gas sector between 1996

compensation will be used by the

Amec Foster Wheeler Energy Ltd

and 2014, in countries including

Nigerian government to finance

will be given to Nigeria as part of

Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, India, Brazil

infrastructure projects. These

a UK-Nigeria memorandum of

and Nigeria, were offered bribes to

projects are also financed by funds

understanding, establishing

secure a $190 million contract.

recovered from other states.

conditions for compensation to be
paid by Amec under the deferred

The company has been ordered to

prosecution agreement (DPA)

pay compensation to Nigeria, in

reached with the SFO in 2021.

addition to authorities in the UK, US
and Brazil. This is the second time

13

Home Office press release
SFO press release
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US DOJ announce $3.6bn seizure and arrest of
alleged launderers linked to Bitfinex hack
citizen Ilya ‘Dutch’ Lichtenstein and

keys which court documents allege

his wife, Heather Morgan. The two

were linked to the hack and used to

are charged with money laundering

launder around BTC 25,000.

conspiracy and conspiracy to

The US Department of Justice
(DOJ) announced on 8 February
the arrest of two individuals
alleged to have been involved in
laundering the proceeds of a
bitcoin heist in 2016, concurrently
revealing that law enforcement
has recovered $3.6 billion in
cryptocurrency, equivalent to 80
percent of the assets reported to
have been stolen.
The alleged perpetrators of the
cyber heist are Russian-American

defraud the US for their purported

The defendants allegedly used

attempts to launder BTC 119,754,

multiple techniques to obscure the

purportedly obtained by a hacker

sources of funds, such as

who breached the British Virgin

employing false identifies,

Islands-registered iFinex Inc’s

executing thousands of

Bitfinex cryptocurrency exchange.

transactions in small amounts,
using computer programs to

In August 2016, the unknown cyber

automate transactions, layering the

criminal initiated around 2,000

funds through deposits at several

transactions that transferred the

exchanges and darknet markets

stolen bitcoin to an outside wallet.

before withdrawing, and converting

US authorities claim to have gained

bitcoin into other digital assets,

access to the unhosted wallet after

including Monero, which is known

decrypting a file on Lichtenstein’s

as ‘chain hopping’.

computer on 31 January 2022. The
deciphered document reportedly

DOJ press release

contained 2,000 addresses and

US FINRA fines former Interactive Brokers LLC
compliance officer over AML failures
The US Financial Industry

money laundering (AML)

securities sales supervisor through

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

programme for the firm between

an association with Interactive

announced on 11 February that it

January 2013 and August 2018,

Brokers LLC. He remained

has imposed a $25,000 fine on

in breach of FINRA Rules.

registered through Interactive

Arnold J. Feist, a former

Brokers until 30 April 2020.

compliance officer for Interactive

Feist became registered with

Brokers LLC, for failure to

FINRA in July 2006 as a general

establish and implement a

securities representative, general

“reasonably designed” anti-

securities principal, and general

14
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EU Court upholds European Central Bank's
decision to withdraw Pilatus Bank licence
The General Court of the European Union dismissed

With respect to Pilatus Bank’s claim that the ECB

on 2 February an action filed by now defunct Malta-

violated the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the

based Pilatus Bank plc seeking the annulment of the

European Union’s Article 41 regarding the right to

European Central Bank’s (ECB) November 2018

good administration and Article 14(5) of Council

decision to withdraw the bank’s authorisation as a

Regulation (EU) 1024/2013, the Court held that the

credit institution.

fact that ECB did not itself exercise direct supervision
of Pilatus Bank “cannot render the contested decision

The decision was adopted by the ECB pursuant to

unlawful”. Moreover, the ECB did not make an error of

Article 4(1)(a) and Article 14(5) of Council Regulation

assessment when it based the withdrawal of the

(EU) 1024/2013, after the Malta’s Financial Services

bank’s authorisation on Sadr’s lack of good repute as

Authority (MFSA) submitted a proposal in this

perceived by the banking market.

regard in August 2018.
The judgment notes that Pilatus Bank did not provide
sufficient evidence to support allegations that the ECB

The judgment notes that Pilatus
Bank did not provide sufficient
evidence to support allegations
that the ECB failed to exercise
its discretion or that it exercised
it inappropriately

failed to exercise its discretion or that it exercised it
inappropriately, and that it failed to examine the
relevant facts and assess them in an impartial and
objective manner. Similarly, the Court qualified the
ECB’s decision as proportionate considering “the
bank’s financing difficulties, the seriousness of its
breaches and its lack of viability resulting from the
indictment of its shareholder and the damage to its
reputation”. Moreover, since the ECB only exercised its
prudential supervision and was not involved in the

The MFSA’s proposal followed the indictment in the

review of the facts included in the indictments, the

US in March 2018 of Iranian national Ali Sadr Hashemi

Court states it cannot be held that the principle of

Nejadin, shareholder of Pilatus Bank, for his alleged

presumption of innocence was infringed.

involvement in a scheme to evade US sanctions on
Iran in which nearly $115 million aimed for financing a

With respect to Pilatus Bank’s allegations that the ECB

Venezuelan project was used for the benefit of Iranian

infringed the principle of equal treatment and the

individuals and entities. Following his indictment, Sadr

obligation to state reasons, the Court held that “the

submitted withdrawal requests totalling €51.4 million

contested decision discloses in a clear and

worth of deposits to the bank, the MFSA also adopted

unequivocal fashion [the ECB’s] reasoning”, which

on 21 March 2018 a directive ordering the bank to

was primarily that of “ensuring the preservation

prohibit any transactions, including withdrawals or

and stability of the financial system within the

deposits by shareholders and members of Pilatus

European Union and each member state”.

Bank’s Board of Directors.
EU General Court judgment
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REPORTS

UK Treasury Committee recommends new
enforcement agency to tackle economic crime
effectiveness of measures taken to

content”, thereby requiring online

address economic crime since

companies to “be proactive rather

2019 as well as at the

than reactive in removing it from

government’s Economic Crime

their platforms”.

Plan, which the committee

The UK House of Commons’
Treasury Committee announced
on 2 February the publication of
its eleventh economic crime
report, which examines the scale
of economic crime in the UK, with
an emphasis on the growth of
online fraud and authorised push
payment (APP) scams, the issues
arising from the increase in
crypto-asset usage, as well as the
ways companies may be used for
economic crime and what reforms
could help tackle such crimes.
The committee stresses that the
government should consider
instituting a new single law
enforcement agency with clear
responsibilities for fighting
economic crime.
This latest report follows up on two
reports covering different aspects
of economic crime published in
2019 and examines the
16

recommends should be reviewed

Significantly, the report notes that

and adapted this year. The

the government should consider

committee recommends that the

whether online platforms and

government sets out legislation

social media companies should be

and provides an assessment of the

required to conduct know-your-

measures that might be required to

customer (KYC) checks on their

be brought in through an economic

advertisers, with the aim of

crime bill, as well as the timescales

hindering fraudsters’ efforts to

for such measures.

promote themselves.

Specifically, the committee

With respect to APP fraud, the

reiterates its recommendation that
the government should include
measures to address fraud via
online advertising in the online
safety bill, ensuring that financial
services advertising regulations
apply to online companies as well,
and the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) has the necessary
powers to effectively enforce the
regulations. According to the
report, the committee agrees with
the Joint Committee of both
Houses of Parliament that the draft
online safety bill should be
amended to include fraud offences
in the list of “relevant offences” in
Clause 41(4). Additionally,
fraudulent content should be
designated as “priority illegal

committee recommends that the
government urgently legislates to
enable the Payment Systems
Regulator (PSR) to make
the reimbursement of the victims
of APP fraud mandatory, and that
the PSR subsequently takes rapid
action to protect consumers.
In addition, the committee
recommends that HMRC's role as
an AML/CFT supervisor is
reviewed as part of the HM
Treasury review of the Oversight of
Professional Body Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter Terrorist
Financing Supervision Regulations
2017, due by June 2022. It further
notes that the review should also
focus on measures to be taken to

aperio-intelligence.com
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improve anti-money laundering

Highlighting the importance of

including Scottish Limited

compliance by trust and company

transparency of beneficial

Partnerships, and should review

service providers.

ownership of UK property in order

other Companies House fees to

to improve defences against

bring them closer to international

misuse of UK assets and

standards. It stresses that a fee of

companies by criminals and

£100 for company formation

kleptocrats, the committee urges

“would not deter genuine

the government to include a

entrepreneurs, and would raise

registration of overseas entities bill

significant additional funding for

in the Queen’s Speech for the next

Companies House and for the fight

parliamentary session on 21 July

against economic crime”.

In terms of fraud implications for
crypto-assets, the report indicates
that the government should ensure
that all crypto-asset firms are
registered for AML purposes and
that the FCA does not extend the
deadline for registration again
beyond March 2022. Further, the
government is advised to consider
instituting measures to protect
consumers from fraud and scams
connected to crypto-assets.

2022. In addition, the report
stresses that the government

UK parliament press release

should significantly increase the
costs of company and Limited

UK Treasury Committee Econo…

Liability Partnership incorporation,

ESMA report on digitally aligned frameworks
The European Supervisory

The lack of precision concerning

to data protection obligations,

Authorities (ESAs) issued a joint

roles and responsibilities related to

insufficiently consolidated

report on 7 February on the

anti-money laundering and

outsourcing safeguards, and

regulation and supervision of

countering the financing of

excessive reliance on third parties

fragmented value chain platforms

terrorism (AML/CFT) systems and

for CDD tasks, linked to a lack of

and coupling of various financial

controls have led to new forms of

understanding of AML/CFT duties.

services, as well as risks attached

money laundering and terrorism

to entities combining different

financing risks. These include

Recommendations set out in the

activities. The report follows the

fragmentation of the compliance

report include the need to facilitate

European Commission’s February

value chain, with insufficient

a common approach to ML/TF

2021 call for technical advice on

monitoring of services provided by

risks in the digital space to clarify

digital finance and related issues.

third parties or outsourcing

the application of the data

arrangements impacting a holistic

protection framework in the CDD

consideration of ML/TF risks.

and AML/CFT context and

The ESMA has also issued two
separate reports examining the
results of a survey on digital
finance-related issues and the
outcomes of a call for evidence,
in relation to fragmented value
chains and mixed-activity groups.

The control exerted by certain
providers across value chains may
result in potential concentration
and systemic risk issues, as some
entities often involve third
parties in customer due diligence
(CDD). This also raises risks related

17

mandate that the EU AML Authority
release guidance on outsourcing
arrangements related to CDD.
ESMA press release
Joint ESA report
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US DOJ Fraud Section highlights increase in
convictions in latest annual report
for $3.97 billion and Goldman

commit wire fraud in connection

Sachs Group Inc for $2.92 billion.

with an $850 million loan for a
state-sponsored tuna fishing

In 2021, 26 individuals were

project in Mozambique. In total,

charged and 19 convicted in cases

Credit Suisse paid $475 million in

brought by the FCPA Unit, with the

penalties, fines, and disgorgement,

total global monetary amount

while the Amec Foster settlement

The Fraud Section of the US

totalling $649 million. The report

amounted to $18 million, with an

Department of Justice’s (DOJ)

emphasises the three significant

additional $22.7 million in

Criminal Division released on 15

corporate resolutions, including

disgorgement and prejudgment

February its annual review, which

with Deutsche Bank AG for $85

interest to the SEC.

underlines accomplishments

million, to resolve charges

related to a greater number of

prompted by a scheme to conceal

The MIMF Unit reports that it has

individual convictions in 2021

corrupt payments and bribes by

charged 105 individuals and

than in previous years, including

falsely recording them in Deutsche

secured the conviction of another

30 trial convictions, a significant

Bank’s books and records, internal

105, with the total US monetary

amount of Covid-19 related fraud

accounting control violations, and

amounts reaching over $2.82

prosecutions and eight corporate

a separate scheme to engage in

billion. It highlights the notable

resolutions. The report

“fraudulent and manipulative”

settlement with London-based

emphasises a notable 54 percent

commodities trading practices

NatWest Markets plc, which

increase in the total number of

involving publicly-traded precious

admitted that, between 2008 and

convictions, with 329 in 2021

metals futures contracts between

May 2014, its traders in London

compared to 213 in 2020.

2009 and 2016. At the time,

and Stamford, Connecticut,

Deutsche Bank also agreed to pay

engaged in fraudulent schemes in

The report notes that the total

$43 million in disgorgement and

connection with the purchase and

global settlement paid by

prejudgment interest to the US

sale of both US Treasury securities

corporations in 2021 amounted to

SEC, as well as $681,480 in

in the secondary market and US

over $3.3 billion across the eight

criminal disgorgement and $1.2

Treasury futures contracts, as well

resolutions, including three Foreign

million in victim compensation.

as two other traders employed at
NatWest’s Singapore branch

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
resolutions and six Market Integrity

The other two resolutions

engaged between April 2018 and

and Major Fraud (MIMF)

concerned Amec Foster Wheeler

July 2018 in a fraud scheme in

resolutions. This represents a $5.6

Energy Limited, a subsidiary of UK-

connection with the purchase

billion decrease compared to 2020,

based John Wood Group plc, to

and sale of US Treasury securities

when the global settlement

settle allegations of bribery of

in the cash market.

amount was significantly enhanced

Brazilian officials in exchange for a

by two FCPA resolutions: Airbus SE

$190 million contract, and Credit
Suisse Group AG, for conspiracy to

18
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EBA concludes its Luanda Leaks investigation
which disclosed that Isabel dos

associated with institutions “under

Santos, daughter of former

their supervisory remit”.

Angolan president José Eduardo
dos Santos, her late husband

The report finds that EU member

Sindika Dokolo and their

states are not efficiently managing

intermediaries created a $2 billion

the risks of corruption proceeds

empire with over 400 companies

being laundered by third country

and subsidiaries in 41 countries.

PEPs. It adds that while some
competent authorities cooperated

The European Banking Authority
(EBA) published on 22 February a

The EBA inquiry aimed to establish

with other national public entities,

report which includes the findings

whether competent authorities

including financial intelligence units

of its assessment of national

assessed the extent to which their

(FIUs), prudential supervisors or

authorities’ response to the 2020

sector was exposed to: (1) the risk

law enforcement agencies, many

Luanda Leaks revelations, noting

that dos Santos or her associates

failed to exchange information

that EU member states adopted

owned and controlled credit or

and communicate with their

“significantly different

financial institutions in their

foreign counterparts to establish

approaches” for identifying and

jurisdiction and used such

links between dos Santos and her

mitigating the money laundering

institutions for laundering corrupt

associates and subsidiaries of

and terrorist financing (ML/TF)

proceeds; (2) the risk that

foreign credit or financial

risks highlighted by the leaked

companies which were beneficially

institutions on EU member

database.

owned or controlled by dos Santos

states’ territory.

and her associates could be clients
The report concludes the EBA’s

of credit or financial institutions

The EBA recommends that

inquiry into the Luanda Leaks

based in their jurisdictions and

competent authorities strengthen

revelations, which was launched

used to launder such proceeds;

their approach to addressing

following the European

and (3) the risks that credit and

ML/TF risks, highlighting that its

Parliament’s July 2020 resolution

financial institutions fail to identify

existing guidelines establish “clear

calling on the agency to assess

customers of beneficial owners

expectations” concerning the way

potential breaches of national or

which are high-risk politically

such risks reflected by the Luanda

EU law, as well as the actions taken

exposed persons (PEPs) or which

Leaks revelations should be

by financial supervisors in

are owned and controlled by

identified, assessed and managed

response to the investigation, and

persons in high-risk jurisdictions.

in a holistic manner and across all
areas of supervision.

to issue recommendations “for
reform and for action to the

The EBA report finds that despite

competent authorities concerned”.

the fact that many competent

EBA press release

authorities adopted a risk-based
The revelations were published by

approach, some failed to assess

the International Consortium of

whether individuals and entities

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ),

mentioned in the leaks were

19

EBA report
Luanda Leaks ICIJ investigation
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UK taxpayers lose £15bn due to fraud and error
in Covid-19 support schemes, MPs warn
Concurrently, the report warns that

unacceptable level of mistakes,

HMT does not plan to differentiate

waste, loss and openings for

the cost of Covid-19 from its

fraudsters which will all end up

departments’ “business-as-usual

robbing current and future

spending in the future”, which

taxpayers of billions of pounds”.

could prevent parliament and the
The UK House of Commons’

public from properly assessing the

Citing a separate statement by a

cost of the pandemic.

HMT spokesperson, the Financial

Times reports that UK authorities

Public Accounts Committee (PAC)
published on 23 February a report

Consequently, PAC calls on the UK

reject the allegations, highlighting

estimating that approximately

government to increase

that “no fraudulent payments have

£15 billion has been lost to fraud

transparency of Covid-19 related

been written off and the Taxpayer

and error across all Covid-19

costs, and assess how HMT can

Protection Taskforce is expected to

related schemes and loans

apply the UK National Audit Office’s

recover up to £1 billion from

implemented by HMRC, the UK

(NAO) Covid-19 cost tracker model

fraudulent or incorrect payments”.

Department for Work & Pensions

to the “presentation of other

and the UK Department for

thematic areas of public spending”.

The PAC published a separate

Business, Energy & Industrial

Considering that from 2022-3

report on 11 February accusing

Strategy.

onwards, funding intended for

HMRC of "inaction" in recovering

tackling the effects of the

billions of pounds in Covid-19

PAC notes that despite HM

pandemic will not be “ring-fenced”,

support payments which have

Treasury (HMT) claiming that it has

PAC calls on HMT to explain which

been lost due to fraud and error in

increased its investment in the

data categories included in the

2020-1 and warning about the risks

identification and recovery of fraud,

NAO’s tracker will continue to be

of "rewarding the unscrupulous

the government is unaware of the

updated, as well as how it will

and sending a message that

amount of money which has been

monitor loan book commitments

HMRC is soft on fraud". The report

lost to fraud and error in response

and associated liabilities, including

highlights that HMRC’s plans for

to the Covid-19 pandemic. MEPs

estimated write-off costs under the

recovering overpayments of Covid-

further raise concerns that the UK

Bounce Back Loans Scheme.

19 support are “unambitious” and
could lead to the government

government “does not intend to
adequately monitor and update the

In a statement on the publication

writing off approximately £4 billion,

ongoing cost of COVID-19 to the

of the report, PAC Chair Dame Meg

while “encouraging abuse of tax

taxpayer”, highlighting that the

Hillier MP underlined that the “lack

and grant systems in the future”.

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme

of preparedness and planning,

alone is estimated to have lost

combined with weaknesses in

nearly £5.3 billion, which amounts

existing systems across

for 8.7 percent of the total funding

Government, have led to an

distributed through the scheme.
20
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UN Special Rapporteur urges Security Council to
ban arms transfers to Myanmar
UN Special Rapporteur on the

Myanmar and purportedly

ammunition, military vehicles and

situation of human rights in

continues to transfer arms to the

equipment, dual-use goods, jet fuel,

Myanmar Tom Andrews issued on

military. Russia has not imposed

as well as financial and technical

22 February a report to the UN

an arms embargo on Myanmar and

military assistance; (2) impose

Human Rights Council identifying

has allegedly provided the junta

targeted sanctions on the military,

states, including China, Russia

with arms. There is no indication

including sanctioning Myanmar Oil

and Serbia, which have supplied

that Serbia has imposed an

and Gas Enterprise (MOGE); and

weapons used against civilians

embargo, according to the report,

(3) refer members of the junta to

since the 1 February 2021

which claims that since the coup,

the ICC. The report also highlights

military coup. Andrews calls for

Serbia has authorised export

that member states should

the UN Security Council (SC) to

licences for shipments of rockets

establish targeted sanctions in the

convene an emergency session

and artillery. The paper adds that

absence of a UNSC resolution.

to vote on a resolution to ban

India has also transferred since 1

Actions should include: (1) creating

arms transfers.

February 2021 arms that could be

a working group to identify and

used against civilians. Moreover,

disrupt the junta’s ability to access

The report recalls that on 18 June

Andrews states that Pakistan,

foreign currency reserves; (2)

2021 the UN General Assembly

Belarus, Ukraine, Israel and the

sanctioning MOGE, as well

adopted resolution 75/287 calling

Republic of Korea transferred, prior

as individuals and entities involved

for member states to prevent the

to the coup, arms that could be

in the import and export of arms to

flow of arms to Myanmar.

used against civilians.

Myanmar; and (3) preventing

However, the resolution failed “to

governments and private sector

have any discernable impact on the

Drawing “a direct link” between the

interests from buying natural

crisis and the capacity of the junta

junta’s receipt of weapons and

resources such as timber,

to launch attacks on civilians”,

human rights violations in

gemstones, jade, pearl, and rare

according to Andrews.

Myanmar before and after the

earths, that are funding the junta.

coup, Andrews recommends that
The report notes that China has

the UNSC: (1) vote on a resolution

not imposed an arms embargo on

prohibiting the supply of weapons,

OHCHR press release

Aperio Analysis by Belinda Teh
Even though an arms embargo has been imposed on Myanmar by the UN since 18 June 2021, it has not
stopped the military junta from replenishing their weapons as the country’s National Defense Directorate
(NDD) has more than 24 factories that produce various types of weapons to be supplied to the junta.
These factories have allegedly been supported by North Korea and countries like China, Singapore and
Ukraine. Myanmar has reportedly signed an MoU with North Korea to initiate a missile programme.
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US study on ML/TF via the high-value art market
the financing of terrorism

with illicit funds and proceeding to

(AML/CFT) obligations.

transact with themselves to create
records of sales on the blockchain.

Significantly, the emerging digital

Accordingly, the report warns that

art market, such as the use of non-

NFTs’ ability to be transferred via

fungible tokens (NFTs) is described

the internet “without concern for

as presenting new risks, depending

geographic distance” nearly

The US Department of the

on the structure and incentives of

instantaneously makes digital art

Treasury published a study on 4

certain activity in the sector. The

“susceptible to exploitation”. In

February on the facilitation of

report highlights that in the first

addition, the fact that NFT

money laundering (ML) and

three months of 2021, the market

platforms range in structure,

terrorism financing (TF) through

for NFTs grew 2,627 percent on the

ownership, and operation, with

the trade in works of high-value

previous quarter, generating a

differing standards of due diligence

art, which was mandated by the

record $1.5 billion in trading.

(DD) protocols is also deemed an

US Congress in the Anti-Money

Highlighting the emergence of NFT

element which increases ML risk –

Laundering Act 2020.

platforms such as Dapper Labs,

the rapid succession of

SuperRare, and OpenSea, which

transactions in this case could

The report examines art market

already allow owners of digital art

significantly hinder DD processes,

participants and sectors that may

to sell the assets on virtual

according to the report.

present ML/TF risks to the US

exchanges, Treasury warns that

financial system, and identifies

such platforms may be considered

The report highlights the example

potential measures that

virtual asset service providers

of Russian oligarchs Arkady

government agencies, regulators,

(VASPs) by the Financial Action

Rotenberg and Boris Rotenberg,

and market participants could take

Task Force (FATF) and may come

who are alleged to have used high-

to further mitigate such offences.

under the Financial Crimes

value art to evade US sanctions.

Enforcement Network's (FinCEN)

According to the Treasury, the

The study, which is based on

regulations, while NFTs or other

Rotenbergs were able to access

interviews with participants in the

digital assets used for payments or

the US financial system and the art

art market, such as auction

investment purposes may fall

market after being designated by

houses, smaller galleries, and

within the virtual asset definition.

using shell companies to hide their

financial institutions, finds that

Consequently, such categorisation

ultimate ownership of art, with

while there is some evidence of ML

may entail AML/CFT obligations

professional staff within auction

risk in the high-value art market,

under the FATF Standards and

houses through which they

there is limited evidence of TF risk.

FinCEN’s rules for money services

purchased tens of millions

The report emphasises as most

businesses if the activity is

of dollars’ worth of art purportedly

vulnerable to ML, businesses that

conducted in the US.

being aware of their identity.

offer financial services, such as art
collateralised loans, which are not

The Treasury stresses that NFTs

subject to comprehensive anti-

can be used for “self-laundering”,

money laundering and countering

with criminals purchasing NFTs
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OECD 10-year report on tax transparency and
exchange of information achievements
The OECD Global Forum on

carried out since the publication of

Rwanda in 2024. Honduras has

Transparency and Exchange of

its February 2021 report. The main

expressed interest in joining MAAC.

Information for Tax Purposes

developments include: (1) an

published on 3 February a report

increase in Global Forum members

In 2021, 75 jurisdictions benefitted

which provides an overview of the

to 163, with Algeria and Belarus

from Global Forum Secretariat

evolution of its capacity building

joining; (2) an increase of

expertise, with 39 percent located

programme over the past ten

participants to the Convention on

in Africa and 23 percent in Latin

years. The programme, which was

Administrative Assistance in Tax

America and the Caribbean.

launched in 2011, was designed

Matters (MAAC) as a result of sign-

Concurrently, the Global Forum

to advance the implementation of

up by the Maldives, Papua New

recently published a new AEOI-

the exchange of information on

Guinea and Rwanda and another

related strategy which aims to

request (EOIR) and automatic

eight jurisdictions have ratified the

“foster the implementation of the

exchange of financial account

convention, namely Botswana,

AEOI standard by developing

information (AEOI) standards for

Eswatini, Jordan, Liberia, the

countries”. The strategy was

combatting tax evasion and illicit

Maldives, Namibia, Paraguay and

launched during the Global Forum’s

financial flows.

Thailand; and (3) an increase in

14th plenary meeting held between

commitments to the AEOI, with

17 and 19 November 2021.

The report includes an assessment

Jamaica committing to commence

of the Global Forum’s capacity

exchanges in 2022, Moldova,

building programme and activities

Uganda and Ukraine in 2023 and

OECD press release

Aperio Analysis by Felicia Alexandru
According to the OECD Global Forum report, a commitment to the tax transparency agenda at a senior
level to prevent tax evasion and other financial crime is key to the implementation of EOIR/AEOI standards.
In the case of Moldova, a country that has already signalled its intention to start automatic exchange of
financial accounting information by September 2023, this commitment is largely in place. By adopting an
adequate regulatory framework and strengthening its tax enforcement, Moldova is expected to be able to
fight illicit financial flows more effectively and increase public trust in its tax system. With criminal
proceeds derived mostly from tax evasion, human trafficking, fraud and corruption, Moldova’s financial
controls remain generally weak, in relation to the banking system of its breakaway region Transnistria but
also more widely. The effects of the massive banking sector fraud in 2014 that led to the embezzlement of
$1 billion through the use of shell companies and the collapse of three key banks, are still being felt in the
country. The latest OECD peer review report on Moldova, released in November 2021, concluded that taxrelated information is generally available in the country, but more work is necessary to provide access to
beneficial ownership and banking information, and accounting records.
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EU Parliament committees issue joint draft
report on proposed crypto-asset regulations
The European Parliament’s Economic and Monetary

confidentiality of personal information, through

Affairs (ECON) and Civil Liberties, Justice and Home

strong due diligence mechanisms

Affairs (LIBE) Committees published on 9 February
their joint draft report proposing amendments to the
European Commission’s (EC) July 2021 proposal for
a regulation on information accompanying transfers
of funds and certain crypto-assets.
Co-rapporteurs Ernest Urtasun from ECON, and Assita
Kanko from LIBE welcome the EC’s proposal to recast
the Funds Transfer Regulation as part of the package
of anti-money laundering (AML) measures, suggesting
however that the proposal “should better reflect the
specific characteristics of crypto-assets”.

In addition to obtaining accurate information on
the originator and the beneficiary, crypto-asset
service providers should also be expected to
obtain information on the source and destination
of crypto-assets involved in a transfer, by
establishing effective procedures to detect any link
with illegal activities, including fraud, extortion,
ransomware or darknet marketplaces, or whether
the crypto-asset has passed through mixers or
tumblers or other anonymising services
Removing the de minimis threshold exemption
included in the EC’s proposal, which provides that

Proposed amendments include
that the EBA should maintain a
public register of non-compliant
crypto-asset service providers,
prohibiting transfers involving
entities which cannot be linked
to any recognised jurisdictions,
do not apply any identification
measures on their customers
and offer anonymising services
The proposed amendments include
Requiring crypto-assets services providers to
identify their counterparty and assess whether

transfers of crypto-assets not exceeding €1,000
that do not appear to be linked to other transfers of
crypto-assets which, together with the transfer in
question, exceed €1,000, could be excepted from
requiring complete information on the originator
and the beneficiary to “facilitate […] compliance and
risk management”
The European Banking Authority (EBA) should
maintain a public register of non-compliant cryptoasset service providers, prohibiting transfers
involving entities which cannot be linked to any
recognised jurisdictions, do not apply any
identification measures on their customers and
offer anonymising services
Expanding the scope of the proposed regulation to
cover transfers of crypto-assets through kiosks
linked to a distributed ledger network, also
known as crypto ATMs

they can reasonably be expected to comply with
the proposed regulation and protect the
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FSB highlights risks linked to DeFi protocols
The Financial Stability Board

according to January 2022 data

of the protocol. Moreover,

(FSB) published on 16 February a

cited by the FSB, with the growth

cybersecurity incidents continue to

report on the risks associated

partly aided by the integration of

affect the sector and governance

with financial institutions

such assets in DeFi operations.

issues persist, the document

becoming increasingly involved in

Such protocols can mix

states. The FSB adds that

dealing with digital assets.

stablecoins and unbacked assets.

developers distance themselves

Potential threats include the use

from the protocols that they helped

of crypto-assets in money

On DeFi, the report echoes multiple

create and pass the responsibility

laundering and illicit cyber

assessments that note difficulties

to the user base, which is

activities, including ransomware.

for prosecutors to hold individuals

pseudonymous. Additionally, the

responsible for purported illegal

report underscores that

The report assesses recent trends

activities that might be facilitated

jurisdictional issues are a

and the associated risks linked

by some protocols. The report

hindrance for prosecutors, given

with unbacked digital assets, such

highlights that truly decentralised

the global nature of DeFi activities.

as Bitcoin; stablecoins, such as

platforms offer no straightforward

USD Coin; and decentralised

answers to questions around

The global watchdog argues

finance (DeFi) protocols and crypto

liability for crimes such as money

that even though the known

trading platforms. The FSB notes

laundering, terrorist financing,

exposure to crypto-assets remains

the increased adoption of crypto-

and sanctions evasion.

at low levels, there are some

assets and their links to the
regulated financial system.

similarities to the US sub-prime
While some platforms have

mortgage crisis in 2007-8.

introduced know-your-customer
Market capitalisation for

(KYC) checks, these are not always

stablecoins nears $180 billion,

a precondition for the functioning

FSB press release

DeFi protocols more frequently used for money
laundering in 2021, Chainalysis reports
Chainalysis Inc published a report

According to the report, the total

ransomware attacks or dark web

on 16 February on the evolution of

value of digital assets laundered in

sales, almost exclusively involving

cryptocurrency crime in 2021.

2021 was $8.6 billion. In total,

cryptocurrency payments. The

The research finds that the use of

around $900 million was laundered

report does not account for

decentralised finance (DeFi) for

through DeFi protocols, a

fiat currencies converted into

money laundering has

twentyfold increase from the

digital assets for laundering.

skyrocketed, mirroring the overall

previous year. The figures only

rise in interest and adoption.

account for illicit revenue obtained
through crimes such as
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US GAO examines use of virtual currencies and
online marketplaces for trafficking activities
media and messaging platforms,

identities and reach customers in

as well as those operating on the

the US and internationally, whilst

dark web, are commonly used for

increasing cooperation with

conducting illicit transactions, but

Mexican cartels to ship illegal

also for “grooming, recruiting or

drugs into the US.

The US Government

advertising online” to connect with

Accountability Office (GAO)

potential victims. The GAO notes

With respect to the use of virtual

published on 14 February a report

that perpetrators have used such

currencies in relation to drug and

which notes that drug and human

marketplaces to facilitate drug-

human trafficking activities, the

traffickers are progressively using

related transactions, particularly

GAO notes that “illicit actors have

online marketplaces and virtual

for the sale of opioids and fentanyl,

turned to mixers and tumblers to

currencies to connect with

for which US-based individuals can

help maintain the anonymity of

potential buyers and promote

pay with virtual currency.

their transactions”. Privacy coins

illicit goods and services.

are also used in this regard.
The paper notes that Chinese

According to the report, online

distributors are using online

marketplaces, which include social

marketplaces to conceal their

GAO press release

UK FCA issues latest financial promotions data
The UK Financial Conduct

concerning authorised firm activity.

in non-compliant paid ads on

Authority (FCA) published on 3

Almost half of the marketing

Google. The regulator does not

February data concerning its

material reviewed originated from

provide figures for its engagement

financial promotions-related

consumers flagging promotions.

efforts with other social media

actions undertaken in Q4 of 2021.
Seventy-seven percent of cases
resulting in firms withdrawing or
amending their promotion
originated in the retail lending and

The regulator received 10 percent
more reports of unauthorised
firms engaging in illegal marketing
in 2021 compared to the prior year

platforms but the Financial Crime

Digest understands that the FCA
has not seen any illegitimate paid
for ads on Google for five months.

retail investments sector.

and as such issued 1,410 alerts.

The FCA received over 34,000

The number of warnings is nearly

reports concerning potentially

Over 550 promotions were altered

20 percent higher than in 2020,

unauthorised businesses and

with roughly one in every three

subsequently issued 1,410 alerts.

or retracted after FCA intervention,
more than double the 2020 figures.
The regulator reveals that it
reviewed nearly 1,700 reports
26

alerts related to clone scams.
Nevertheless, the FCA states that it
observed a “significant reduction”

FCA 2021 Q4 data
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ILO report raises concerns about labour related
human rights violations and people trafficking
The International Labour

The committee calls on the

challenge in Bangladesh”, with data

Organization’s (ILO) Committee of

Chinese government to eliminate

revealing that between January

Experts on the Application of

racial and religious discrimination

and December 2020, 7,248 cases

Conventions and

and review its national and regional

of trafficking in persons were filed

Recommendations published on

policies concerning vocational

in the country, with only 527 cases

10 February its 2022 report, which

training and rehabilitation centres

under investigation. The

assesses the implementation of

for “political re-education based on

committee also indicates

international labour standards in

administrative detention”. Asked to

documented cases of human

over 150 countries, raising

provide comments on the findings

trafficking among women and

concerns about cases of human

of the report during a 14 February

children who were smuggled from

rights violations, including human

press conference, the Chinese

Bangladesh to Malaysia, and raises

trafficking and forced labour,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs’

concerns about “the

identified in various jurisdictions

spokesperson Wang Wenbin stated

undocumented nationals of

around the world.

that the committee’s comments

Myanmar working in Bangladesh”,

and recommendations “are not

as well as about Indian migrant

The committee expresses concern

objective or fair”, adding that the

workers who are subject to debt

about the situation in China’s

Chinese government “pays great

bondage in the brick kiln sector.

Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous

attention to protecting the rights

Region, drawing attention to

and interests of laborers”. In a

The paper finds that jurisdictions,

international bodies’ reports

separate statement, the US

including Cameroon and Lebanon

regarding mass surveillance and

Department of State welcomed the

lack efficient legal frameworks for

detention of ethnic Uyghurs and

ILO’s remarks concerning China

addressing child exploitation, while

Muslim minorities under the

and urged the country to cease “its

others should increase efforts to

pretext of combatting terrorism

genocide and crimes against

tackle the exploitation of children

and religious extremism. Despite

humanity”, as well as forced labour

for performing hazardous and

the Chinese government alleging

targeting minority groups in

harmful work. Such concerns were

that “Xinjiang has made progress in

Xinjiang and beyond.

raised particularly with respect to

safeguarding human rights and

the cocoa agriculture sector in

development”, data provided by the

The report also expresses “deep

Côte d'Ivoire and Ghana, but also

International Trade Union

concern” regarding human

with respect to the mining and

Confederation (ITUC) reportedly

trafficking practices, including for

quarrying industry in Benin,

reveals that forced labour among

sexual exploitation and forced

Burkina Faso and the Democratic

Uyghurs and other minorities has

labour purposes, which were

Republic of Congo.

gradually increased and is most

documented in multiple

prevalent in industries such as

jurisdictions, including Algeria,

cotton harvesting and

Bangladesh, Benin, Burkina Faso

manufacturing of textiles,

and Egypt. According to the report,

apparel and footwear.

“human trafficking is a major
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Second Zondo South Africa state capture report
criteria to favour suppliers, and the

family to the dismissal of several

payment of inflated costs and

employees to award positions to

advance payments, the report by

staff members purportedly

the Zondo Commission states. The

deemed more likely to engage in

alleged improprieties were carried

deceitful practices.

out to gain control over staff
appointments and influence

Lord Peter Hain on 26 January

South Africa’s Judicial

procurement and capital

asked the UK government to

Commission of Inquiry into

expenditure.

investigate Bain contracts awarded
by UK institutions, amounting to

Allegations of State Capture,
Corruption and Fraud in the Public

The report also notes that

£76.5 million, £55 million of which

Sector recommended on 1

“procurement processes were

was awarded by the Cabinet Office.

February a broader police

manipulated to ensure preferential

Hain also calls on the UK and US

investigation against former

treatment to […] suppliers linked to

governments to terminate

Transnet executives Brian Molefe,

the Gupta enterprise”,

consultancy contracts with Bain

Siyabonga Gama, and Anoj Singh

accompanied by weakened internal

until the company returns ZAR 2

for graft and fraud. Allegations

controls while the former

billion (£97,740,456) in criminal

relate to misconduct at Transnet

executives and directors were

proceeds purportedly linked to the

SOC Ltd, South Africa’s largest

positioned to collude in the

state capture reported by the

freight logistics company,

awarding of high-value contracts.

Zondo Commission. UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson has called

between 2010 and 2018, and at
Denel SOC Ltd (Denel), a state-

Former South African president

on the Cabinet Office to speedily

owned defence company.

Jacob Zuma is accused of allowing

investigate Bain’s alleged

associates from the Gupta family,

involvement in South African state

Between 2010 and 2018, Transnet

including brothers Atul, Ajay, and

capture, stating in a 28 January

engaged in significant procurement

Rajesh, to influence policy for their

letter addressed to Hain that

of locomotives, network services

own benefit. Zuma and Gupta

“corruption has the ability to erode

and infrastructure expansion, with

family members have denied any

trust and undermine public

evidence allegedly indicating that

misconduct, as do Molefe, Gama

confidence and it should rightly

several company directors and

and Singh, the latter three being

be challenged”, according to

senior executives acted improperly.

considered by the report to be the

reporting by the Times.

major designers and executers of
state capture at Transnet.

Second Zondo Commission re…

illicit and corrupt influence or

Allegations in relation to the former

Second Zondo Commission re…

control over the decision-making”,

executives’ misconduct at Denel

with suspect practices including

range from the inappropriate

changes in procurement

awarding of contracts to

procedures, modifications of bid

companies controlled by the Gupta

“State capture at Transnet involved
a systematic scheme of securing

28
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Private sector grapples with “unprecedented”
sanctions on Russia
simply say ‘VTB’. You have to give subsidiary names,
and enough detail that firms can figure out what they
are meant to do. The system at the moment is frozen,
it’s paralysed”, said Keatinge. ACAMS sanctions lead
Dr Justine Walker echoed Keatinge’s comments,
adding that the US government has stood out in
providing extra support for financial institutions. The
US has been “very clear” in issuing guidance alongside
its designations, but “we haven’t seen that from wider
G7 counterparts”, said Walker. A compliance official at
Banks and other financial firms are scrambling to
identify risks following “unprecedented” sanctions
imposed on Russia by Western governments
following the invasion of Ukraine in February. The
scale of the new sanctions, and the reputational and

an EU private bank said some institutions may lack
the expertise and risk making mistakes in the
application of sanctions. “It is not helpful that, for
example, EU sanctions come with insufficient
implementation guidance”, they commented.

financial penalty risk that they represent, means

Some companies in the US, UK and Europe have gone

financial institutions will be highly cautious and

beyond what is required by the sanctions, declaring

need to conduct extra checks to spot potential

that they will suspend business in Russia. As of 9

evasion by oligarchs, Russian banks and businesses,

March, some 300 companies had withdrawn from the

lawyers and compliance professionals told

country in protest, the Yale School of Management

Financial Crime Digest.

wrote in a blog post. These include car companies like
Bentley, Aston Martin, Rolls-Royce and Ferrari who

At a hearing of the UK House of Commons Treasury

announced they will stop shipments. Oil majors Exxon,

Committee on 7 March, experts told legislators that

BP and Shell ended multiple joint investment projects

Western financial institutions are in “uncharted

with Rosneft and other Russian companies; retailers

territory” with the decision to impose significant

including H&M, Nike and Ikea have shut down Russian

restrictions on a G20 country like Russia. RUSI’s

sales; Visa, Mastercard and American Express have

financial crime director Tom Keatinge told the

closed global services in Russia; and consultancies

committee that governments need to provide more

Accenture, EY, KPMG, PwC have exited the country.

details on the designations to support financial
institutions in their efforts to bring effect to the
sanctions imposed. “You can’t make up sanctions on
the hoof. You are relying on the private sector to
implement them, and the private sector will need to
know legal names [of sanctioned entities] – you can’t
29

Sanctions have been imposed by the UK, EU, US,
Switzerland, South Korea, Japan, Canada, Taiwan,
Australia, Norway, and New Zealand. Key sanctions
include asset freezes on the Russian Central Bank,
designations of major Russian private banks like
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VEB; members of the State Duma; individuals close to

Financial institutions bear down on sanctions risks

the Kremlin including Alisher Usmanov, Nikolai

Gerald Francese, a New York Partner in Locke Lord’s

Tokarev, Dmitri Peskov, Boris Rotenberg, Arkady

trade compliance practice, said counterparty risk will

Rotenberg, Sergei Chemezov, Igor Shuvalov, and

be a primary concern for financial institutions dealing

Yevgeniy Prigozhin, and some of their family

with the massive number of new sanctions. “Who am I

members. Prominent Russian banks have also been

dealing with, do I know them, how well do I know

excluded from the interbank SWIFT system. Payments

them. Right now the compliance teams are focused

expert Natasha de Teran told the Treasury Committee

on specific relationships, how well they know those

that there will be a limit to the impact of the measure.

relationships, and what businesses those

“There’s a question of scale. If I am a bank and I need

counterparties are in”, Francese said.

to do a billion-dollar oil transaction, I can make that
possible by setting up a leased line, by sending a fax.

Law firms in London have been declining Russia-

It’s problematic, it’s risky – if I tell another bank to act

related instructions, both due to practical issues of

on receipt of a fax, I’m opening myself up to the risk

getting paid and to the reputational risk of

of fraud and other risks."

representing Russian clients. One London lawyer

“It’s also cumbersome – it messes things up. But it
only messes things up in a terminal way, if that’s the
aim, if that bank is subject to multilateral sanctions –
which takes us to the application of US secondary
sanctions, which are the most exhaustive sanctions
there could be”, de Teran said.
The US and allies are also restricting exports of semiconductors, lasers, information security equipment
and other technology to multiple Russian industries,
including defence, aerospace and maritime. The US
and UK have announced that they will immediately

described a “week like no other,” saying the number of
sanctions was of an “entirely different level of
magnitude” to sanctions imposed by Western
countries in 2014 following Russia’s annexation of
Crimea. One sanctions compliance officer at a major
international bank told Financial Crime Digest that the
new sanctions have introduced “a lot of risk” for
financial institutions, which will require proactive
work to avoid falling foul of authorities’ complex “50
percent” rules on entity ownership. Fifty percent rules
sanction entities by extension, even if they do not
appear on designation lists.

ban and phase out imports of Russian oil,

For instance, under the US Office of Foreign Assets

respectively. The response has not been uniform from

Control (OFAC) 50 percent rule, any entities that are

Western allies on an energy blockade, however.

owned, directly or indirectly, 50 percent or more by one

Despite putting the proposed Nord Stream 2 pipeline

or more specially designated nationals (SDN), are also

on hold, Germany’s Chancellor Olaf Scholz rejected a

automatically blocked, even if they do not appear

broad ban on Russian oil and gas. Russian energy

on the list. In the EU and UK the 50 percent rule

makes up a significantly higher percentage of

applies at "more than 50 percent", a slight difference

Germany’s imports than it does in the UK or US.

from the US. There are no 50 percent rules in other
jurisdictions. The compliance officer said that banks

There is broad opposition in the country to such a ban

have previously faced challenges identifying potential

with German Foreign Minister, Green politician

sanctions risks under 50 percent rules, pointing to

Annalena Baerbock, stating on a weekend talkshow

sanctions imposed on Chinese military entities in

that “we are prepared, as I have made repeatedly clear,

2020 under then-president Donald Trump’s

to pay a very very high economic price […] but if

Executive Order 13959. “We saw a lot of companies

tomorrow the lights go out in Germany, in Europe, that

that were very hard to identify in terms of the 50

doesn’t mean that the tanks will stop.”

percent rules", they said. "There were really complex
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structures. The SDNs had very big networks of

concealing the involvement of individuals or firms. In

companies where ownership could be established.

the absence of specific disclosures being made by

Intelligence for the 50 percent rule must come in the

firms, it can prove “near-impossible” to know who is

first place from the customer.” Implementing effective

hiding behind a BVI, Cayman or Panamanian

know-your-customer (KYC) procedures and regularly

company, Voloshin said. “Financial institutions that

updating beneficial ownership information will be key

bank such structures usually obtain full disclosures,

to avoiding scrutiny from authorities, the compliance

but they cannot independently verify their authenticity

officer added. “If the data is not good, and there were

nor can they always be sure if a declared

[ownership] changes, once you figure that out you

shareholder/beneficial owner is not just a nominee",

must immediately react. That's why many people are

he added. “It also very much depends on the

talking about continuous monitoring and ongoing

willingness of a specific financial institution to

KYC. It's really important to know when changes

conduct indepth checks. It has often been easier to

happen to companies”, they added.

take information at face value. Further, the use of

Trust issues
Compliance professionals said financial institutions
will need to do extra due diligence to identify beneficial
ownership in situations where entities are held in
opaque trusts. Institutions will likely be risk-averse if
they think the entity is ultimately owned by a

trusts - a popular vehicle for masking ownership and
control - is widespread among wealthy Russians. Now
that so many Russian subjects have been sanctioned,
including a group of so-called oligarchs, the
complex ownership of all these structures will need to
be untangled to avoid breaches", Voloshin said.

sanctioned Russian parent. One compliance officer at

Risk aversion

a major bank said: “If you have suspicion that

Firms and banks with doubts about potential

something does not look right, you may want to dig

counterparties would do best to tread carefully,

deeper, you may want to ask questions to the party,

according to Jim Richards, a former director of

obtain evidence such as invoices, corporate

financial crime risk management at Wells Fargo

documents, reports of some sort, and if it's trade

and founder of RegTech Consulting. “Absolutely US

finance you can dig into that documentation.”

financial institutions will be using all resources

Another issue that institutions are facing is the

available to identify any and all connections to Russia

problem of “false positive” identification of risky

and Russians, whether in their client/customer base

Russian entities. “Depending on how the names are

or as counterparties to transactions of all

being transliterated, or how the corporate identifiers

kinds,” Richards said in an email. “They will be 100%

are being recorded, there may be some reviews that

risk-averse: if there is the slightest chance that a trust-

are coming up for entities with common names”, they

held SPV could be linked to a Russian person or entity,

said. Russian entities can be notoriously difficult to

they’ll not do the deal or make the trade.”

undertake due diligence on. In recent years they have
become increasingly sophisticated at masking

With so many Russian entities and individuals coming

interest in assets, using legal mechanisms introduced

under scrutiny, the potential for sanctions evasion is

by the Russian State Duma which obscure corporate

high, experts said. Richards pointed to a 7 March alert

ownership, experts said.

from US financial intelligence unit FinCEN
which provides financial institutions with “red flags”

George Voloshin, Head of Aperio Intelligence’s Paris

on potential Russian sanctions evasion attempts.

branch, said Russian corporate practice is “notorious”

FinCEN highlights the use of shell companies to

for its use of shell companies registered in offshore

obscure ownership and conduct international wire

jurisdictions to create multiple layers of ownership,

transfers, and the use of third parties to shield the
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identity of sanctioned persons and politically exposed

financial institutions and foreign sanctions evaders)

persons seeking to hide the origin of funds, for

from conducting business in US dollars

example, to obscure a real estate purchase. “All

with sanctioned entities. An entity seen to be violating

institutions are reminded of their obligations to not

secondary sanctions could lose access

only meet their sanctions-related responsibilities

to correspondent accounts at US financial institutions.

(which are complex, new, and expansive so the
controls and control environments are not tested and
mature), but to report any related activity to FinCEN by

Law enforcement hunt for illicit wealth
On 2 March, the US DOJ announced the launch of an

way of a Suspicious Activity Report”, Richards said.

interagency law enforcement “KleptoCapture”

One bank compliance official said it was likely that

restrictions and economic countermeasures imposed

Russian banks looking for loopholes will try to engage

by the US and its allies following the invasion of

in so-called ‘nested’ activity – using correspondent

Ukraine. While the KleptoCapture taskforce is a “re-

accounts in third countries such as Azerbaijan,

branded, updated, and more empowered version” of

Kazakhstan, or Georgia to evade restrictions. This

the US Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative

would call for enhanced due diligence on the

established in 2010 as part its strategy to go after

correspondent banking process. “Let's say you have a

corrupt foreign leaders, Richards said “both face the

correspondent banking client in Azerbaijan. So far, this

same hurdles of finding assets, and then identifying

bank has been transacting with some Russian banks,

the actual owners of assets.” Known and openly

with Kazakhstan, with China - and they had a certain

used assets only make up a small portion of

volume per month. After the sanctions were

Russian oligarch wealth, Richards said – but

implemented, the volumes increased, and new

acknowledged that it would be “easy to get to” for

geographies appeared - they started with transfers to

US law enforcement.

taskforce, dedicated to enforcing sanctions, export

Cyprus or Germany - something that was not
consistent with their behaviour. I would want to look at

Richards said oligarch wealth tied up in high-end

that, as changes in geography and volumes might

assets like planes, homes, boats, property,

indicate this is some nested relationship that we were

and art “can be tied to them but can’t easily be traced

not aware of. Of course, it can be something perfectly

to them because the asset’s provenance and

legitimate - but it would be good to check”, they said.

ownership is layered by their lawyers and accountants
[…] offshore shell companies owned by trusts,

Some experts warn that efforts to evade sanctions

etc.” Richards adds that high-end assets like these

could push US authorities to impose secondary

“probably make up 10-30 percent of their worth.”

sanctions to clamp down on such activity. Neutral

Another significant chunk of oligarch wealth is “stuff

banks could find themselves in the difficult position of

that nobody really knows about, or no one has found

choosing between trading with Russia or most of the

it yet, which is also hidden by layers and cut-outs,”

Western world. Gerald Francese said neutral banks

Richards explains, adding that it would be “even

will “find themselves in a secondary sanctions

harder” to go after than high-end assets held in

situation which I think would come very swiftly if

trusts. US efforts to tackle holdings in Russian

those tactics were employed […] those banks could

businesses that made the oligarchs wealthy in the

lose their correspondent relationships with the UK, US,

first place would be unlikely to succeed, Richards

and Western world, which I doubt they would be

said. “They can forget about it.”

willing to do to support Russia”, he added. US
secondary sanctions, which have historically applied
to Iran, target non-US persons (primarily foreign
32
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LEGISLATION

UK government fast tracks economic crime bill
following Russia's invasion of Ukraine
structures which obscure

destruction have been hiding

beneficial ownership.

behind for so long.”

Under the register of overseas

Critics questioned the efficacy of

ownership of UK property, entities

the announcement, with RUSI’s

refusing to declare their owners will

Tom Keatinge noting that the NCA

face restrictions on selling

is already the home to the

The UK government introduced

property. Breaking the rules could

International Corruption Unit (ICU)

the Economic Crime

lead to five years in prison. The

and the International Anti-

(Transparency and Enforcement)

register also applies to property

Corruption Coordination Centre.

Bill on 28 February, which will

bought by overseas owners up to

“Why is another unit needed? Why

create a register of overseas

20 years ago in England and Wales

not properly resource existing

ownership of UK land and

and from December 2014 in

capabilities so they can do the job

property, reform unexplained

Scotland. Since 2016 UK

they are intended for? This

wealth orders, and make it easier

companies have been required to

announcement is a smokescreen;

to prosecute anyone involved in

provide ownership information to

an attempt to pull an eye-catching

evading sanctions. The bill

the Companies House “persons

rabbit from a hat”, Keatinge wrote

received an unopposed third

with significant control” (PSC)

in a 28 February blog post.

reading in the House of Commons

register, but entities registered

on 7 March and will now go to the

overseas are not required to. The

The bill seeks to rectify problems

House of Lords for scrutiny.

new register would rectify this.

with unexplained wealth orders
(UWO), including providing law

The legislation, fast tracked as part

The National Crime Agency’s (NCA)

enforcement with more time to

of the government’s response to

“Kleptocracy” cell, announced by

review documents provided

the invasion of Ukraine by Russia,

Prime Minister Boris Johnson on

in response to the UWO. The bill

is the first step in the UK

24 February, will “target sanctions

includes provisions to limit the

government’s plan to improve

evasion and corrupt Russian

financial risk incurred by law

transparency of ownership of

assets hidden in the UK, and that

enforcement agencies pursuing

companies and property to deter

means oligarchs in London will

UWO cases following unsuccessful

criminals from investing the

have nowhere to hide”. The Prime

actions. Ministers are said to

proceeds of crime in the UK. It is

Minister said there is “no place for

believe that the risk to agencies like

designed to force foreign property

dirty money in the UK. We are

the NCA of high legal costs

owners to declare and verify their

going faster and harder to tear

following failed UWO actions is one

identities with Companies House

back the facade that those

of the reasons agencies have only

rather than hiding behind corporate

supporting Putin’s campaign of

imposed a handful since their
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introduction as part of the Criminal

partnerships as vehicles for

requiring verified identities for

Finances Act 2017. The Court of

facilitating international money

those setting up, managing, and

Appeal hit the NCA with a £1.5

laundering and illegal arms

controlling companies and other

million legal bill following its failed

movements. The government is

registrable entities, to make

attempt in April 2020 to impose

also set to follow up the legislation

anonymous filings more difficult

UWOs on three London properties

with a second bill, tackling

and discourage the use

linked to a Kazakh family.

Companies House reform. Home

of nominees or opaque corporate

Secretary Priti Patel acknowledged

structures to conceal ownership.

Additional reforms to UWOs

in parliament on 7 March that a

contained in the legislation include

second bill is necessary.

In a blog post, Companies House

the UK in a trust within the scope

Ministers published on 28 February

Smythe said the agency is “ready

of the law. The definition of an

a white paper on 'Corporate

asset ‘holder’ will also be expanded

Transparency and Register Reform'

to tackle the use of opaque shell

exploring changes to the agency,

companies. Thomas Mayne, a

requiring more stringent identity

Chatham House Research Fellow

checks for individuals trying to set

focused on kleptocracy, told

up companies. The government

Financial Crime Digest that the

states that it wants to see

bill partially addresses existing

Companies House “play an

issues with UWOs, but that the

expanded role so will change its

remaining problems could

statutory role from being a largely

potentially be resolved by expert

passive recipient of information

witness testimony.

to a much more active gatekeeper

bringing those who hold property in

over company creation and
HM Treasury under its Office for

custodian of more reliable data”.

Financial Sanctions

Chief Executive Louise
to implement the biggest
transformation […] since 1844”.
On 4 March, the government
brought forward a series of
amendments to its initial
proposals for the economic
crime bill, including shortening
the deadline for overseas
companies to register their
beneficial owners from 18 months
to six months. Ministers resisted
pressure from Labour to shorten
the deadline to one month.
Additional amendments allow the

Implementation (OFSI) will

The Companies House reforms

UK to align more rapidly with the

increase enforcement of sanctions

include proposed powers to tackle

individual designations imposed

with a “strict civil liability test” for

money laundering through

by allies such as the US and EU via

monetary penalties. Companies

cryptocurrencies and a more

an urgent designation procedure.

are currently liable only if they have

digitalised filing process for small

Amendments also seek to boost

“reasonable cause to suspect” a

companies. The Registrar of

the government’s ability to swiftly

sanctions breach.

Companies will be granted powers

designate oligarchs and firms

to query suspicious appointments

close to the Russian government.

The reforms also include

or filings and request further

strengthened anti-money

evidence or reject the filing in

laundering powers to give

certain cases. Companies House

businesses “more confidence to

will also have “more extensive legal

share information on suspected

gateways” for data sharing with

money laundering and other

law enforcement, other

economic crime”, the government

government bodies and the private

states. It also includes reforms

sector, the white paper states. The

tackling the use of limited

white paper also proposes
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US imposes expansive sanctions on Russian
financial institutions and export controls
Notably, the final rule includes two

entities, are identified in Annex 1 to

savings clauses, pursuant to which

the CAPTA Directive and

shipments that can no longer rely

designated thereunder.

on an EAR License Exception or No
License Required (NLR)

With respect to VTB, the US has

designation as a result of the new

imposed full blocking sanctions,

export control measures are

instantly freezing all assets held in

US President Joe Biden

allowed to proceed under a

US financial institutions and

announced on 24 February a new

previously eligible licence

making them inaccessible to the

package of financial sanctions

exception or the NLR designation,

Kremlin. VTB and 20 of its

and export controls targeting all

provided that the shipments are en

subsidiaries, including banks,

ten of Russia’ largest financial

route aboard a carrier pursuant to

holding companies, and other

institutions, imposing new debt

actual orders by a specific date.

financial entities, are designated
pursuant to EO 14024.

and equity restrictions on 13 of
the most critical Russian

As part of the US response, the

enterprises and entities,

Department of the Treasury’s

A further measure intended to

restrictions on Russia’s military,

Office of Foreign Assets Control

“limit Russia’s ability to finance its

and full blocking measures on

(OFAC) has sanctioned all of

invasion against Ukraine” concerns

Russian elites and their family

Russia’s largest financial

the expansion of the Russia-related

members, as well as Belarusian

institutions, including the Public

debt and equity restrictions.

individuals and entities.

Joint Stock Company Sberbank of

Through the issuance of Directive

Russia and VTB Bank Public Joint

3, OFAC prohibits transactions by

Concurrently, the US Commerce

Stock Company. To implement

US persons or within the US in new

Department’s Bureau of Industry

sanctions on Sberbank, OFAC has

debt of longer than 14 days

and Security (BIS) issued a final

issued Directive 3 under Executive

maturity and new equity of Russian

rule effective immediately

Order (EO) 14024, which prohibits

state-owned entities operating in

implementing a series of new

US financial institutions from

the financial services sector, and

export control measures under the

opening or maintaining a

other entities determined to be

Export Administration Regulations

correspondent account or payable-

subject to the prohibitions of the

(EAR) against Russia, which are the

through account for or on behalf of

Directive. The 13 companies

centrepiece of the new package of

any entity designated pursuant to

covered by the Directive are listed

measures. The action targets

Russia-related CAPTA Directive, as

in Annex 1 and include Sberbank,

Russia’s defence, aerospace, and

well as from processing

Gazprombank, Gazprom and

maritime sectors and are intended

transactions involving any such

Gazprom Neft, Credit Bank of

to curtail Russia’s ability to access

entities. Sberbank and 25 of its

Moscow, Rostelecom, and the

technologies and other items that

foreign subsidiaries, including

Russian Railways. The prohibitions

could be used to support its

banks, trusts, insurance

under Directive 3 are effective from

military capabilities.

companies, and other financial

26 March for entities listed in
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Annex 1, and for entities

the fourth largest financial

leadership roles at Gazprom

subsequently listed, they are

institution in Belarus, Belarussian

Neft and is employed in

effective 30 days after listing.

Bank of Development and

Russia’s energy sector

Reconstruction Belinvestbank Joint
On 22 February, OFAC also issued

Stock Company and Bank Dabrabyt

Ivan Igorevich Sechin, son of

Directive 1A replacing and

Joint-Stock Company.

Igor Ivanovich Sechin, CEO,

superseding Directive 1, to extend

Chairman of the Management

existing sovereign debt prohibitions

OFAC issued Directive 4, prohibiting

Board, and Deputy Chairman of

to cover participation in the

US persons from engaging in

the Board of Directors of

secondary market for ruble and

transactions with the Central Bank

Rosneft. Ivan is reportedly a

non-ruble denominated bonds

of Russia, the National Wealth

deputy head at Rosneft

issued after 1 March 2022 by the

Fund of Russia, and the Ministry of

Central Bank of Russia, the

Finance of Russia. Russia-related

Alexander Aleksandrovich

National Wealth Fund of Russia, or

GL 8A enables transactions related

Vedyakhin, First Deputy

the Ministry of Finance. OFAC

to energy involving State

Chairman of the Executive

highlights that entities subject to

Corporation Bank for Development

Board of Sberbank

the prohibitions of Directives 2 and

and Foreign Economic Affairs

3, as well as Directive 1A, will be

Vnesheconombank (VEB), Otkritie,

Andrey Sergeyevich Puchkov

listed on the Non-SDN Menu-Based

Sovcombank, Sberbank, VTB Bank,

and Yuriy Alekseyevich Soloviev,

Sanctions List.

or the Central Bank of Russia, until

VTB Bank executives, as well as

24 June. OFAC also promulgated

Soloviev’s wife, Galina Olegovna

OFAC has also issued eight general

Russian Harmful Foreign Activities

Ulyutina, previously implicated

licences (GLs) authorising certain

Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR

in a golden passport scheme.

transactions related to: (1)

Part 587, to implement EO 14024,

Puchkov’s firms Limited Liability

international organisations and

which are effective as of 1 March.

Company Atlant S and Limited
Liability Company Inspira Invest

entities; (2) agricultural and
medical commodities and the

The action also targets

A are also being designated

pandemic; (3) overflight and
emergency landings; (4) energy; (5)

Sergei Sergeevich Ivanov, son of

Viktor Gennadievich Khrenin,

dealings in certain debt or equity;

Sergei Borisovich Ivanov,

Belarusian Minister of

(6) derivative contracts; (7) the

Special Presidential

Defense, and Aleksandr

winding down of transactions

Representative for

Grigorievich Volfovich, State

involving certain blocked persons;

Environmental Protection,

Secretary of the Security

and (8) rejection of transactions

Ecology, and Transport. Sergei

Council of Belarus

involving certain blocked persons.

Sergeevich is CEO of Alrosa and

OFAC has also published 25 and

a Gazprombank board member

updated seven related FAQs.
As part of the same action, OFAC
targets 24 Belarusian individuals
and entities over the country’s
“support for, and facilitation of, the
invasion”. Among those targeted is
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Andrey Patrushev, son of
Nikolai Platonovich
Patrushev, Secretary of the
Russian Federation Security
Council. Andrey served in

President Biden remarks
OFAC press release on Russia …
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UK sanctions against Russia become effective,
UK MPs highlight influence of oligarchs
The UK published on 28 February

financial services, funds and

the House […] so we can get the

and 1 March four amendments to

brokering services in relation to

sanctions out” and by

the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

dual-use goods and technology

determining “crime agencies [to

Regulations 2019, to bring into

and critical industry goods and

talk] much more holistically”.

effect new financial, trade and

technology to Russia

shipping sanctions on Russia,

is also prohibited.

following military aggression
against Ukraine.

During a 1 March debate, UK
members of parliament discussed

The Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

the “omission” of naming the “140

(Amendment) (No. 2) and (No. 3)

or so oligarchs who have been

Regulations were laid before

identified as having direct links

parliament and approved on 28

with [Russian President Vladimir]

February. The two regulations

Putin”. The MPs generally

provide for the prohibition in

condemned the delay in listing

dealing with securities or money

further oligarchs, to which some

market instruments issued by, or

members argue that it might be

providing loans or credit to a

difficult to “distinguish between

person connected with Russia,

British companies that want to

which also applies to all entities

protect their assets and oligarchs

listed in Schedule 2 – namely,

and other groups who want to get

Sberbank, VTB Bank,

their assets out of the way quickly

Gazprombank, Vnesheconombank

because they know that they will

(VEB.RF), Rosselkhozbank, OPK

be targeted”. Highlighting

Oboronprom, United Aircraft

examples of oligarch

Corporation, Uralvagonzavod,

representatives in the “Belton

Rosneft, Transneft, and Gazprom

Case”, Bob Seely MP underlined

Neft. The regulations also prohibit

that he has been informed of “law

UK credit or financial institutions

firms that do not carry out client

from setting out or maintaining a

checks […] are effectively complicit

correspondent banking relationship

in breaking the law […] [and]

and from processing transfers to,

knowingly taking from organised

from or via Sberbank or entities it

crime”. Seely further stated that

owns or controls. Furthermore, the

actions to be taken in order to

making available and transfer of;

close loopholes and stop corrupt

the export, supply, delivery and

practices involving oligarchs

making available of; and the

include using “privilege to get these

provision of technical assistance,

oligarch names out on the Floor of
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On 3 March, the UK announced
sanctions effective
immediately against oligarchs
Alisher Usmanov and Igor
Shuvalov, who are reportedly
worth a combined $19 billion.
The other two regulations, No. 4
and No. 5, which are effective 1
March, prohibit Russian ships, and
other ships to be specified by the
Secretary of State, from entering
UK ports and from registering in
the UK; and prohibit a UK individual
or entity from providing financial
services for the purpose of foreign
exchange reserve and
asset management to the Russian
Central Bank, the Russian National
Wealth Fund, the Russian Ministry
of Finance, and any person owned
or controlled directly or indirectly
by them or acting on behalf of
them or at their direction.
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (A…
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US, UK and EU designate Putin and Lavrov
According to the UK Lavrov and

and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine as

Putin will face asset freezes but

independent entities. Sanctions will

not a travel ban. Prime Minister

also be imposed on individuals

Boris Johnson met with leading

who facilitated the attack from

financial firms, regulators and trade

Belarus. EU measures including

associations on 23 February to

asset freezes, prohibitions on

discuss economic sanctions. The

making funds available, and travel

The US, UK and EU introduced

UK Office for Financial Sanctions

bans, will apply to 654 individuals

sanctions on Russian President

Implementation (OFSI) published a

and 52 entities.

Vladimir Putin and Minister of

general licence on 25 February

Foreign Affairs Sergey Lavrov on

permitting the winding down of

The EU’s sanctions package further

25 February in response to

transactions involving Russia’s VTB

expands existing financial

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Bank and its UK subsidiaries. The

restrictions. It cuts Russian access

licence gives firms until 27 March

to the “most important capital

to wind-down transactions.

markets” in the bloc, the EU states.

The US states that Putin and

It prohibits the listing and provision

Lavrov are “directly responsible for
Russia’s unprovoked and unlawful

The European Council’s package of

of services in relation to shares of

further invasion of Ukraine, a

sanctions, which implements

Russian state-owned entities in the

democratic sovereign state”. The

conclusions reached by the Council

EU. It also limits financial flows

US has also designated Minister of

on 24 February, include individual

from Russia to the EU.

Defence Sergei Shoigu, and Chief

and economic sanctions, export

of the General Staff of the Russian

bans and visa changes. The EU will

Armed Forces, First Deputy

impose restrictive measures on

Minister of Defence, and General of

members of the National Security

the Army Valery Gerasimov.

Council who supported Russia’s
recognition of the non-government

US Treasury press release
UK government press release
EU Council press release

controlled areas of the Donetsk

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
In an unprecedented move the US, EU and UK imposed blocking sanctions on Russian President Vladimir
Putin and his key ministers - Sergey Lavrov (foreign affairs) and Sergey Shoigu (defence). While these
sanctions mean little in practical terms, to the extent that none of these high-level Russian officials are
known to hold assets abroad, at least in their own names, they are highly significant from a political
perspective. In a way, they indicate a point of no return in Russia's relationship with the West, in particular
as far as the Putin administration is concerned. Above and beyond that, the material sanctions imposed so
far against Russia's banking sector including its central bank and many oligarchs as well as on its access
to a wide range of western-made goods and technology will have a devastating impact on the Russian
economy, which will be worse than the 1998 financial crisis according to most forecasts.
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US, UK and EU target Russia’s central bank and
remove lenders from SWIFT
By blocking transactions with the Russian central
bank, Russia’s $630 billion in currency reserves is
rendered useless in dollars, sterling and euros.
In a statement, the US Department of the Treasury
said its Office of Foreign Assets Control has
designated the Russian Direct Investment Fund
(RDIF), a “key Russian sovereign wealth fund”
with exposure to the US, and its CEO Kirill Dmitriev,
a “known Putin ally”.
The UK, in concert with the United States and the
European Union, announced on 28 February
sanctions measures targeting the Central Bank of
the Russian Federation (CBR) in response to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
According to a statement from the UK Treasury, the
action will “prevent the CBR from deploying its foreign
reserves in ways that undermine the impact of
sanctions […] and undercut its ability to engage in
foreign exchange transactions to support the Russian
rouble”. HM Treasury states that the UK government
will block UK individuals and companies from dealing
with the CBR, the Russian national Wealth Fund, and
the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation.
The UK’s new measures include restrictions against
Russian financial institutions, prohibitions on Russian
companies issuing transferable securities and money

The EU has imposed restrictive measures to “prevent
the Russian Central Bank from deploying its
international reserves in ways that undermine the
impact of our sanctions” on 26 February.
A joint statement from the leaders of the European
Commission, France, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Canada, and the United States also
committed to removing select Russian banks from the
SWIFT messaging system. “This will ensure that these
banks are disconnected from the international
financial system and harm their ability to operate
globally”. EU High Representative/Vice President
Josep Borrell stated on 27 February that the EU would
put forward additional listings against oligarchs.
UK Treasury release
Joint statement

market instruments in the UK, and power to prevent
designated banks from accessing sterling and
clearing payments through the UK. The measures
include trade restrictions on high-end technical
equipment and electronic, telecommunications and
aerospace components.
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US Treasury press release
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UK issues second package of "unprecedented"
sanctions on Russia following Ukraine invasion
well as Russia’s aircraft supplier

Cell’ within the National Crime

United Aircraft Corporation, and its

Agency to target sanctions evasion

largest shipbuilding company

in the UK, and bring forward part of

United Shipbuilding Corporation.

the economic crime bill before
Easter, including measures on

Designated individuals, who are

unexplained wealth orders.

now subject to an asset freeze and
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson

travel ban, include five of Vladimir

The UK has also imposed a full

announced on 24 February a

Putin’s inner circle, including his

asset freeze against all Russian

second package of sanctions in

former son-in-law Kirill Shamalov,

banks; a ban on Russian

response to Russia’s invasion of

Russia’s youngest billionaire; Petr

companies from borrowing on UK

Ukraine. Foreign Secretary Liz

Fradkov, head of Promsvyazbank

markets, as well as the Russian

Truss stated the “unprecedented”

and son of the former head of

state from raising funds in the UK;

sanctions aim to deliver “the

Russian Foreign Intelligence, Yury

a ban on designated banks from

highest economic cost […] ever

Slyusar, director of United Aircraft

accessing sterling and clearing

imposed on the Kremlin”.

Corporation; and Elena

payments through the UK,

Aleksandrovna Georgieva, chair of

preventing them from having

Specifically, the UK Foreign,

the board of Novikombank, a state-

access to UK financial markets; a

Commonwealth and Development

owned defence conglomerate.

prohibition on the export of a range
of high-end and critical technical

Office (FCDO) has updated the UK
Sanctions List, adding eleven

Furthermore, Johnson stated that

entries, including Russia’s second-

he has urged European leaders to

largest bank VTB, on which it has

agree that Russia’s use of the

imposed a full asset freeze, as well

SWIFT payments system should

as Deputy President Denis

be suspended, making the

Bortnikov, and the country’s

argument in a call with German

biggest defence company Rostec.

Chancellor, Olaf Scholz, and in a
meeting of G7 leaders. The EU

Other entities targeted by the UK

Council prohibited the use of

sanctions include Russia’s leading

SWIFT by Russia's Bank Otkritie,

tactical supplier of air and sea

Novikombank, Promsvyazbank,

missiles Tactical Missile

Rossiya Bank, Sovcombank, and

Corporation, one of the world’s

VTB on 2 March.

largest tank manufacturers JSC
Research and Production

Additionally, he underlined that the

Corporation Uralvagonzavod, as

UK will establish a ‘Kleptocracy

40

equipment and components.
On 28 February, the UK
Department for International Trade
(DIT) and Export Control Joint
Unit (ECJU) updated and issued
new open general export licences
(OGELS) on dual-use items within
the oil and gas industry,
cryptographic development,
chemicals and OGEL X to remove
Russia as a permitted destination.
UK FCDO press release
Foreign Secretary statement
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US signs Russia-related EO, imposes sanctions
following recognition of Donetsk and Luhansk

US President Joe Biden signed on

People’s Republic”. The address

goods, services or technology from

was followed by the immediate

and to said regions respectively;

order to Russian troops to enter

and (3) any approval, financing,

the regions for a “peacekeeping”

facilitation, or guarantee by a US

mission under the treaties of

person or entity of transactions by

“friendship and mutual assistance”

a foreign person which would be

that Russia ratified on same day

covered by the aforementioned

with the concerned regions.

prohibitions if performed by a US
person or entity or within the

21 February an Executive Order
(EO) aimed at “blocking property

In response, US State Secretary

US. Concurrently, OFAC issued six

of certain persons and prohibiting

Antony Blinken highlighted that

Ukraine-related general licences.

certain transactions with respect

Russia’s recognition of the Donetsk

to the continued Russian efforts

and Luhansk regions as

to undermine the sovereignty and

independent entities “represents a

territorial integrity of Ukraine”,

complete rejection of Russia’s

following the Russian

commitments under the Minsk

government’s adoption of decrees

agreements” and “directly

recognising the independence of

contradicts Russia’s claimed

the Donetsk People’s Republic and

commitment to diplomacy”, by

Luhansk People’s Republic. The

proceeding to “disrupt another

EO provides authority for the

state’s borders” in “disrespect for

imposition of broad sanctions

international laws and norms”. He

similar to the sanctions relating to

further noted that the US will

the Crimea region of Ukraine.

continue to coordinate with Ukraine
and allies to “take appropriate

The action follows Russian

steps”, highlighting that the EO “is

President Vladimir Putin’s

not directed at the people of

convening of his Security Council

Ukraine or the Ukrainian

on 21 February. After the council

government”, enabling

meeting, Putin delivered a televised

humanitarian and other related

address to the public, referring to

activity to continue in the regions.

Eastern Ukraine as “historically
Russian territory” and stating that it

Through the EO, the US is

is “necessary to take a long

prohibiting: (1) new investments in

overdue decision to immediately

the Donetsk and Luhansk regions;

recognise the independence and

(2) the importation into the US and

sovereignty of the Donetsk

exportation, sale or supply from the

People’s Republic and the Luhansk

US, directly or indirectly, of any

41

The EO also provides authority to
the US to impose sanctions on
persons who are determined to: (1)
operate or have operated since the
EO’s date in the concerned regions;
(2) are or have been a leader,
official, senior executive officer,
or member of the board of
directors of an entity operating in
the regions; (3) owned or
controlled, or to have acted or
purported to act for or on behalf of
any person designated pursuant to
the EO; or (4) have materially
assisted, sponsored, or provided
financial, material, or technological
support to any person designated
pursuant to the EO.
OFAC press release on first san…
White House statement
Draft EO
OFAC press release
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UK imposes sanctions on five Russian banks
and three individuals over Ukraine crisis

The UK’s Foreign and

to recognise the independence of

Magnitsky sanctions activist Bill

parts of Donetsk and Luhansk

Browder described the new

regions outside of Ukraine’s

designations as “very tepid.” RUSI

control. President Vladimir Putin

illicit finance researcher Tom

stated in follow-up comments on

Keatinge reportedly said: “I think

22 February that he recognised

we can safely say we have taken a

separatist claims to the whole of

peashooter to a gunfight. The

Ukraine’s Donbass region.

whole reason for the discussion of
sanctions in recent weeks has

Commonwealth Office (FCDO)
announced on 22 February the

Timchenko is a major shareholder

been to deter Putin and if, when we

addition of three Russian

in Bank Rossiya which is a

get the first chance to use these

individuals and five banks to its

stakeholder in the National Media

sanctions, we only tickle his

designations list, following a

Group which has supported

feet, then what is the point? If we

decision by the government to

Russian actions in Ukraine,

ever had the upper hand I am

respond with financial sanctions

according to the UK’s Office of

afraid today we have lost it.”

to the crisis in Ukraine and

Financial Sanctions

specifically Russia's decision to

Implementation (OFSI). Boris

recognise the independence

Rotenberg and his brother Arkady,

of parts of the Donetsk and

close affiliates of President Putin,

Luhansk regions.

are designated for their holdings
in companies of “strategic

Bank Rossiya, Black Sea Bank for

significance” to the Russian

Development and Reconstruction,

government.

JSC Genbank, IS Bank and PJSC
Promsvyazbank are designated,

In response to the announcement,

alongside Gennady Timchenko,

the UK Financial Conduct Authority

Boris Rotenberg and Igor

(FCA) stated that it expects firms

Rotenberg. The individuals’ UK

to have “established systems and

assets are frozen and UK persons

controls to counter the risk that

are blocked from providing funds

they might be used to further

or economic resources for the

financial crime and this includes

benefit of those listed. Transfers

compliance with financial

involving accounts held by non-

sanctions obligations”.

Speaking to the BBC prior to the
invasion, UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said a Russian invasion of
Ukraine would lead to the UK
government blocking Russian
companies raising debt on UK
markets, and “even, with our
American friends, going to stop
them trading in pounds and dollars.
That will hit them very, very hard”.
In parliament, Johnson said it is
“precisely because the stakes are
so high that Putin’s venture
in Ukraine must fail, must
ultimately fail and be seen to fail”.
FCDO guidance

sanctioned individuals at the
designated banks are prohibited.

Some UK-based commentators

FCA release

were left disappointed by the
The decision comes in response to

government’s initial response.

the Russian government’s decision

Longtime Kremlin critic and
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FCDO press release
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EU imposes restrictive measures on Russia
following Donetsk and Luhansk decrees
2022/261 and Council Decision

goods from the concerned regions,

(CFSP) 2022/267.

including a ban on associated
financing and financial assistance;

Additionally, under Council

(2) restrictions on trade and

Implementing Regulation (EU)

investments related to certain

2022/260 and Council Decision

economic sectors, such as real

(CFSP) 2022/265, the EU sanctions

estate; (3) a prohibition on the

The Council of the European

27 high-profile individuals and

supply of tourism services; (4) a

Union announced on 23 February

entities, including members of

prohibition on providing technical

that it has adopted a set of

the Russian government, banks

assistance, or brokering,

sanctions in response to the

and business persons, and senior

construction or engineering

decision by Russia to recognise

military officers.

services directly relating to
infrastructure in the concerned

the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts
of Ukraine as independent

Specifically, the sanctions target

regions; and (5) an export ban on

entities, as well as the

Bank Rossiya, the state-owned

certain goods and technologies in

deployment of Russian troops

Corporation Bank for Development

the transport, telecommunications,

into the concerned regions.

and Foreign Economic Affairs

energy, and oil, gas and mineral

Vnesheconombank (VEB) and

resources sectors.

The decision follows a 22 February

Promsvyazbank Public Joint Stock

statement by the EU High

Company (PSB). Persons subject

The EU Council has introduced a

Representative during an informal

to asset freezes and travel bans

sectoral prohibition aimed at

meeting of EU Foreign Affairs

include, among others, Russia’s

restricting Russia’s access to

Ministers, announcing a swift

Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu;

capital, its government and Central

response by the bloc “to these

Chief of Staff of the Presidential

Bank, as well as entities acting on

latest violations […] with additional

Executive Office Anon Vaino; Andrei

behalf or at the direction of the

restrictive measures, including on

Leonidovich Kostin, president-

Central Bank, by prohibiting any

all economic relations with the

chairman of Vneshtorbank (VTB),

purchase, sale, investment, or any

non-governmental controlled

which is one of the leading state-

other dealing involving transferable

areas”, as well as “designations

owned banks in Russia; Army

securities and money market

against individuals and entities

General Sergei Surovikin,

instruments issued after 9 March

responsible for undermining the

Commander-in-Chief of the

2022. In addition, it is prohibited to

territorial integrity of Ukraine”.

Russian Aerospace Forces.

directly or indirectly make or be
part of any arrangement to make

The restrictive measures target all

Further restrictions imposed

new loans or credit to said entities,

351 members of the Russian State

pursuant to Council Regulation

with the exception of loans or

Duma who voted in favour of the

(EU) 2022/263 and Council

credit for the financing of non-

recognition, pursuant to Council

Decision (CSFP) 2022/266 also

prohibited imports or exports of

Implementing Regulation (EU)

institute: (1) an import ban on

goods and non-financial services
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between the European Union

calls on other states “not to follow

and another country.

Russia’s illegal decision to
recognise” the proclaimed

The EU urges Russia “to reverse

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…
EU Council press release

Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts”, to
comply with international law and
“return to the discussions within
the Normandy format and the
Trilateral Contact Group”. It also

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…

independence of the regions.

the recognition of the nongovernment controlled areas of the

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…
Council Implementing Regulati…

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…

Council Implementing Regulati…

US sanctions Nord Stream 2 and CEO Warnig
has decided to terminate the

announcement to reporters on 22

waiver and sanction Nord Stream 2

February that the country is halting

and Warnig under the Protecting

the process of certifying Nord

Europe's Energy Security Act

Stream 2. Scholz labeled Russian

(PEESA), implemented through

President Vladimir Putin's

Executive Order (EO) 14039.

recognition of the Donetsk and

Pursuant to the statutory authority,

Luhansk "unjustified and

US President Joe Biden and State

Nord Stream’s corporate officers

incomprehensible", according to

Secretary Antony Blinken

are also subject to visa restrictions

reporting by Deutsche Welle (DW).

announced on 23 February that

and blocking measures. PEESA

The certification process began on

the US has decided to sanction

authorises the State Department to

8 September 2021 and is needed

Nord Stream 2 AG and its

deny and revoke visas to those

for Nord Stream's functionality,

corporate officers as part of a first

blocked under its authority.

whose construction is complete.

to Russia’s actions in Ukraine.

The US Treasury's Office of Foreign

On 24 February, the Financial

Specifically, OFAC has added

Assets Control (OFAC) also issued

Matthias Warnig, CEO of Nord

GL 4 authorising, under certain

Stream 2 AG to the SDN list, along

conditions, all transactions that are

with Nord Stream 2 AG itself.

ordinarily incident and necessary to

tranche of sanctions in response

the winding down of transactions
The move reverses Biden’s

involving Nord Stream 2 AG and

decision of August 2021 to waive

its 50 percent rule subsidiaries

sanctions against the company

until 2 March 2022.

and Warnig. The administration
states that, following consultations

The action follows German

with Germany and the EU, the US

Chancellor Olaf Scholz's
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Times reported that a person close
to Russian firm Gazprom allegedly
stated that Germany will fail to find
sufficient substitutes for Russian
gas in the short term and "even
in the next 5-10 years".
Statement by President Biden …
State Department statement o…
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US government intensifies sanctions on Russia
owned by PSB Lizing OOO, a

are 50 percent or more owned by

designated subsidiary of PSB.

Directive 1A entities.

Subject to asset freezes and travel
bans are “elites and families close
to Putin”, including: (1) Director of
the Federal Security Service (FSB)
The US Department of the

Aleksandr Vasilievich Bortnikov

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

and his son Denis Aleksandrovich

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

Bortnikov; (2) Petr Mikhailovich

on 22 February restrictive

Fradkov, chairman and CEO of PSB;

measures pursuant to Executive

and (3) First Deputy Chief of Staff

Order 14024, which authorises

of the Presidential Office Sergei

sanctions against Russia for its

Vladilenovich Kiriyenko and his son

harmful foreign activities,

Vladimir Sergeevich Kiriyenko.

including violating core principles
of international law such as

Furthermore, OFAC has expanded

respect for the territorial integrity

restrictions on dealings in Russia’s

of other states, in response to

sovereign debt through the

President Putin’s recognition of

issuance of Russia-related

the independence of the “so-

Directive 1A under EO 14024,

called Donetsk People’s Republic

which replaces and supersedes

(DNR) and Luhansk People’s

Directive 1 which was issued on 15

Republic in Ukraine (LNR)”.

April 2021. The Directive extends
existing sovereign debt prohibitions

Building on the Executive Order

on US financial institutions to cover

signed on the same day, the action

participation in the secondary

targets, among others, two major

market for bonds issued after 1

Russian state-owned financial

March by the Central Bank of the

institutions, the Corporation Bank

Russian Federation, the National

for Development and Foreign

Wealth Fund of the Russian

Economic Affairs

Federation, or the Ministry of

Vnesheconombank (VEB) and

Finance of the Russian Federation,

Promsvyazbank Public Joint Stock

in addition to primary market

Company (PSB), along with 42 of

participation and lending. OFAC

their subsidiaries. Additionally,

FAQ 891 clarifies that the

OFAC designates five vessels

restrictions on Directive 1A entities
do not flow down to entities that
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Building on the
Executive Order
signed on the same
day, the action
targets, among
others, two major
Russian stateowned financial
institutions, along
with 42 of their
subsidiaries
Concomitantly, OFAC announced
the issuance of GL 2 and GL 3
which allow for the servicing of the
aforementioned bonds issued
before 1 March 2022 and for the
winding down of transactions
involving VEB for a 30-day period
until 24 March 2022, respectively.
FAQs have also been published
and updated to provide
further clarifications on the
sanctions, licences and Directive.
OFAC press release
Identifying information
Executive Order
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EU sanctions five persons over Russia elections
relating to Crimean Peninsula and Sevastopol
The Council of the European

Regulation (EU) 2022/236 and

Sevastopol electoral commission

Union announced on 21 February

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/241.

Nina Sergeevna Faustova, and

the imposition of travel bans and

The total number of designations

deputy head of the commission

asset freezes against three

made in regards to the territorial

Aleksandr Evgenevich Chmyhalov.

members of the Russian State

integrity of Ukraine now amounts

Duma, as well as the head and

to 193 persons and 48 entities. EU

The EU Council underlines that the

deputy head of the Sevastopol

persons are prohibited from

designations “are not linked to the

electoral commission, over their

making funds available to the listed

current security situation”.

involvement in the illegal

individuals and entities.

annexation of the Crimean

EU Council press release

Peninsula and Sevastopol on 19

The action targets three members

September 2021.

of the State Duma, namely Aleksei
Yurievich Cherniak, Leonid

The designations are made

Ivanovich Babashov, Tatiana

pursuant to Council Implementing

Georgievna Lobach, head of the

Council Implementing Regulati…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…

Australia aligns with the US on Russia sanctions
Australian Prime Minister Scott

The sanctions are directed at the

On 25 February an amendment

Morrison announced on 23

regions of Luhansk and Donetsk,

listed 339 members of the Russian

February that the National

including transport, energy,

Parliament who voted in favour of

Security Committee has agreed to

telecoms, oil, gas, and mineral

recognising the regions of Donetsk

ensure that the country is in

reserves sectors.

and Luhansk as independent and

“lockstep” with the US and UK on

eight persons holding leadership

sanctions imposed on Russia over

On 24 February Australia amended

positions. The following day, the

its actions in Ukraine.

its sanctions list to include eight

government included Belarusian

members of Russia's Security

individuals and entities who have

Morrison stated that Australia will

Council, 25 individuals and four

provided support to Russia, and

impose travel bans and financial

entities involved in development

then included five individuals in the

sanctions on Russia's Security

and sale of military technology and

Russian government, including

Council. Additional sanctions will

weapons, and blocked business

President Vladimir Putin.

capture persons and entities “of

with Promsvyazbank, Industrial

what is termed economic

Savings Bank, Genbank and the

significance” to Russia.

Black Sea Bank for Development
and Reconstruction.
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Prime Minster of Australia pres…
Australian government sanctio…
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Canada sanctions over Russia actions in Ukraine
Canada’s Prime Minister (PM)

entities, including banks, financial

Freeland stated that it is prohibited

Justin Trudeau announced on 22

elites and their families; (2)

for Canadian financial institutions

February the imposition of new

sanctioning members of the

including the Bank of Canada to

sanctions under the Special

Russian Security Council, including

undertake any transaction with the

Economic Measures (Russia)

the Defence Minister, the Finance

Russian Central Bank, as the “world

Regulations and the Special

Minister, and the Justice Minister;

has moved to cut Russia off from

Economic Measures (Ukraine)

(3) imposing restrictions on four

the SWIFT payments system”.

Regulations, following Russia’s

Ukrainian individuals for their

decision to recognise the

alleged collaboration with Russia;

Freeland further stated

independence of the Donetsk and

and (4) halting new export permit

that Canada is imposing an asset

Luhansk regions in Ukraine.

applications and cancelling

freeze and a dealings prohibition

valid export permits, with a limited

on Russian sovereign wealth funds,

The sanctions against Russia

number of exceptions for critical

following the PM’s 26 February

concern: (1) restrictions on 351

medical supply chains.

joint statement with the

members of the Russian State
Duma who voted for the
recognition of the independence of
Donetsk and Luhansk; (2) a ban on
dealings involving non-government
controlled areas of Donetsk and
Luhansk, prohibiting Canadians
from engaging in specific
transactions and activities in said

On 27 February Minister of
Transport Omar Alghabra and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Mélanie
Joly announced that Canada is

EU Commission, France, Germany,
Italy, the UK, and the US to
implement further restrictive
economic measures on Russia.

also closing its airspace including

Consequently, the Special

above Canada’s territorial waters to

Economic Measures (Russia)

all Russian aircraft operators.

Regulations have been amended
to add to the list of designated

Moreover, on 28 February Minister

persons eighteen members of the

of Natural Resources Jonathan

Russian Security Council, as well

Wilkinson announced that the

as President Vladimir Putin and

country will ban crude oil imports

Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov,

from Russia, although Canada

the Russian Central Bank,

Vnesheconombank (VEB).

does not currently import any

National Wealth Fund, and

crude oil from Russia and has not

Ministry of Finance.

On 24 February, the PM announced

since 2019. He adds that the

regions; (3) prohibitions on direct
and indirect dealings in Russian
sovereign debt; and (4) sanctions
against financial institutions
Promsvyazbank PJSC and

new measures effective
immediately, building on the 22
February actions which include: (1)
imposing restrictions on 58
additional key individuals and

47

government aims to identify

22 February sanctions

additional petroleum products that
may be covered by this ban. On the
same day, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Finance Chrystia

24 February sanctions
28 February sanctions
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Switzerland's response to the Russian invasion
Switzerland’s President Ignazio

sanctions in response to Russia’s

has decided to adopt the packages

Cassis stated on 24 February that

recognition of Donetsk and

of sanctions imposed by the EU on

Switzerland will integrate the

Luhansk as independent entities

23 and 25 February, freezing with

European Union’s 23 February

and the subsequent deployment of

immediate effect the assets of

sanctions against Russia in the

Russian troops into the concerned

individuals and entities listed in

form of anti-circumvention

regions. The sanctions target 27

Annex 3 of the Ordinance. Similarly,

measures, which will be included

high-profile individuals and entities.

the financial sanctions against

in an ordinance issued by the

Furthermore, all 351 members of

Russian President Vladimir Putin,

Swiss Federal Council. Cassis

the Russian State Duma who

Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin

added that “individual measures

voted in favour of the recognition

and Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov

will be tightened, particularly in

are sanctioned. “The list of persons

were immediately implemented.

the financial sector”.

and companies sanctioned by the
EU will be adopted in principle”,

Other measures include: (1)

The Swiss Federal Council gave

stated President Cassis, who

suspending the 2009 agreement

assurances on 23 February “that

highlighted that “neutrality does not

on visa facilitation for Russian

Switzerland will not be used as a

mean indifference”.

nationals; (2) imposing entry bans

platform to circumvent sanctions

against individuals connected to

imposed by the EU and is therefore

On 25 February, the Swiss Federal

Switzerland and close to Putin; (3)

examining the sanctions closely”. It

Department of Economic Affairs,

closing Swiss airspace to all flights

added that the country “may adopt

Education and Research modified

from Russia and to all movements

compulsory measures to enforce

Annex 3 of the Ordinance on

of aircraft with Russian markings

sanctions adopted by the United

measures to prevent the

except flights for humanitarian,

Nations”, the Organization for

circumvention of international

medical or diplomatic purposes;

Security and Co-operation in

sanctions in relation to the

and (4) extending a ban on

Europe and Switzerland’s main

situation in Ukraine regarding the

imports, exports and investments

trading partners, “to ensure

prohibition of new business

to Donetsk and Luhansk.

compliance with international law”,

relationships. The modifications,

especially respect for human

effective immediately, state that

rights. The Federal Council notes

financial intermediaries in

that it is adopting compulsory

Switzerland are not allowed to

measures, based on the Embargo

enter into new business

Act, in the form of ordinances. The

relationships with 363 designated

measures can include embargoes

individuals and four corporate

on goods and services, financial

entities. In addition, financial

sanctions, bans on entry and

intermediaries must report existing

transit “or a combination of these

business relationships with said

and other measures”.

individuals and entities to the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs.

The EU Council announced, on 23

The Federal Council further

February, that it has adopted

announced on 28 February that it

48

The Federal Council states that in
adopting sanctions it considered
its neutrality and peace policy.
However, the unprecedented
military attack by Russia “was the
deciding factor in the Federal
Council's decision to change its
previous stance on sanctions”.
Swiss President Cassis statem…
Swiss Federal Council press rel…
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Russia adopts countermeasures in response to
sanctions following Ukraine invasion
Russian President Vladimir Putin

starting 1 February compared to

additional economic measures to

issued on 28 February a decree

the average price in any given three

“ensure the financial stability of

establishing retaliatory economic

months starting 1 January 2021;

Russia”. The decree states that

measures in response to the

(3) the value of the stock exchange

several transactions with

sanctions adopted by countries

primary index decreased by a

foreigners affiliated with “unfriendly

worldwide following Russia’s

minimum of 20 percent in any

states” are allowed only if a

actions in Ukraine.

given three months starting 1

government permit allows. Such

February compared to the average

transactions include: (1) granting

The decree states that starting 28

index in any given three months

loans and credit in roubles, except

February Russian residents must

starting 1 January 2021; (4) the

in cases where granting loans and

sell 80 percent of foreign currency

shares are bought at the stock

credit is prohibited by Russian

received since 1 January from

exchange based on an offer

regulations; (2) transactions

foreign counterparties and sell 80

addressed to all bidders; (5) the

entailing ownership rights to

percent of the foreign currency

shares are bought by a broker

securities and real estate; and (3)

they receive from foreign

engaged by the company; and (6)

transfer of foreign currency to

counterparties within three

the board of directors of the public

correspondent accounts in foreign

business days of each transfer.

company decides to buy back the

banks when necessary for

shares before 31 December.

previously presented deals.

Starting 1 March, the decree notes,

Moreover, non-affiliated foreigners

Russian residents are prohibited

Russia has also closed its airspace

engaged in securities and real

from extending loans to foreigners

to airlines from 36 countries,

estate transactions carried out

in foreign currency. They are also

including all 27 EU members.

after 22 February with foreigners

prohibited from transferring their

Media outlets reported on 28

affiliated with “unfriendly states”

own funds in foreign currency to

February that Russian Air

and credit organisations must

banks outside Russia and from

Transport Agency Rosaviatsia

comply with the decree as well.

transferring their funds by means

stated that flights from those

of foreign e-payment systems

countries could be authorised in

In addition, the decree prohibits the

without opening a bank account.

exceptional circumstances if they

export of foreign currency in cash

secure clearance from Russia's

when it exceeds $10,000. It notes

The decree further establishes that

aviation authority or foreign

that the restrictions are not

public companies are allowed to

ministry. The decision follows the

applicable if the Russian

purchase back their issued shares

EU Commission's announcement

Central Bank or Russian state

until 31 December if several

that the EU will shut its airspace to

bodies are party to the transaction.

conditions are met, namely: (1) the

“every Russian plane” including “the

shares are admitted on a stock

private jets of oligarchs”.

28 February decree (in Russian)

the shares decreased by at least 20

On 1 March President Putin issued

1 March decree (in Russian)

percent in any given three months

a second decree imposing

exchange; (2) the average price of
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European Union revises list of non-cooperative
countries for tax purposes
same occasion, a state-of-play document of
cooperative jurisdictions which have recorded
improvements to their tax policies or related
cooperation, based on the Code of Conduct Group’s 2
February report. Particularly, the Council notes that
Anguilla, Barbados, Botswana, Dominica, Seychelles
and Turkey are awaiting further monitoring by the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development’s (OECD) Global Forum on Transparency
and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes.
The Council of the European Union announced on 24
February its decision to maintain American Samoa,
Fiji, Guam, Palau, Panama, Samoa, Trinidad and
Tobago, US Virgin Islands and Vanuatu on the EU list
of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes.
The listed countries are reported to have failed to
engage in constructive dialogue with the EU on tax
governance or have failed to implement reforms on
transparency, fair taxation and preventing tax base

Furthermore, countries such as Costa Rica, Malaysia,
Qatar, Jamaica, and the Russian Federation are
reported to have committed to change or eliminate, by
31 December, harmful tax practices, while countries
including the Bahamas, Barbados, Israel, Thailand,
Tunisia and Vietnam are reported to have committed
to the implementation of the OECD domestic tax BEPS
country-by-country reporting minimum standards.

erosion and profit shifting (BEPS).

EU Council press release

The EU Council calls for the non-cooperative countries

EU Council conclusions

to liaise with its Code of Conduct Group to address
the identified issues. The Council approved, on the

US renews emergency with respect to Myanmar
US President Joe Biden announced on 7 February

particular the 1 February 2021 coup, in which the

the continuation for another year of the national

military overthrew the democratically elected

emergency pursuant to the International Emergency

government and detained government

Economic Powers Act with respect to Myanmar.

leaders, politicians, journalists, and religious leaders.

The national emergency was first declared in February

White House notice

2021 through Executive Order 14014 in response to
the situation in and in relation to Myanmar, in
50
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EU designates Malian Prime Minister and others
The Council of the European

parastatals in commercial banks.

alleged the leaders of the 18

Union announced on 4 February

Other measures included the

August 2020 coup

the designation of five individuals,

closure of land and air borders

including members of the Malian

between ECOWAS countries and

transitional government, over

the suspension of all commercial

actions that obstruct and

and financial transactions

undermine the successful

involving Mali, with the exception

completion of Mali’s political

of transactions intended for

transition. The designations are

humanitarian assistance.

being made pursuant to Council
Decision (CFSP) 2022/157 and

The EU Council established on 13

Council Implementing Regulation

December 2021 an autonomous

(EU) 2022/157.

framework for sanctions targeting
those responsible for threatening

The sanctioned individuals are

Mali’s peace, security or stability or

subject to a travel ban and an asset

for impeding the implementation of

freeze, while EU persons and

the country’s political transition,

entities are prohibited from making

pursuant to Council Regulation

funds available to them.

(EU) 2021/2201 and Council
Decision (CFSP) 2021/2208.

The EU designations follow
restrictive measures imposed by

Ismaël Wagué, Minister for
Reconciliation and
spokesperson for the National
Committee for the Salvation of
the People (CNSP)
Ibrahim Ikassa Maïga, Minister
of Refoundation and a member
of the strategic committee of
the Mouvement du 5 juin-

Rassemblement des forces
patriotique (M5-RFP), which is
said to have played a key role in
the forced resignation of former
Malian president Ibrahim
Boubacar Keïta
Adama Ben Diarra, also known
as Camarade Ben Le Cerveau,

The designated individuals

the Economic Community of West

is a member of the National
Transition Council and one of

African States (ECOWAS) on 16

Choguel Maïga, Prime Minister

the leaders of M5-RFP and the

September 2021 and 7 November

of the transition government of

Yéréwolo movement, the main

2021, targeting Malian transition

Mali, allegedly responsible for

organisation supporting the

authorities and institutions for

“postponing the elections

transition authorities

interfering in the preparation of

foreseen in the Transition

Mali’s electoral process.

Charter” and for obstructing
and undermining the handover

On 9 January, ECOWAS imposed

EU Council press release

of power to elected authorities

EU Council press release (13 D…

freezing of Mali’s assets in

Malick Diaw, President of the

Council Implementing Regulati…

ECOWAS central banks, as well as

National Transition Council and

the freezing of assets of the Malian

chief of staff of the third military

state and state enterprises and

region of Kati, as well as one of

additional sanctions, including the
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UNSC renews Yemen arms embargo, travel ban
and asset freeze, extends expert panel mandate
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

The UNSC calls on member states

violence in Houthi-controlled

adopted on 28 February

to enhance efforts to tackle

territories, and the recruitment of

resolution 2624 (2022) which

smuggling of weapons and related

children into armed conflict.

renews until 28 February 2023 the

components via land and sea

arms embargo on Yemen, as well

routes, and encourages regional

Parties to the conflict are urged to

as the travel ban and asset freeze

cooperation in order to identify and

take adequate measures for

against those threatening peace

prevent violations of the targeted

preventing “the further

and security within the country.

arms embargo.

fragmentation of Yemen’s

The UNSC also extends the

economy, including banking and

mandate of the Panel of Experts

Additionally, the UNSC demands

financial institutions”, while

on Yemen until 28 March 2023.

the immediate release of the

member states are requested to

‘Rawabee’ vessel crew, which

provide timely and updated

The resolution “strongly

includes nationals of India,

information to the UNSC

condemns” the cross-border

Ethiopia, Indonesia, Myanmar and

Committee monitoring the

attacks by the Houthi terrorist

the Philippines, and which was

implementation of UN sanctions

group targeting civilians and

captured by the Houthis on 2

on Yemen, in order to help identify

civilian infrastructure in Saudi

January, as well as the release of

and combat illicit trafficking

Arabia and the UAE, and expresses

UN staff currently detained by the

sources and supply chains.

“grave concerns” regarding

group. The resolution further

Yemen’s peace and security

condemns the ongoing

situation in light of the continuous

international humanitarian law and

illicit transfer, destabilising

international human rights law

accumulation and misuse of small

violations, including human rights

arms and light weapons.

abuses, conflict-related sexual

UNSC press release
UNSC resolution 2624 (2022)

UNSC designates Al-Shabaab spokesperson
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

Rage has been a supporter of Al-

from his country, and denial of

751 Sanctions Committee on 18

Shabaab’s terrorist activities,

technical assistance in relation to

February approved the addition of

including operations threatening

the conduct of military activities.

Somali Ali Mohamed Rage,

the reconciliation process in

spokesperson of Al-Shabaab, to

Somalia, according to the UNSC

its list of individuals subject to

press release. Measures against

sanctions, for involvement in acts

Rage include a freeze of his

that threaten the peace and

financial and economic assets,

stability of Somalia.

denial of transfer or transportation
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EU Commission adopts proposal for directive on
corporate sustainability due diligence
every 12 months, as well as

wholesale trade of textiles, clothing

publicly communicating on DD

and footwear, agriculture, forestry,

developments, through annual

and fisheries, manufacture of food

statements published on their

products, wholesale trade of

website by 30 April of each year;

agricultural raw materials, live

and (6) providing for remediation,

animals, wood, extractive

including appropriate procedures

industries, manufacture of basic

The EU Commission (EC) on 23

for complaints by affected

metal and mineral products, and

February adopted a proposal for a

persons, trade unions and civil

wholesale trade of mineral

directive on corporate

society organisations.

resources and basic and
intermediate mineral products.

sustainability due diligence (DD),
aimed to foster sustainable and

The proposed provisions would

Under the directive, the financial

responsible corporate behaviour

apply to EU limited liability

sector is not determined as high

throughout global value chains,

companies with over 500

impact, however it recommends

through the imposition of

employees and more than €150

including very large companies as

extensive DD obligations on large

million in net turnover worldwide

regulated financial undertakings.

European companies and non-EU

and other limited liability

firms doing business in Europe.

companies operating in defined

The proposal also introduces

high impact sectors with over 250

responsibilities for the directors of

The new directive would require

employees and a net turnover of

the in-scope EU companies. In

companies to implement the

more than €40 million. The latter

accordance with Article 26 of the

measures identified in the OECD

would be required to implement

proposed directive, directors would

Due Diligence Guidance for

the due diligence measures two

be required to set up and oversee

Responsible Business Conduct,

years after the former. In addition,

the implementation of the DD

including: (1) integrating DD into

falling within scope of the proposal

processes, as well as integrating

policies and management

are also non-EU companies with a

DD into the corporate strategy.

systems; (2) identifying and

net turnover in excess of €150

They are also expected to take into

assessing actual or potential

million in the EU in the previous

account any human rights, climate

adverse human rights and

financial year, or a net turnover of

change and environmental

environmental impacts; (3) ceasing

€40-150 million, provided that at

implications of their decisions

or minimising actual adverse

least 50 percent of said net

for sustainability matters, under

impacts, including financial

worldwide turnover was generated

Article 25 of the proposed

payments to affected

in one or more high impact

directive.

communities; (4) preventing or

sectors.

adequately mitigating potential
adverse impacts; (5) periodically

According to the proposed

monitoring the effectiveness of the

directive, high impact sectors

DD policy and methods at least

include manufacturing and
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obligations in the directive. The

compliance with its obligations,

The European Parliament and the

proposed directive requires

including fines and compliance

EU Council will now review, amend

member states to designate one or

orders. The proposal would also

and finalise the draft text to reflect

more national administrative

introduce a new civil liability

the political agreement amongst

authorities wherein the in-scope

regime, through which member

the EU institutions. The proposed

companies have their registered

states would be required to ensure

directive is intended to go into

office or branch or wherein they

that victims have the opportunity

effect two years after adoption by

generated most of their turnover, to

to take legal action against in-

the Parliament and EU Council, in

supervise the application and

scope companies that have failed

which case member states will

ensure the effective enforcement

to comply with their obligations,

have two years to implement it

of the transposing act.

including to obtain compensation

into domestic legislation.

for damage which could have been
The draft directive provides for a

avoided or mitigated through

mechanism for member states to

adequate DD measures.

EU Commission press release
Proposal for a Directive

enforce “effective, proportionate
and dissuasive” sanctions for non-

EU Council agrees position on draft corporate
sustainability reporting directive
The Council of the European

with the exception of listed micro-

those which are not required

Union agreed on 24 February its

companies. The proposal specifies

to publish sustainability

position on the EU Commission’s

in more detail the information that

information pursuant to Article 19a

(EC) proposal for a corporate

entities should report, requiring

or 29a of Directive 2013/34/EU and

sustainability reporting directive

them to apply EU sustainability

from suppliers in emerging

(CSRD), which aims to increase

reporting standards and to seek

markets and economies. The

corporate accountability, prevent

assurance for reported

Council proposes that

divergent national standards, and

information, while ensuring that all

the sustainability reporting

facilitate the transition to a

information is published in the

standards should specify

sustainable economy.

companies’ management reports

proportionate disclosure

and available in digital format.

obligations and the directive

The EC published the proposal on

should clarify that for a transitional

21 April 2021 to amend Directive

The EU Council’s position amends

period of three years, undertakings

2014/95/EU (The Non-Financial

the scope proposed by the EC to

should benefit from flexibility in

Reporting Directive, NFRD), by

ensure that small and medium-

cases where they are “unable to

extending the scope of the

sized enterprises (SMEs) are not

provide certain information due to

reporting requirements to

encountering difficulties in

the lack of data” from entities in

additional companies, including

gathering information from

their value chain.

large corporations and companies

different parties throughout their

listed on the EU regulated market,

value chain, particularly from
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US lists international network financing Houthis
The US Department of the

of his network were added to

FZE based in UAE, Turkey-based

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

OFAC’s specially designated

JJO General Trading Gida Sanayi

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

nationals (SDN) list in June 2021

Ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi and UAE-

on 23 February that it has

for generating revenue by selling

based Al Foulk General Trading Co

designated, pursuant to Executive

commodities to fund the Houthis.

LLC. The office adds that funds

Order (EO) 13224, as amended,

were moved through Yemen-based

members of an international

According to an OFAC press

exchange houses AlAlamiyah

network led by the Islamic

release, the network includes UAE-

Express Company for Exchange

Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods

and Sweden-based Abdo Abdullah

and Remittance and Al-Hadha

Force (IRGC-QF) and Houthi

Dael Ahmed, and UAE-based Greek

Exchange Co. Moreover, it targets

financier Sa’id al-Jamal, reported

businessman Konstantinos

St. Kitts and Nevis-flagged Light

to have transferred tens of

Stavridis, who helped al-Jamal and

Moon vessel, which is owned by al-

millions of dollars to Yemen in

his associate based in Turkey Abdi

Jamal and Mahamud and was

support of Houthi attacks.

Nasir Ali Mahamud to launder and

used to ship petroleum products.

transfer millions of dollars in
The IRGC-QF was designated in

support of their network.

OFAC press release

supporting the Lebanese

OFAC further notes that al-Jamal

Identifying information

Hezbollah, Palestinian Islamic

was aided by entities including

Jihad, and other terrorist groups,

Yemen-based Moaz Abdalla Dael

while Sa’id al-Jamal and members

Import and Export, Fani Oil Trading

2007 pursuant to EO 13224 for

Department of State press rele…

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
The Yemen conflict continues to threaten regional security in the Gulf and remains a top priority for Saudi
Arabia and the UAE. Since 2015, the Iran-backed Houthi movement has controlled much of northern and
western Yemen, and has been locked in a war of attrition with the internationally-recognised government
of President Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi, backed by Riyadh and Abu Dhabi. The stakes were raised on 17
January 2022, when the Houthi movement carried out an unexpected attack on the UAE using cruise and
ballistic missiles and drones. The strikes, some of which were intercepted by UAE defences, targeted Abu
Dhabi airport and an oil refinery. Following the 17 January attacks, the Saudi-led coalition launched
multiple airstrikes on Houthi-controlled areas in Yemen. Despite the UAE announcing in 2019 that it was
withdrawing militarily from the conflict in Yemen, it has remained influential through its support to several
Houthi-opposed militias. In recent months, UAE-backed militias in Yemen have had success in pushing
back Houthi fighters from strategic areas such as Shabwa. These setbacks may have been a trigger for the
Houthi’s cross-border attacks. In the wake of these developments, the UAE and Saudi Arabia are lobbying
for the US to redesignate the Houthi movement as a foreign terrorist organisation with renewed vigour. In
early March 2022, the two Gulf states claimed a diplomatic victory when the UN Security Council classified
the Houthi movement as a ‘terrorist group’ for the first time, and extended the arms embargo.
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EU sanctions members of the Makhlouf family
The Council of the European

to the violent repression of

the Syrian regime through his

Union announced on 21 February

civilians. The targeted family

senior and executive positions in

travel bans and asset freezes

members include widows, Hala

the leading mobile telephone

against five members of the

Tarif Almaghout and Ghada Adib

operator in Syria, Syriatel, and

family of Mohammed Makhlouf, a

Mhanna, and daughters Shalaa

investment funds Al Mashreq,

designated businessman who was

Mohammed Makhlouf, Kinda

Bena Properties and Cham

closely associated with the Assad

Mohammed Makhlouf, and Sara

Holding. His brothers, Ihab and

family and had significant

Mohammed Makhlouf.

Iyad, were listed on 23 May 2011

connections to the Syrian regime.

on similar grounds, and for being

The designations are made

Makhlouf was listed on 1 August

involved in violence against the

pursuant to Council Implementing

2011 pursuant to Council

civilian population in Syria.

Regulation (EU) 2022/237 and

Implementing Decision

Council Implementing Decision

2011/488/CFSP and maintained

Rami was also designated by the

(CFSP) 2022/242, which were

on the list through the adoption of

United States in 2008 and his

published on the same date.

Council Decision 2013/255/CFSP,

brothers were designated by the

for being a “close associate and

US government in 2017.

According to the EU Council,

maternal uncle of Bashar and

assets inherited by Makhlouf’s

Mahir al-Assad, business associate

heirs following his death in

and father of Rami, Ihab and Iyad

September 2020 are at risk of

Makhlouf”. Rami Makhlouf was

being used to support the Syrian

listed by the EU Council on 9 May

regime and potentially contributing

2011 for financing and supporting

EU Council press release
Council Implementing Regulati…
Council Implementing Decision…

EU lists those linked to ISIL/Da’esh and Al-Qaeda
The Council of the EU announced

The action targets a regional

involved in “planning and executing

on 21 February the designation of

branch of Al-Qaeda, called Al-

terrorist attacks” in Afghanistan

two groups and two individuals

Qaeda in the Indian subcontinent

and in neighbouring countries,

linked to Al-Qaeda and

(AQIS) and its leader Osama

promoting Al-Qaeda and

ISIL/Da’esh operations in

Mahmood, the Da’esh – Hind

Da’esh’s ideology and “inciting

Afghanistan and the neighbouring

Province and Aziz Azam, who is a

terrorist acts” on their behalf.

region, pursuant to Council

spokesperson for the latter and the

Implementing Regulation (EU)

Islamic State’s Khorasan Province

2022/235 and Council Decision

(ISIL-K). According to the EU

(CFSP) 2022/240.

Council, the persons concerned are
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EU applies restrictive measures to four entities
and 22 individuals linked to Myanmar coup
The Council of the European

(ME 1) and Myanma Oil and Gas

Charlie Than and the Minister of

Union announced on 21 February

Enterprise (MOGE). A joint venture

Information Maung Maung Ohn. In

additional sanctions against 22

partner in all offshore gas projects

addition, one member of the State

individuals and four entities,

in Myanmar, including the Yadana

Administrative Council and 14

including government ministers

gas field with Total Energies and

members of the Union Election

and high-ranking members of the

Chevron, MOGE has been the

Commission (UEC) are being

Myanmar Armed Forces

target of various campaigns by

designated for their roles in

(Tatmadaw), state-owned

human rights organisations around

annulling the results of the

companies and private companies

the world arguing that the

November 2020 elections “without

providing resources to the

imposition of sanctions against it

any proven evidence of fraud”, as

Tatmadaw. The action is a further

would restrict one of the most

well as the “filing of charges for

response to the 1 February 2021

significant sources of Tatmadaw

electoral fraud for the same

coup, when military forces seized

funds. The EU is the first to impose

elections, and the repression

power in Myanmar.

sanctions against MOGE.

against former members of the
UEC”. The last three designations

The restrictive measures are being

Among the individuals subject to

imposed pursuant to Council

restrictive measures are four

Regulation (EU) 2022/238, Council

members of the Tatmadaw

Implementing Regulation (EU)

cabinet, including Minister for

2022/239, and Council Decision

Investment and Economic

(CFSP) 2022/243. The entities

Relations Aung Naing Oo, Minister

targeted by the sanctions are Htoo

for Social Welfare, Relief and

Group, IGE (International Group of

Resettlement Thet Thet Khine, as

Entrepreneurs), Mining Enterprise 1

well as the Minister of Industry

target officers of the Tatmadaw.
EU Council press release
Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…
Council Implementing Regulati…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…

Council of European Union renews terrorist list
The Council of the EU renewed on

at least every six months. All 34

Turkish state media claims that an

3 February the bloc’s terrorist list

entries on the list, which is

anonymous EU official informed

of 13 individuals and 21 groups

separate from the Al-Qaida and

the news agency that the single

and entities subject to restrictive

ISIS-specific sanctions regime,

entry removed from the list

measures for six months.

remain subject to the freezing of

is Dalokay Sanli, a senior leader of

funds and other EU-based financial

the Kurdistan Workers’ Party

The terrorist list, established in

assets, while EU operators remain

(PKK) who was killed in April 2021.

2001 following UN Security Council

banned from making available any

resolution 1373 (2001), is reviewed

financial resources to those listed.
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US issues EO to reallocate frozen Afghan funds
for humanitarian aid and terrorism victims
According to the EO, all US financial

However, the White House clarifies

institutions must transfer the

that despite a significant part of

frozen property into a consolidated

the funds being transferred to

account held at the Federal

address the basic needs of the

Reserve Bank of New York, as part

people of Afghanistan, including

of an effort to set aside $3.5 billion

food, water, sanitation, health and

in DAB’s assets “for the benefit of

hygiene, shelter and Covid-19

US President Joe Biden signed on

the Afghan population”. The

related assistance, over $3.5 billion

11 February Executive Order (EO)

document notes that no prior

in DAB assets will remain in the US

14064 declaring a national

notice should be given to those

and will be subject to ongoing

emergency to deal with the threat

whose property and interests in

litigation by US terrorism victims,

of an economic collapse in

property are blocked.

including victims of the 11
September 2001 terrorist attack.

Afghanistan and blocking all USbased property and interests in

The factsheet accompanying the

property of Afghanistan’s Central

EO notes that the act is designated

Bank (Da Afghanistan Bank, DAB).

to enable funds to reach the people

The EO was published in the

of Afghanistan and aims to prevent

Federal Register on 15 February.

the Taliban and other malicious
actors from benefiting from them.

White House press release
US Department of State press r…
OFAC press release

OFAC lists facilitator of CJNG-related trafficking
The US Department of the

According to OFAC, Orozco

involved in collecting taxes on

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Rodríguez is being designated for

behalf of CJNG from newly

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

acting or purporting to act for or on

established businesses in the area.

on 17 February the designation

behalf of Mexican Cartel de Jalisco

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

Nueva Generation (CJNG), by

14059 of Mexican national Sergio

engaging in laundering drug

Armando Orozco Rodríguez, also

proceeds and by facilitating

known as ‘Chocho’, for his alleged

CJNG’s extortion schemes in the

role in trafficking fentanyl and

Puerto Vallarta region. Additionally,

other narcotics into the US.

the Mexican national is allegedly
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US removes Burundi Sanctions Regulations
The US Department of the

Emergency Economic Powers Act

2022/177 repealing Council

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

(IEEPA). The measure was justified

Decision (EU) 2016/394 which

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on

by existing violence and political

suspended financial support and

10 February a final rule removing

repression within the country

disbursements of funds to

the Burundi Sanctions

which threatened the peace,

Burundian authorities and

Regulations (31 CFR part 554)

security and stability of Burundi

institutions. The EU Council noted

from the Code of Federal

and posed an “unusual and

that following the 2020 elections,

Regulations, as a result of the

extraordinary threat to the national

the country has made progress

termination of the national

security and foreign policy of the

with respect to human rights, good

emergency on Burundi on 18

US”. On 18 November 2021, US

governance and the rule of law, and

November 2021 pursuant to

President Joe Biden issued EO

highlighted that the EU is prepared

Executive Order (EO) 14054. The

14054 on the termination of

“to resume […] cooperation with the

final rule became effective upon

emergency with respect to the

Burundian administration”.

publication in the Federal

situation in Burundi, which revoked

Register on 11 February.

EO 13712 due to positive political

OFAC press release

developments in the country,.
OFAC final rule

The national emergency with
respect to the situation in Burundi

The US removal of the Burundi

was initially declared on 22

Sanctions Regulations follows the

November 2015 through EO 13712,

EU Council’s adoption on 8

pursuant to the International

February of Council Decision (EU)

US Department of State press r…
Federal Register entry

EU adopts exemption to Afghanistan sanctions
The Council of the European

activities in support of basic needs

concerning restrictive measures

Union amended the Afghanistan

in the country do not violate

directed against certain individuals,

sanctions regime on 3 February to

paragraph 1(a) of UNSC resolution

groups, undertakings and entities

include a new humanitarian

2255 (2015), providing for the

in view of the situation in

exemption, following the 22

freezing of funds and financial

Afghanistan, and Council Decision

December 2021 adoption by the

assets owned by individuals and

(CFSP) 2022/153, amending

UN Security Council (UNSC) of

entities linked to the Taliban and

Decision 2011/486/CFSP.

resolution 2615 (2021), which

designated according to the 1988

introduced an exemption to the

sanctions list.

Council Regulation (EU) 2022/…

The legal provisions are

Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/…

restrictive measures for
humanitarian assistance.

contained in Council Regulation
The UNSC resolution establishes

(EU) 2022/148, which amends

that humanitarian aid and other

Regulation (EU) 753/2011
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US places visa restrictions on Belarusian
officials for repressing Olympic athletes
Tsimanouskaya sought Japanese

President Aleksandr Lukashenko

police protection on 1 August 2021

claimed victory.

at Tokyo’s Haneda airport, claiming
that Belarusian officials were

Blinken, who made the

attempting to force her to return to

announcement one day ahead of

Minsk after she criticised her

the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics

country’s coaching staff on social

opening, also stated that the US

US Secretary of State Antony

media. The sprinter was granted

supports the Belarusian Sport

Blinken announced on 3 February

a humanitarian visa to Poland the

Solidarity Foundation’s work to

that the US has placed visa

following day.

assist Belarusian athletes’ human
rights. The US restrictions have

restrictions on unnamed
Belarusian officials for engaging

On 9 August 2021, the US

been issued as part of the

in the repression of Belarusian

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

Khashoggi Ban pursuant to Section

dissidents abroad, including the

Control (OFAC) designated the

212(a)(3)(C), named after the Saudi

extraterritorial attempted forced

National Olympic Committee of the

journalist who was murdered in the

repatriation of Olympian Krystsina

Republic of Belarus on the one-year

Saudi embassy in Istanbul in 2018.

Tsimanouskaya at the Tokyo

anniversary of the contested

Summer Olympics.

election in which long-serving

Secretary Blinken statement

OFAC amends Weapons of Mass Destruction
Proliferators Sanctions Regulations
The US Department of the

published in the Federal Register

requirement that all receipts of

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

on 16 February, when it also

payment of professional fees and

Assets Control (OFAC) published

became effective.

reimbursement of expenses must

on 15 February a final rule

only be specifically licensed and to

amending the Weapons of Mass

The Weapons of Mass Destruction

otherwise update language

Destruction Proliferators

Proliferators Sanctions

throughout so that the section

Sanctions Regulations, to revise

Regulations, 31 CFR part 544, was

conforms to the legal services GL

an existing general licence (GL)

issued on 13 April 2009 to

in other sanctions programmes.

and issue a new GL authorising

implement Executive Order (EO)

payments for legal services from

13382 of 28 June 2005. Through

funds originating outside the US.

its new final rule, OFAC is revising

The final rule was due to be

Section 544.507 to remove the
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US State Department imposes visa restrictions
over election irregularities in Somalia
The US Department of State

current or former Somali officials

Somali officials were requested to

announced on 8 February visa

and other individuals deemed to be

abide by their commitments to

restrictions on certain unnamed

responsible for, or complicit in,

finalise the parliamentary process

Somalians in response to

undermining democratic processes

in a credible and transparent

concerns over the delays and

in Somalia, including through

manner by 25 February, thus

procedural irregularities in the

violence against opposition and

supporting the establishment of a

Somali electoral process and the

manipulation of electoral process.

responsive governance system in

broader consequences for
democracy in the country.

the country, Blinken states. Due
The policy will apply to individuals

to dozens of parliamentary seats

who have either been involved in

remaining vacant, visa restrictions

One year after the termination of

the procedural irregularities in the

have been announced by the US

the Somali president’s term in

electoral process or who have

against several Somali officials

office, US Secretary of State

failed to respect their obligations to

and individuals for obstructing

Antony Blinken announced the

implement due and transparent

democratic processes.

implementation of a policy under

elections, or who have harassed,

Section 212(a)(3)(C) of the

intimidated, or acted

Immigration and Nationality Act

violently against media and

that limits the release of visas to

opposition representatives.

Department of State press rele…

US sanctions alleged Mexican drug traffickers
The US Department of the

Cartel, are being designated for

relationships with the Cartel de

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

purportedly engaging in activities

Jalisco Nueva Generacion (CJNG)

Assets Control (OFAC) announced

and transactions which “materially

for the purpose of importing the

on 10 February the designation

contributed to, or posed a

narcotics into Mexico.

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

significant risk of materially

14059 of Mexican national Miguel

contributing to the international

Angel Valdez Ruiz and Ecuadorian

proliferation of illicit narcotics or

national Wilder Emilio Sanchez

their means of production”.

Farfan and designated Sinaloa

involvement in trafficking

Sanchez Farfan is allegedly

Garcia, and uses his private aircraft

narcotics into the US.

involved in transporting cocaine

Farfan, for their alleged

from Colombian manufacturing
According to OFAC, both Sanchez

labs to Ecuador. The Ecuadorian

Farfan and Valdez Ruiz, who are

national reportedly directed his

members of the Mexican Sinaloa

associates to establish working
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US final rule implementing sanctions regulations
on Chinese military-industrial complex
The US Department of the

funds, or other financial products in

maintained by the DOD pursuant to

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Chinese companies or their

Section 1237 of the Fiscal Year

Assets Control (OFAC) released

subsidiaries identified as “Chinese

1999 National Defense

on 15 February a final rule to

military companies” by OFAC or the

Authorization Act (NDAA) as

implement Executive Order (EO)

Department of Defense (DOD).

amended. Following the issuance

13959 of 12 November 2020 as

of the EO, the designated

amended by EO 14032 of 3 June

On 3 June 2021, US President Joe

companies are referred to as

2021, which relates to securities

Biden issued EO 14032 enhancing

CMICs, instead of CCMCs.

investments that finance Chinese

the power to impose sanctions

military companies. The final rule

provided in EO 13959 to cover

Additionally, EO 14032 addresses

was published in the Federal

additional companies of the

the use of Chinese surveillance

Register on 16 February, when it

military-industrial complex of China

technology outside China as well

also became effective.

involved in “military, intelligence,

as the development or use of

and security research and

Chinese surveillance technology

In November 2020, the US

development programs, as well as

to facilitate repression or serious

Presidency issued EO 13959

weapons and related equipment

human rights violations, deemed to

prohibiting US persons from

production”.

pose “unusual and extraordinary

conducting business involving

threats […] to the national security,

publicly traded securities of certain

The EO created a securities-related

foreign policy, and economy of

companies that are determined to

sanctions regime for designated

the United States”.

be affiliated, directly or indirectly,

Chinese Military-Industrial

with China’s military. Specifically,

Complex Companies (CMICs) that

US persons are prohibited from

is effectively separated from the

purchasing or investing in any

Communist Chinese military

securities, including stocks, shares,

companies (CCMCs) list

Final rule
OFAC notice

US Ethiopia Sanctions Regulations enter force
The US Treasury’s Office of

human rights crisis in Ethiopia.

security and stability of Ethiopia

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

The final rule entered into force

and the greater Horn of Africa.

issued on 8 February a final rule

on 9 February.

establishing the Ethiopia

OFAC notice

Sanctions Regulations which

The Regulations build on EO

implement Executive Order 14046

14046 and aim to address

on imposing sanctions with

activities that threaten the peace,

respect to the humanitarian and
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US designates NGO allegedly financing MMI
The US Department of the

Canadian author Irshad Manji in

terrorists connected to Al-Qaida.

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Jakarta, for which the organisation

OFAC cites as evidence an

Assets Control (OFAC) on 3

purportedly claimed responsibility.

advertisement published on the

February announced the

NGO’s website soliciting donations

designation pursuant to Executive

State Secretary Antony Blinken

for a purported humanitarian

Order (EO) 13224 of Indonesia-

underlines that MMI is purported to

project in Syria, wherein donors

based non-governmental

be connected to the Al-Qaida linked

were advised to transfer money

organisation (NGO) World Human

Syrian organisation Hay’at Tahrir al-

to a bank account connected to

Care, alleged to be providing

Sham, which was also designated

an MMI official.

financial support to designated

by the US on 31 May 2018. He

terrorist group Majelis Mujahidin

stresses that “MMI’s deceptive

In addition, OFAC alleges that in

Indonesia (MMI).

efforts to use a humanitarian

early 2016, World Human Care

organization as cover for raising

included in its humanitarian

Established in 2000 by Abu Bakar

and transferring illicit funds”

assistance transfers directed to

Bashir and deemed to be founder

constitutes “deplorable” conduct

Syria, money and weapons

of the NGO, MMI was designated

which needs to be exposed and

intended to support an unnamed

by the US Department of State on

differentiated from the legitimate

Southeast Asian foreign terrorist,

12 June 2017 for purportedly being

organisations providing life-saving

as well as fighters to support

involved in and linked to acts of

humanitarian assistance.

terrorist activity in the country.

terrorism “that threaten the
security of US nationals or the

According to OFAC, World Human

national security, foreign policy, or

Care has conducted several

economy of the United States”.

fundraising events near Jakarta to

Such acts include the May 2012

raise funds intended to be

attack at the book launch of

transferred to Syria-based

OFAC press release
Identifying information
State Department press release

OFAC issues FAQs on Afghanistan for NGOs
The US Treasury’s Office of

The licences were published

banks may process transactions

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

between 24 September and 22

relating to these shipments.

released seven new FAQs on 2

December 2021, following the fall

February relating to transactions

of Kabul to the Taliban on 15

and assistance permitted for

August. FAQ 957 confirms that

Afghanistan under General

non-US companies are permitted

Licenses (GLs) 14 through to 19.

to ship food and agricultural
products to Afghanistan and that
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US adds 33 Chinese entities to Unverified List
The US Department of

parties to receive US exports. The

range of industries, including

Commerce’s Bureau of Industry

listing does not fully prohibit

electronics, optoelectronics,

and Security (BIS) announced on

transactions with the designated

semiconductor manufacturing,

7 February that it has added 33

parties, however, individuals and

wind and solar energy, unmanned

Chinese entities to its Unverified

entities on the list are ineligible to

aerial vehicles (UAVs), industrial

List, stating that it has been

receive items subject to the EAR by

equipment, heavy machinery,

unable to sufficiently determine

means of a licence exception.

specialty chemicals, biotechnology,

the entities’ legitimacy or

pharmaceuticals, and universities,

reliability as end-users of items

Furthermore, concerned exporters

among others. Global drug

subject to the Export

must obtain a statement from

development company affiliates

Administration Regulations (EAR).

designated parties prior to

WuXi Biologics Co, WuXi Biologics

exporting, re-exporting or

(Shanghai) Co, and Academy of

BIS indicates that the Unverified

transferring any item subject to the

Military Medical Sciences and 11

List update, which follows the

EAR to a designated party, and file

of its departments are among

addition of 34 Chinese companies

an Automated Export System

the latest entities listed.

to the Entity List on 17 December

(AES) record for all export parties

2021, is intended partially to “signal

on the Unverified List.

BIS press release

importance of their cooperation” in

The companies listed on the

Final rule

assisting BIS with verifying the

Unverified List in the US’ latest

legitimacy and reliability of these

action cover operations in a wide

to the [Chinese] government the

OFAC issues Afghanistan-related GL and FAQs
The US Treasury’s Office of

GL 20 authorises all transactions

human needs of the Afghan

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

involving Afghanistan or governing

population. The GL does not

issued on 25 February

institutions in Afghanistan that

authorise financial transfers to the

Afghanistan-related General

would otherwise be prohibited by

Taliban, the Haqqani Network and

License (GL) 20 which extends

the Global Terrorism Sanctions

other associated entities in which

authorisation for commercial and

Regulations, the Foreign Terrorist

these groups own a 50 percent or

financial transactions with the

Organisations Sanctions

greater interest, or any blocked

country, including with its

Regulations or Executive Order

individual who is in a leadership

governing institutions.

(EO) 13224. The GL aims to ensure

position of an Afghan

Additionally, OFAC has issued

that US sanctions do not prevent

governing institution.

seven new FAQs and updated 17

transactions and activities required

others in order to reflect the

for the provision of humanitarian

provisions introduced by GL 20.

aid and support for the basic
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UNSC renews mandate of Sudan expert panel
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

approval from the UNSC

The paper notes that illegal

adopted on 15 February

Committee on Sudan regarding the

migration, trafficking in arms and

resolution 2620 (2022), which

movement of military equipment

persons, smuggling and other

renews until 12 March 2023 the

and supplies into the Darfur region,

cross-border illicit activities are still

mandate of the Sudan Panel of

raising concerns about potential

prominent across the Libya-Egypt-

Experts.

violations of the arms embargo.

Sudan border area. Similarly,

The UNSC also discussed the
panel’s final report.
The report notes that despite “low”
risks associated with terrorist
activities within the Darfur region,
terrorist organisations in the
neighbouring states continue to
negatively impact national stability.
Similarly, the proliferation of arms
and ammunition in Darfur is
reported to continue to be a “major
threat” to regional security and “a
key conflict enabler”. The panel
notes that, during the reporting
period, Sudan’s government failed
to submit any requests and seek

The panel further highlights that
the disarmament, demobilisation
and reintegration provisions of the
Juba Peace Agreement have
still not been implemented, with
mercenary activities in Libya
continuing to be the main source
of financing for the armed groups
signatory to the agreement.
Moreover, the sole armed rebel
group holding territory in Darfur,
the Sudan Liberation Army/Abdul
Wahid (SLA/AW), continued to

despite authorities in Khartoum
and Darfur indicating that the
situation along the border remains
under the control of the security
forces, smuggling of products,
including gold and drugs, as well as
human and arms trafficking from
and to South Sudan, the Central
African Republic, Chad and Libya
continues to be reported.
UNSC press release
UNSC resolution 2620 (2022)

generate profits from gold mining
activities in Jebel Marra, while

Panel of Expert final report

levying taxes on miners and small
companies operating in the region.

US renews emergency with respect to Libya
US President Joe Biden

to the threat constituted by the

the ongoing violence in Libya,

announced on 22 February the

actions of Colonel Muammar

including attacks by armed groups

continuation for another year of

Qadhafi, his government, and close

against Libyan state facilities and

the national emergency declared

associates, against the people of

critical infrastructure, as well

pursuant to the International

Libya. The US government also

as rights abuses and violations of

Emergency Economic Powers Act

identified a serious risk that state

the UN arms embargo.

with respect to Libya.

assets would be misappropriated.
White House notice

The national emergency was first

Executive Order 13726 of 19 April

declared in February 2011 through

2016 expanded the scope of the

Executive Order 13566 in response

national emergency as a result of
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GUIDANCE

UK Payment Systems Regulator adopts new rule
on Phase 2 of Confirmation of Payee
The PSR’s new rule sets out the technical and system
requirements for Phase 2 of CoP to ensure that such
requirements are implemented by 31 May 2022. The
PSR sets out Specific Direction 11 in a policy
statement, which includes a breakdown of the
responses received to consultation CP21/11 on the
PSR’s draft direction on ending dual running of CoP.

Specific Direction 11 requires
The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator (PSR)
published on 10 February Specific Direction 11 to
push forward the wider adoption of the PSR’s fraud
prevention tool known as Confirmation of Payee
(CoP) by more banks and building societies.

Pay.UK to terminate the T&Cs for participating in
Phase 1, withdraw each PSP’s CoP Phase 1
accreditation, and retire the Phase 1 rules and
standards on 31 May 2022
Pay.UK to notify the Open Banking Implementation
Entity of this action, so it can close the Phase 1

The PSR’s analysis of Phase 1 of CoP has shown that

technical environment on 31 May 2022

the fraud prevention tool has reduced the increase in
authorised push payment (APP) scams, as well as the

Phase 1 PSPs are prevented from using the Phase

levels of fraudulent funds received by payment

1 technical environment after 31 May 2022

services providers (PSPs) that have implemented CoP,
in addition to reducing the number of misdirected

PSPs to regularly report to Pay.UK on their

payments. As such the PSR has concluded that the

progress migrating CoP traffic to the Phase 2 open

adoption of CoP by more banks and building societies

banking environment by 1 May 2022. Pay.UK must

is necessary to help prevent fraud and accidental

report this information to the PSR

misdirected payments.
PSPs to undergo enhanced reporting if they are

The PSR sets out Specific
Direction 11 in a policy
statement, which includes a
breakdown of the responses
received to its consultation
66

considered at significant risk of failing to migrate
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remediation plan agreed with the PSR

PSR press release
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New York financial services regulator issues
guidance on cybersecurity and Russia sanctions
The New York State Department

cybersecurity controls; (4) re-

licences published on the OFAC

of Financial Services (NYDFS)

examine planning to maintain

website or by obtaining a separate

issued on 25 February guidance

essential services, protect critical

licence for a particular transaction.

for regulated entities focusing on

data and preserve customer

compliance with US sanctions on

confidence considering the realistic

In relation to sanctions, regulated

Russia, as well as NYS and federal

threat of extended outages and

entities should focus on: (1)

laws and regulations including

disruption; (5) test their ability to

monitoring all communications

regulations 23 NYCRR 500 and 23

restore from backups; and (6) train

from federal agencies on a real-

NYCRR 200 on cybersecurity and

employees on cybersecurity.

time basis to ensure compliance

virtual currency respectively.

with all requirements and
NYDFS stresses that regulated

restrictions; (2) evaluating their

Significantly, NYDFS notes that the

entities engaging in businesses in

transaction monitoring and filtering

Russian invasion in Ukraine poses

Ukraine and/or Russia should take

programmes; (3) monitoring all

a great cyber risk for the US

increased measures to monitor,

transactions processed through

financial sector. Accordingly, the

inspect, and isolate traffic from

their institutions, especially trade

Department highlights that

Ukrainian or Russian offices and

finance transactions and funds

regulated entities should adopt

service providers, including over

transfers; and (4) updating

comprehensive risk-based

virtual private networks. They

OFAC compliance policies

cybersecurity programmes.

should also review firewall rules,

and procedures.

active directory and other access
Particularly, they are recommended

controls, as well as segregate

Additionally, NYDFS notes that

to: (1) pay close attention to

networks for Ukrainian or Russian

currently there is an increased risk

essential cybersecurity measures,

offices from the global network.

of virtual currencies being used to

including multi-factor

evade sanctions by listed

authentication, privileged access

Furthermore, regulated entities are

individuals and entities, stressing

management, vulnerability

recommended to sign up on the US

the importance of virtual

management, and disabling or

Treasury Department’s website for

currency specific internal controls.

securing remote desktop protocol

email updates on sanctions

Such controls should include the

access; (2) assess and update their

regarding Russia. NYDFS recalls

use of geolocation tools and IP

incident response and business

that US persons are prohibited

address identification, as well as

continuity planning, ensuring it

from engaging in any financial

transaction monitoring and

targets destructive cyber-attacks

transactions with persons on the

investigative tools, such as

such as ransomware; (3) review

specially designated nationals

blockchain analytics tools.

and implement practices from the

(SDN) list unless the Office of

NYDFS June 2021 ransomware

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

guidance encompassing key

authorises otherwise through
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UK NCA latest issue of SARs in Action magazine
The UK’s National Crime Agency

Therefore, indicators which may

well as Disclosure. The teams aim

(NCA) published on 21 February

suggest criminal activity could

to increase operational efficiency

the latest issue of its Suspicious

include, inter alia: (1) transactions

and enhance SARs analysis by

Activity Reports (SARs) in Action

for the purchase of small boats,

providing insights into trends and

magazine, which includes

engines and nautical equipment in

by conducting periodic sector

indicators aimed at assisting

the UK, but also in France, Belgium,

reviews. Moreover, they will focus

reporters in identifying suspicious

the Netherlands, Germany or Spain;

on improving the UKFIU’s

activity associated with organised

(2) transactions from the UK by

resilience, by ensuring that

immigration crime (OIC).

nationals of migrant source

disclosure requests and regulator

Additionally, the magazine

countries, as well as from Turkey or

referrals are rapidly addressed.

includes updates on the UK

Greece, to European citizens in

financial intelligence unit’s

France; (3) payments made by

The issue further notes that the

(UKFIU) expansion project.

ethnic groups to and from

UKFIU’s Defence Against Money

countries of origin and Europe, as

Laundering (DAML) team has

The issue notes that during 2021,

well as small value transactions “in

provided support to the NCA

over 28,000 migrants crossed the

repeated […] or sporadic patterns”,

Director General’s efforts to

English Channel in small boats,

or seasonal transaction trends; and

improve the outcome of fraud-

with an estimated value of OIC

(4) cross-border payment

related DAMLs. Challenges

totalling between £3-£6 billion to

references such as “passports”.

identified include ineffectiveness in

organised crime groups (OCGs)

identifying the source of funds, as

each year. The NCA underlines that

With respect to the UKFIU

well as the use of false

despite part of these proceeds

expansion project, the NCA notes

identification and fraudulent

remaining in the migrant home

that four new teams have been

documentation by perpetrators.

countries to be laundered, “there is

created, namely Strategic &

some movement of funds and

Statistical Analysis, Coordination &

activity to be aware of in the UK”.

Procedure, Policy, Risk,

NCA SARs in Action magazine

Management & Compliance, as

UK JMLSG guidance revision: syndicated lending
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

section of the guidance, new

December 2021, which closed on

Steering Group (JMLSG)

Paragraph 17.29A. The new

17 January 2022. The revision has

published on 17 February a

paragraph details the customer

been submitted to the UK's HM

revision to Part II Sector 17 of its

due diligence (CDD) measures to

Treasury for approval.

guidance on syndicated lending.

be carried out by lenders.
JMLSG press release

The revision entails the insertion of

The JMLSG launched a

a new paragraph into the relevant

consultation on the revision on 16
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US, UK and Australian joint cyber advisory
highlights increased threat from ransomware
The US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security

out of the 16 critical infrastructure sectors, including

Agency (CISA), Federal Bureau of Investigation

the Defense Industrial Base, Emergency Services,

(FBI), National Security Agency (NSA), the

Food and Agriculture, Government Facilities, and

Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC), and the

Information Technology Sectors. ACSA reports that it

UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) released

has observed continued ransomware activities

on 9 February a joint cybersecurity advisory

targeting critical infrastructure entities, such as the

highlighting the increased globalised threat of

healthcare and medical sectors; financial services and

ransomware against critical infrastructure sectors.

markets; higher education and research; and energy.

The paper highlights trends in cybercriminal activity
and provides related mitigation strategies and

As a significant mitigation step, the agencies

recommendations.

discourage payment of a ransom on the grounds that
it “confirms the viability and financial attractiveness of

The paper stresses that, across the three countries:

the ransomware criminal business model”. The NCSC

(1) cybercriminals are increasingly gaining access to

stresses that paying criminals is not condoned by the

networks via phishing, stolen remote desktop protocol

UK government, and that in instances where a ransom

(RDP) credentials or “brute force”, as well as exploiting

is paid, victim organisations often cease engagement

software vulnerabilities; (2) ransomware groups are

with authorities, who then lose visibility of the funds.

increasingly sharing victim information with each
other, including access to victims’ networks; (3)

Other recommendations include: (1) eliminating or

cybercriminals are diversifying their approaches to

minimising RDP and requiring multi-factor

extorting money by resorting to “triple extortion”,

authentication and whitelisting for any RDP required;

which includes public release of stolen information,

(2) implementing end-to-end encryption, detecting and

disrupting the victim’s internet access and informing

investigating abnormal activity, documenting external

the victim or a related person about the incident; and

remote connections, implementing time-based access

(4) the ransomware market has become “professional”

for privileged accounts, maintaining offline backups of

with emerging cyber criminal services-for-hire.

data and ensuring all backup data is encrypted; and
(3) implementing a user training programme and

The advisory notes that, in the UK, education is one of

conducting phishing exercises.

the top sectors targeted by ransomware actors,
however the NCSC has also seen attacks targeting

Joint advisory

businesses, charities, the legal profession, and public
services in local government and health sectors. With
regards to the US, the agencies underline that
ransomware attacks have been observed against 14
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SPEECHES

Head of UK Serious Fraud Office unsure about
term extension as she faces MPs' questions
Director of the UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO), Lisa

In December 2021, a panel of judges found disclosure

Osofsky, informed a House of Commons committee

failures in the SFO’s handling of the Unaoil case, which

on 9 February that she has not decided whether to

were different from those in the Serco trial in that the

seek an extension to her term. Osofsky appeared

prosecutors produced summaries of documents in

before MPs to explain why the SFO is seeking £2.55

lieu of the files in full.

million in excess funds after it failed to turn over
evidence in a case against two former Serco

The documents summarised by the SFO in the Unaoil

Group plc executives.

case concerned communications between the SFO
and David Tinsley, an adviser assisting the defendants
in the US prosecutors’ case against the Ahsani family,

The SFO director expressed her
commitment to continue on a
path of reform during the
remainder of her leadership

who controlled the company. The files included details
about Osofsky’s contact with Tinsley, including a
private meeting for which no notes were taken.
The SFO director expressed her commitment to
continue on a path of reform during the remainder
of her leadership at the agency, which began in

In the Serco case the SFO did not hand over board

August 2018 and is due to end in 2023.

meeting minutes and was forced to produce no
evidence at the trial against two former executives

A 21 February report published by the Public Accounts

accused of fraud by false representation, which were

Committee recommends that parliament provide

acquitted by a jury under the direction of the judge in

additional resources to the SFO, which was ordered to

April 2021. The SFO has commissioned a report into

pay £2.7 million to Serco after due process failings.

the matter, led by barrister Brian Altman, scheduled to
be finalised in May 2022.
On the same day, Attorney General Suella Braverman
announced a review into the failings underscored by
the Court of Appeal in its case against Monaco-based
petroleum contractor Unaoil SAM officials. The
independent probe will be led by former High Court
judge David Calvert-Smith, with the report also
envisioned to be delivered by the end of May 2022.
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US deputy AG announces FBI crypto crime unit
US Deputy Attorney General Lisa

criminal misuse of cryptocurrency,

involving” digital assets and

O. Monaco announced during a

particularly crimes committed by

distributed ledger technologies.

speech at the 17 February Munich

virtual currency exchanges, mixing

Cyber Security Conference that

and tumbling services, and money

Monaco explained that the FBI is

the US Federal Bureau of

laundering infrastructure actors, as

presently “investigating more than

Investigation (FBI) is forming the

well as to assist in the tracing and

100 different ransomware variants,

Virtual Asset Exploitation Unit

recovery of assets lost to fraud and

and prosecutors and law

(VAXU), which brings together

extortion, including cryptocurrency

enforcement are targeting dozens

cryptocurrency experts and aims

payments to ransomware groups.

of ransomware groups estimated

to provide equipment, blockchain

Monaco notes that while the NCET

to have caused billions of dollars in

analysis, virtual asset seizure and

is able to pursue its own cases, it

damage to victims”. She also

training to the rest of the FBI.

also supports cases brought

recalled the 8 February

VAXU joins the work of the

across the Criminal Division of the

announcement of “the largest ever

National Cryptocurrency

Department of Justice (DOJ).

financial seizure” in DOJ history,

Enforcement Team (NCET).

totalling over $3.6 billion in bitcoin.
Assistant Attorney General

On 6 October 2021, Monaco

Kenneth A. Polite Jr noted that the

announced the creation of the

NCET “will serve as the focal point

NCET, to tackle complex

for the department’s efforts to

investigations and prosecutions of

tackle the growth of crime

DOJ press release
US Deputy Attorney General M…

US DOJ on countering state-sponsored threats
US Assistant Attorney General for

countering an “alarming rise in

Olsen cites efforts to strengthen

National Security Matthew Olsen

illegal activity from hostile nations”,

the enforcement of the Foreign

delivered a speech on 23 February

specifically naming China, Russia,

Agents Registration Act, noting

to the National Security Institute

Iran, and North Korea. An example

covert influence activities by

discussing his priorities leading

of this includes Department of

Russia, China, Malaysia, and

the National Security Division

Justice (DOJ) action taken against

Pakistan, prosecuted by the DOJ.

(NSD), including countering rising

nine Chinese government agents in

Other threats being pursued by the

domestic terrorism threats and

Operation Foxhunt who allegedly

NSD are cyber, espionage,

state-sponsored cyber risks.

attempted to force Chinese

export control evasion, and the

nationals to return to China. He

unique threats being presented by

In his remarks, Olsen announces

also points to the January

the Chinese government.

the impending launch of a Strategy

indictment of Belarusian officials

for Countering Nation-State

who forced down a plane

Threats, which he states will aim to

carrying US citizens to detain a

offer a comprehensive approach to

dissident journalist.
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US CFTC chair requests crypto market powers
US Commodity Futures Trading

for determining which regulator

disclosure requirements

Commission (CFTC) Chairman

has enforcement authority in cases

concerning climate impacts.

Rostin Behnam argued on 9

of fraud and market manipulation.

February before a senate hearing

In his remarks, Behnam asks that

Outlining potential risks associated

that the agency should be

Congress legislate to fill in the

with the market sector, Behnam

empowered to oversee the

regulatory gaps affecting the digital

echoed the concerns expressed by

cryptocurrency market.

asset commodities market, expand

some senators, highlighting that

the authority of the CFTC, and

digital assets attract important

Senate Committee on Agriculture

release approximately $100 million

numbers of retail investors, are

Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow and

in additional funds in the instance

surrounded by speculation, and

other members emphasise

that the agency is empowered to

can be fraudulently used, including

potential risks associated with

oversee the crypto market. The

by state actors. Answering

digital assets and the incomplete

regulatory regime envisioned in the

questions about the authority of

regulatory regime surrounding

official’s proposal is based on

the Securities and Exchange

them, such as fraud, environmental

embedding transparency

Commission (SEC), Behnam

effects, and national security

measures both at pre- and post-

argues that the CFTC and the SEC

matters. Additionally, the CFTC

trade level, outlining clear

would be able to share regulatory

chief explains that regulations are

provisions on clearing and

jurisdiction over the crypto market.

unclear on whether digital assets

settlement, order executions, and

represent commodities or

custody of funds, and introducing

Committee press release

securities, causing further issues

PayPal closes 4.5m likely fraudulent accounts
PayPal Holdings Inc CEO John

accounts were bots “availing

company's offer. Forbes reports on

Rainey revealed on 1 February in a

themselves of some incentive type

2 February that the latest earnings

fourth quarter 2021 buyside call

offer that we’re providing but have

call represents one of the first

that the company has identified

no intent to actually be a legitimate

known examples of a firm publicly

and closed roughly 4.5 million

customer”. PayPal shares dropped

acknowledging that customer

accounts that it found were

by 25 percent the following day.

incentive programmes can be

illegitimate and likely created for
fraudulent purposes.

taken advantage of by fraudulent
The customer acquisition

actors by significant margins.

incentives include offers to deposit
Rainey informed investors that the

up to $10 into new customer

discovery and subsequent closing

accounts, which reportedly spurred

of the accounts “is the primary

individuals to generate software

driver of the miss in end Q4”,

that would create multiple new

asserting that many of the

accounts to fraudulently gain the
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UK MP calls for sanctions on Kazakh elites
UK parliamentarian Margaret Hodge called in a

what we do that we are seriously committed to

speech on 3 February for the British government to

fighting the scourge of dirty money”.

impose sanctions on a set of Kazakh elites over
allegations of human rights abuse and corruption.

Responding to Hodge, Minister for Middle East, North
Africa and North America James Cleverly stated that
the government “welcome [Tokayev’s] decision to

Hodge decried the issuance of
so-called golden visas to 205
Kazakh individuals – the fifth
most common country using
the Tier 1 Investor scheme

establish an investigative commission to ascertain
what led to these unprecedented events and loss of
life”. He added that, “We are well aware of reports on
the alleged acquisition of assets by wealthy members
of elite Kazakh society, including of substantial
property holdings here in the UK. It is, of course, the
role of law enforcement agencies to investigate any
specific allegations of wrongdoing, as she said”.

“Imposing sanctions on this corrupt elite will not of
itself root out evil practices or lead to a radical
democratic transformation in Kazakhstan, but it will
demonstrate that we mean what we say when we
commit to fighting dirty money and corruption”, Hodge
said. She added that in Kazakhstan, “just 162 people
own 55% of the wealth—mostly members of
Nazarbayev’s family or close associates”.
Hodge decried the issuance by the UK of so-called
golden visas to 205 Kazakh individuals – the fifthmost common country for users of the Tier 1 Investor
scheme. The MP cited Jusan Technologies, a UKlisted holding company set up in 2020, as a conduit
for “at least $7.8 billion-worth” of assets to flow from
the Kazakh ruling elite to the UK.
Hodge pointed to the January 2022 demonstrations in
Kazakhstan, which is said to have led to over 220
dead, 4,500 injured and 10,000 arrested, as
necessitating “a moment of reflection for us in Britain.
We are complicit in what is happening in Kazakhstan”.
Hodge also called for the provisions of a proposed
economic crime bill to be “fit for purpose, tough,
effective and appropriate so that Britain can show by
73

The international anti-corruption coalition InterParliamentary Alliance against Kleptocracy called on
the UK, US and EU to impose sanctions on Kazakh
elites. “Kazakhstan is ruled by a kleptocratic ruling
class that has grown rich off the back of public money
stolen from its people”, the coalition stated. “It is
surely up to us in the West, in the jurisdictions that
provide safe haven for illicit finance, to act and hold
the kleptocrats in Kazakhstan to account.”
Individuals Hodge calls for sanctioning include: Timur
Kulibayev; Dinara Nazarbayeva; Arvind Tiku; Kairat
Sharipbayev; Dariga Nazarbayeva; Nurali Aliyev; Karim
Massimov; Aigul Nuriyeva; Vladimir Kim; Eduard Ogay;
Kenes Rakishev; Sauat Mynbayev; Alexander
Mashkevich; Patokh Chodiev; Bulat Utemuratov;
Bolat Nazarbayev; Akhmetzhan Yesimov; Kairat
Boranbayev; Alexander Klebanov; Yakov Klebanov;
Nurlan Nigmatulin; Baurzhan Baibek; Marat Beketayev;
Aliya Nazarbayeva; Aidan Karibzhanov; Kairat
Satybaldy; and Samat Abish.
Parallel Parliament document
IPAK statement
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

UK Attorney General launches independent
review into SFO disclosure failings in Unaoil case
Attorney General for England and

In his ruling, Lord Justice Holroyde

culture. It will also focus on the

Wales Suella Braverman

concluded that Osofsky and other

facts and causes of the failings in

announced on 9 February that she

senior figures at the SFO had

the case, particularly as regards

has appointed former director of

contact with David Tinsley, a

SFO contact with third parties, as

Public Prosecutions and High

former US Drug Enforcement

well as implications for the SFO's

Court judge David Calvert-Smith

Administration agent who was

policies and potential changes

to lead an independent review into

acting on behalf of the Ahsanis, the

needed to address the issues

the Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

family which owned and controlled

within the fraud regulator.

failings identified in the Unaoil

Unaoil. The judge further added

case, which included significant

that SFO’s refusal to provide

The same document indicates

disclosure failings.

significant documents relating to

that the report is expected to be

Tinsley’s dealings with the

presented to the Attorney General

The commencement of the

regulator was “a serious failure by

by the end of May, who will update

independent probe follows a 10

the SFO to comply with their duty”.

the UK parliament on the results of

December 2021 UK Court of

the review and the government’s

Appeal ruling overturning the

In a statement following the ruling,

response thereafter.

conviction for bribery of former

Braverman expressed “deep

Unaoil executive Ziad Akle. The

concern” with respect to the

Calvert-Smith also conducted an

ruling concluded that the SFO’s

findings, indicating a planned SFO

inquiry into the SFO’s investigation

failure to disclose critical material

review, as well as that she will

of Eurasian Natural Resources

regarding its own conduct,

discuss the judgment’s

Corporation in November 2018.

including the conduct of its CEO

implications with Osofsky.
According to reporting by the Wall

Lisa Osofsky, rendered Akle’s
conviction unsafe, which was

The terms of reference

Street Journal, an SFO

quashed, with no retrial ordered

accompanying the statement

spokesperson stated that “we

given the SFO’s disclosure failings.

highlight that the independent

welcome the appointment of Sir

review will consider the findings of

David Calvert-Smith and will

Paul Bond, the second defendant

the 10 December ruling and

cooperate fully with his review”.

who was found guilty of

provide a report to the Attorney

involvement in a Unaoil-linked

General comprising evidence-

bribery scheme, also appealed

based and proportionate

his conviction at a London court

recommendations, including with

later in December.

regard to the SFO’s policies,
practices, procedures, and related
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US declassifies addition of former Honduran
president Hernández to corruption sanctions list
similar actions taken by the US

Fuentes Ramirez, in which federal

against former Venezuelan vice

prosecutors purported that

president Tareck El Aissami and

Hernández accepted $25,000 in

Colombian President Ernesto

bribes in exchange for protecting

Samper. Menendez cited a

Fuentes from law enforcement

“growing body of incriminating

intervention against his cocaine

evidence” on the former Honduran

trafficking activities and facilitated

US State Secretary Antony

head of state’s “direct participation

the use of Honduran military

Blinken announced on 7 February

in drug trafficking”.

personnel as security for his drug
trafficking operations. Fuentes was

the declassification of the 1 July
2021 inclusion of former

The April 2021 report determines

sentenced to life in prison and

Honduran president Juan Orlando

as “substantial evidence” for

ordered to forfeit $151.7 million on

Hernández Alvarado to the

Hernández’s implication in

8 February for conspiring with

Corrupt and Undemocratic

corruption the October 2019

“high-ranking Honduran politicians

Sanctions list, under Section 353

conviction of his brother, ex-

and members of the Honduran

of the US-Northern Triangle

congressman Juan Antonio

military and National Police to

Enhanced Engagement Act.

Hernández Alvarado. During Juan

operate a cocaine lab” in the

Antonio’s trial, prosecutors and

country and distributing the drugs

Citing a 21 April 2021 report to the

several witnesses testified that the

via air and maritime routes.

US Congress, Blinken underlines

former president received $1.5

that the action has been taken in

million in drug proceeds which

Additionally, the April 2020

response to Hernández’s purported

were allegedly funneled towards

indictment of former director of the

engagement and facilitation in

his 2013 presidential campaign.

Honduran National Police Juan

“significant corruption”, through

Juan Antonio was sentenced to life

Carlos “El Tigre” Bonilla Valladares

activities supporting narco-

in prison and ordered to forfeit

is also indicated as evidence. The

trafficking, and by using the

$138.5 million in March 2021 for

report highlights that during

proceeds of illicit activity to

distributing 185 tonnes of cocaine

Bonilla’s trial, prosecutors alleged

facilitate political campaigns.

and firearms, and subsequently

that Hernández “accepted bribes

securing millions of dollars in drug

from drug traffickers, facilitated

On 3 February, Senate Foreign

proceeds for Honduras National

multi-ton shipments of cocaine”

Relations Committee Chairman

Party campaigns in connection

bound for the US, and entrusted

Bob Menendez sent a letter to

with presidential elections in

Bonilla with “special assignments,

Blinken formally requesting the

2009, 2013 and 2017.

including murder”.

revocation of Hernández’s visa, as
well as his designation as a

Furthermore, the report underlines

“significant foreign narcotics

the March 2020 indictment of drug

trafficker” under the Foreign

trafficker and former associate of

Narcotics Kingpin Act, citing

Hernández, Geovanny Daniel
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Ericsson reviews internal investigation following
media allegations of payments to ISIS
Swedish multinational

monetary donation without a clear

February ICIJ statement. ICIJ

telecommunications company

beneficiary, paying a supplier for

notes that its global investigation

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson

work without a defined scope and

uncovered a wide range of corrupt

announced on 8 February that it is

documentation, funding

behaviour in connection with

reviewing a 2019 internal

inappropriate travel and expenses,

Ericsson’s business in Iraq and

investigation prompted by

and improper use of sales agents

elsewhere. Ericsson highlights that

compliance concerns about the

and consultants; (2) violations of

it is reviewing, with the support of

company’s business in Iraq. On 15

the company’s internal financial

external counsel, the 2019

February, the company added the

controls; (3) conflicts of interest;

investigation and that it will take

investigation “could not identify

(4) non-compliance with tax

further action if new information

that any Ericsson employee was

laws; and (5) obstruction of

emerges, in accordance with the

directly involved in financing”

the investigation.

terms of the 2019 deferred

terrorist organisations (TOs).

prosecution agreement (DPA)

However, it noted that “we cannot

The inquiry also found payment

exclude the possibility that we

schemes and cash transactions

may not have found all the

potentially related to money

The US Department of Justice

underlying facts”.

laundering, as well as payments to

(DOJ) announced, on 9 December

intermediaries and the use of

2019, that Ericsson had agreed to

According to a press release,

alternate transport routes for

pay over $1 billion to resolve

Ericsson has been active in Iraq

avoiding Iraqi customs, when TOs

criminal charges regarding

since the reopening of the

“including ISIS, controlled some

breaches of the Foreign Corrupt

telecoms market, following the

transport routes”. However,

Practices Act (FCPA) resulting from

termination of UN sanctions in

Ericsson states that investigators

the company’s involvement in a

2010. Ericsson states it conducted

“could not determine the ultimate

scheme to make and improperly

an internal investigation in 2019

recipients of these payments”.

record tens of millions of dollars in

with external counsel, which was

with US prosecutors.

unlawful payments around the

prompted by unusual expenses in

A press release further states that

world. In October 2021, Ericsson

Iraq dating back to 2018.

the investigation resulted in several

stated that it had received

Ericsson employees being

correspondence from the DOJ

The investigation assessed the

dismissed and other disciplinary

noting that it had determined that

conduct of employees, vendors,

and remedial actions being taken,

the company had breached its

and suppliers from 2011 to 2019

as well as the termination of

obligations under the DPA by failing

and identified “serious breaches of

certain third-party relationships.

to provide certain documents.

compliance rules and the

Ericsson’s statement comes in

[company’s] Code of Business

response to questions from the

Ethics”. Particularly, the probe

International Consortium of

found: (1) corruption-related

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) and

misconduct, including making a

partners, according to a 15
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ECB issues opinion on proposed AML regulation
The European Central Bank (ECB)

to provide information to prudential

service providers, are part of the

issued on 16 February its opinion

supervisors on its own initiative.

same group as credit or financial

documents on the EU

institutions. Similarly, the second

Commission’s proposed

Further, the EBA strongly suggests

opinion suggests that non-financial

regulation setting up an EU

that the assessment and selection

AML/CFT supervisors be allowed

authority for anti-money

criteria for entities to be subject to

to share confidential information

laundering and countering the

AMLA supervision should be

with prudential supervisors of

financing of terrorism (AMLA) and

enhanced to guarantee EU-wide

credit and financial institutions,

on the proposal for a directive and

coverage. Édouard Fernandez-

through an authorisation to be

a regulation on the prevention of

Bollo, Member of the Supervisory

included in 6AMLD.

the use of the financial system for

Board of the ECB highlights in a

the purposes of money laundering

blog post on 21 February that

In terms of the AMLR, the ECB

or terrorist financing (AMLR and

such criteria should be “more

notably highlights that policy

6AMLD) respectively.

objective […] based on risk factors,

choices will have to be made with

such as certain aspects of cross-

regard to digital representations of

border activities”.

value which might need to be

Whilst providing general and
specific observations on the

exempted from the scope of the

matters, the ECB welcomes the

In the more general context of

AMLR, should a broader,

proposals, which are part of a

cooperation with non-financial

technology-neutral definition of

package of legislative proposals

supervisors, both opinions suggest

crypto-assets be considered to

published by the EU Commission

that general enhancements to the

ensure compatibility of the EU

on 20 July 2021, along with a

information sharing permissions

framework with the FATF

regulation on information

for AML/CFT supervisors should

Recommendations.

accompanying transfers of funds

be introduced to allow them to

and certain crypto-assets.

share information with a wider

According to Frank Elderson,

range of authorities, therefore

Member of the Executive Board of

With respect to the AMLA, the ECB

automatically extending

the ECB and Vice-Chair of the

notes that a general responsibility

permissions for AMLA to share

Supervisory Board of the ECB, “the

should be added for the AMLA to

confidential information with other

most prominent element of the

ensure the proportionate and

authorities. The opinion further

ECB opinions is the analysis of the

efficient use of cooperation tools to

underlines that Article 78(3) of the

proposed limit to cash payments”.

minimise reporting burdens for

AMLA proposed regulations should

Highlighting that the proposed

authorities involved in cooperation

be expanded to include financial

limit of €10,000 “does not

with “AML/CFT supervisors via

intelligence units (FIUs) and non-

appear problematic”.

multiple channels, including but not

financial AML/CFT supervisors.

limited to AML/CFT colleges, the

Regarding the latter, the ECB

AML/CFT database and

indicates that prudential

cooperation agreements”.

supervisors may need to cooperate

Furthermore, the ECB suggests

with them if non-financial obliged

that the AMLA should be allowed

entities, such as crypto-asset
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UK House of Lords amendment on “freeports”
would see ownership registry made public
The UK government may require

in freeports is a real issue and

registers public so that

that registers of beneficial

something they are going to have

transparency groups and

ownership for companies

to work very hard to deal with.”

journalists can have insight into

operating in proposed “freeports”

financial interests in the freeports.

be made public following the

“It is really important that there is

passing of an amendment in the

some mechanism to try and track

Kramer said, that it made “no

House of Lords on 7 February.

any potential abuse and misuse,

sense at all” to prevent the register

including investments and money

from being available to the public,

Liberal Democrat peer Susan

being moved into the freeport to

and it “really means that freeports

Kramer proposed the amendment

launder it”, Kramer said.

are going to be at risk of being a

to the national insurance

hub for money laundering”.

contributions bill. The amendment

Freeports have agreed to keep a

seeks greater corporate

register of the beneficial owners of

The bill, which originated in the

transparency in freeports as the

businesses operating in the

House of Commons, will be sent

customs and tax declarations

freeport and that register will be

back to the Commons for Lords

usually required at ports are

available for law enforcement.

amendments to be considered.

absent. “Freeports are very hard to

However, unless the amendment

police”, Kramer told Bloomberg’s

passes through the House of

Westminster podcast. “Even the

Commons, the register will not be

government, when pressed, would

publicly available. The Kramer

acknowledge that economic crime

amendment seeks to make the

Hansard document
Bloomberg document

OECD terminates accession process with Russia
The OECD Secretary-General

Moscow office and to stop all

The OECD Council adds that it will

announced on 25 February that

invitations to Russia at Ministerial

assess economic and social

the OECD Council has decided to

levels and in the bodies where

repercussions of Russia’s actions

formally terminate the accession

listed as Invitee”. Furthermore, the

in Ukraine and will discuss the

process with Russia, which was

Council has asked the Secretary-

impact on the energy market.

postponed in 2014.

General to refrain from entering
into any new agreements for

A statement by the OECD

voluntary contributions with

Secretary-General notes that the

Russia, as well as to stop any

OECD Council has asked the

projects funded through voluntary

Secretary-General to “take the

contributions from Russia which

necessary steps to close the OECD

have not yet commenced.
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Fraud and money laundering to be included as
priority harm in new UK online safety bill
Fraud and money laundering will

Three new criminal offences on

sufficiently capture harmful

be included as priority harms in

posting harmful content,

communications online.

the forthcoming online safety bill,

recommended by the Law

the UK Culture Secretary Nadine

Commission, will also be added to

The Commission published the

Dorries announced on 4 February.

the bill. These include a “genuinely

final report of its review of online

Fraud will sit alongside a list of

threatening” communications

harms and the law, ‘Modernising

harms including online drug and

offence, a harm-based

Communication Offences,’ in 2021.

weapons dealing, people

communications offence, and an

smuggling, revenge porn,

offence for sending false

The bill is expected to be

promoting suicide and inciting or

communications in order to cause

introduced to parliament over the

controlling prostitution for gain.

non-trivial emotional, psychological

coming months. Dorries said: “We

or physical harm. According to the

are listening to MPs, charities and

Previously, online firms such as

Crime Survey for England and

campaigners who have wanted us

Facebook and Twitter would have

Wales, fraud makes up around

to strengthen the legislation, and

been forced to remove content

40 percent of all crime.

today’s changes mean we will be

following it being reported, but now

able to bring the full weight of the

they must actively prevent

The Law Commission began in

law against those who use the

individuals being exposed to the

2019 a review of the law relating to

internet as a weapon to ruin

content. Ofcom will be able to

abusive and offensive

people’s lives and do so quicker

issue fines of up to 10 percent of

communications. The review

and more effectively.”

annual worldwide turnover to sites

considered whether criminal

or block them from the UK.

offences in England and Wales

DCMS press release

UK FCA publishes data on STORs filed in 2021
The UK’s Financial Conduct

The FCA provides a breakdown of

The FCA received a total of 4,871

Authority (FCA) published on

the figures according to the month

STORs in 2021, 4,233 of which

24 February data on the number

the STORs were received, the asset

related to insider dealing and 638

of suspicious transaction order

class and whether the STOR

for market manipulation.

reports (STORs) received by the

related to insider dealing or

regulator during 2021.

market manipulation.
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UK committee hears evidence on digital fraud
The UK Select Committee on the

He also underlined the allocation of

position in order not to undermine

Fraud Act 2006 and Digital Fraud

£400 million in the spending review

public trust and compliance.

held on 24 February this year’s

for fighting economic crime over

first evidence session, hearing

the next three years, of which £100

Adamson also pointed to the joint

evidence from Alice Adamson,

million is intended to be used for

project with the Law Commission

Director for Victims and

the coordinated response to fraud

looking at the question of

Vulnerability Policy at the Ministry

by the Treasury and Home Office.

corporate criminal liability.

of Justice, Euan Neill, Head of

When asked about collaboration

Adamson noted that the

Fraud Pursue and Law

with industry in the efforts to

Commission is due to report to the

Enforcement at the Home Office,

combat fraud, Tessier emphasised

Ministry of Justice in the spring.

and Duncan Tessier, Director of

that the financial sector is

Economic Crime at the Home

significantly involved in the efforts,

Tessier further underlined that

Office. The witnesses highlighted

particularly due to the fact that

legislation currently underway

authorised fraud as “growing the

fraud “is very costly” for the sector,

includes provisions allowing for

fastest of the proportion of fraud”,

with over £1 billion in total losses.

the seizure of crypto-assets, which

and the increased threat of

currently is possible only through

cryptocurrencies being used for

When recalling the resignation of

criminal powers, to be made using

money laundering (ML).

Lord Agnew, who highlighted “the

civil recovery powers.

level of fraud associated with the
The witnesses highlighted that the

Covid-19 support schemes”,

Upcoming oral evidence sessions

Fraud Act “remains a […] quite wide-

Adamson indicated that the

will take place on 3, 10, 17 and 24

ranging piece of legislation”,

Ministry of Justice will respond to

March to cover topics such as the

however Tessier noted that the

the 24 September 2021 report

most common business models

Department for Digital, Culture,

published by the Justice

used by fraudsters, hindrances

Media & Sport (DCMS) is currently

Committee on Covid-19 and

faced by the financial services,

leading significant work on digital

criminal law. The report found the

telecoms and tech sectors in

identification, which will be a key

government’s communication of

tackling fraud and further

component of a “credible

Covid-19 offences resulted in

discussions around the

response” to evolving online

widespread confusion between law

effectiveness of the Fraud Act.

scams. Highlighting the

and guidance, with some police

importance of innovation, such as

forces seeking legal advice on the

confirmation of payee and two-

regulations in order to be able to

factor authentication, he noted that

provide clear and adequate

part of the spending review funds

guidance for officers. At the time,

a new unit in the National

the Justice Committee stressed

Economic Crime Centre set up to

that government's communication

coordinate the communications

of new criminal offences must

to citizens, including with respect

accurately reflect the true legal

to such innovations.
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UK government does not intend to introduce
legislation on claw back in laundering cases
Baroness Joanna Carolyn Penn

The court found that between

remuneration can be justified or

stated on 22 February that the UK

November 2012 to June 2016

should be returned (“clawed back”)

government does not intend to

NatWest failed to properly monitor

for senior and materially-risk taking

introduce legislation enabling

the activity of Fowler Oldfield Ltd.

staff in case of shortcomings. She

claw back of remuneration from

Sentencing Judge Cockerill noted

also highlights that both regulators

directors of entities found guilty

that NatWest was not complicit in

“have supervisory and enforcement

of money laundering (ML). The

the ML “that took place”, however

tools to deploy in cases where they

statement came in response to a

he added that “the Bank was

are not satisfied that a firm has

question posed by Lord Sikka on

functionally vital” as without it and

complied with their rules”. The

10 February in the context of the

its failures “the money could not be

FCA’s successful prosecution of

court judgment involving National

effectively laundered”.

NatWest, the first criminal

Westminster Bank Plc (NatWest).

prosecution brought by the
Penn states in her response that

FCA against a bank under the

On 13 December 2021, NatWest

the FCA and the Prudential

MLRs 2007, illustrates the

was fined roughly £264 million by

Regulation Authority together set

regulator’s determination to use

Southwark Crown Court for three

requirements for firms regarding

its powers to tackle ML cases,

offences under the Money

the claw back of promised or paid

according to Penn.

Laundering Regulations (MLRs)

remuneration. According to the

2007 in prosecution brought by the

requirements, she adds, firms must

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

consider whether promised or paid

Parliament written question an…

UK SFO investigates Arena Television Limited
The UK Serious Fraud Office

SFO provides no further details on

City AM claims that Kroll Inc, the

(SFO) announced on 23 February

the nature of the ongoing

company's administrator, disclosed

that it has launched a criminal

investigation.

that the company had purportedly

investigation into the business

misled banks into lending it

practices of individuals linked to

The company is currently in

hundreds of millions of dollars for

Arena Television Limited and its

administration, selling off its

assets that did not exist.

associated entities.

assets during a three-day auction
and liquidation sale, after its

Following SFO and National Crime

reported collapse in November

Agency searches of three sites on

2021, following allegations of

23 February, two individuals have

fraud. Arena purportedly provided

been arrested and are being

broadcast trucks to clients like the

questioned by investigators. The

BBC, ITV and Sky.
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AUSTRAC orders audit of Bell Financial Group
entities over AML/CFT concerns
The Australian Transaction

BFG. The three entities will be

programme and comply with Part

Reports and Analysis Centre

assessed by an external auditor

A of that programme; (2) the

(AUSTRAC) announced on 16

authorised by AUSTRAC on their

requirement to have an ongoing

February that it has ordered the

compliance with the Anti-Money

customer due diligence

appointment of an external

Laundering and Counter-Terrorism

programme; (3) suspicious matter

auditor to assess the compliance

Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act)

report reporting obligations; and (4)

of Bell Potter Securities Ltd, Bell

and Anti-Money Laundering and

maintenance of enrolment details

Potter Capital Ltd, and Third Party

Counter-Terrorism Financing Rules

within required timeframes. The

Platform Pty Ltd, all subsidiaries

Instrument 2007 (No 1). The firms

auditor is required to issue its

of the Bell Financial Group Ltd

engage in stock broking, foreign

report to AUSTRAC within 180

(BFG), with anti-money laundering

exchange, loans, investment and

days of its appointment.

and counter terrorism financing

financial advisory services.

(AML/CFT) rules.

AUSTRAC press release

Specifically, the external auditor will
The Australian regulator has

examine the three entities’

mandated the audit following

compliance with: (1) the

compliance concerns identified at

requirement to have an AML/CFT

Bell Financial Group Ltd press r…

Glencore plc anticipates resolution of corruption
allegations, $1.5bn set for possible settlement
Glencore plc announced on 15

resolutions being reached this year,

The DOJ investigation, which

February in its preliminary 2021

according to media reports.

Glencore disclosed in July 2018,

results report that it has set aside

involves alleged violations of the

$1.5 billion to settle corruption

Glencore is under investigation by

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and

allegations with authorities in the

the US Department of Justice

anti-money laundering obligations

US, UK, and Brazil.

(DOJ) and Commodity Futures

related to operations in Nigeria,

Trading Commission, UK Serious

the Democratic Republic of the

Glencore CEO Gary Nagle informed

Fraud Office, and Brazil Federal

Congo, and Venezuela from

members of the press the same

Prosecutor’s Office for alleged

2007 onwards.

day that the $1.5 billion represents

breaches of anti-corruption and

the company’s estimate of what a

anti-money laundering regulations

settlement will likely cost, with the

in multiple countries that predate

company stating that it anticipates

Nagle’s term as CEO.
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EPPO sends letter to EU Commission following
Poland's refusal to cooperate
The European Public Prosecutor’s

2014/41/EU) and the European

located in the country and,

Office (EPPO) announced on 16

Arrest Warrant (Framework

therefore, is “systematically”

February that it has addressed a

Decision 2002/584/JHA).

hindering “the EPPO’s ability to

letter to the EU Commission

counter criminality affecting the

pursuant to Recital 16 of

Nevertheless, the European Chief

Union budget”. It also recalls that

Regulation (EU) 2020/2092 of 16

Prosecutor states it has been

the EPPO “currently has 23 ongoing

December 2020 on the general

informed that Poland has

investigations involving Poland,

regime of conditionality for the

conditioned the signature of a

which is the highest number of any

protection of the EU Budget

working arrangement with the

non-participating” member state.

concerning Poland’s refusal to

EPPO on the prior approval of an

cooperate with the EPPO.

amendment to the Polish Criminal

The EPPO emphasises that all EU

Procedure Code allowing for the

member states cooperating with

The EPPO notes that, although

recognition of the EPPO as a

the EPPO notified the EPPO as a

Poland does not participate in

competent authority, according

competent authority pursuant to

enhanced cooperation on the

to a press release.

the existing instruments for judicial

establishment of the EPPO,

cooperation. Currently, 22 EU

cooperation between the Office

The EPPO states that Poland has

member states participate in

and competent judicial authorities

consistently rejected its requests

enhanced cooperation, with

in Poland must rely on existing

for judicial cooperation since the

Hungary, Poland and Sweden

instruments for judicial

start of its operations, hindering

having decided not to join.

cooperation and mutual

the Office’s efforts, when

recognition, including the European

confronted with cross-border

Investigation Order (Directive

investigations, to obtain evidence

EPPO press release

Leidos Holdings opens internal FCPA probe
Science and technology solutions

party representatives and

the US Department of Justice. The

company Leidos Holdings Inc

subcontractors.

report notes that the company

disclosed in a filing with the US

cannot anticipate the outcome of

Security and Exchange

Leidos states that the investigation

the investigation, however, should

Commission (SEC) on 15 February

is being overseen by an

any allegations be confirmed, it

that it has commenced an internal

independent committee of the

expects the authorities to impose

investigation concerning potential

Board of Directors, which is being

criminal and civil sanctions.

violations of the US Foreign

assisted by external legal counsel,

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by

and that the company has self-

several of its employees, third-

reported the probe to the SEC and
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US FTC finds $547m lost to romance scams
Concurrently, the FBI highlights in a

The FTC notes that the largest

10 February statement, citing data

reported losses to romance scams

from an upcoming Internet Crime

were paid in cryptocurrency,

Complaint Center report, that

totalling $139 million. However,

24,000 victims across the US

cryptocurrency was not the most

reported losing approximately $1

common form of payment for

billion to romance scams in 2021,

romance scams in 2021, when one

The US Federal Trade

also warning of the possibility that

in four people claimed that they

Commission (FTC) published on

many more losses went

paid romance scammers with gift

10 February its data spotlight on

unreported. FTC data shows that,

cards, reportedly losing $36

romance scams, noting that the

while reports about romance

million. Data also highlights that

public has reported losing $1.3

scams increased for every age

more than a third of people who

billion to romance scams in the

group, for people aged 18 to 29 the

reported losing money to an online

past five years, surpassing “any

number of reports increased more

romance scam in 2021 indicated

other FTC fraud category”. 2021

than tenfold from 2017 to 2021.

that they were approached on

recorded more than six times the

Reported median losses increased

Facebook or Instagram.

reported losses than in 2017 and

with age, 70-year olds and older

a nearly 80 percent increase

recording the highest individual

compared to 2020, with a median

median loss at $9,000, compared

individual reported loss of $2,400.

to $750 for the 18 to 29 age group.

FTC data spotlight on romance…
FTC debunks romance scams …

Clariant AG delays publication of full year results
following probe into alleged accounting fraud
Swiss multinational chemicals

The investigation is examining the

2021 quarterly reports. Clariant

company Clariant AG announced

booking of certain provisions and

states that it may be required to

on 14 February it will postpone

accruals, exploring whether

redo previous financial statements,

the publication of its 2021 full

records were incorrectly introduced

including the annual financial

year results due to an

in order for the company to meet

statements for the financial year

investigation into the company's

certain targets. Independent

ending 31 December 2020 and the

accounting practices in

advisors and external counsel have

first half year statements for the

connection with certain

been appointed to investigate the

intervals ending 30 June 2020

provisions and accruals, following

allegations. The investigation is

and 30 June 2021.

information received from an

focused on the company’s annual

internal whistleblower.

and first half year financial
statements as well as its 2020 and
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CONSULTATIONS

US FinCEN issues statement on responses to
proposed rule on beneficial ownership reporting
as shell companies, for the

understanding, relationship

purpose of concealing proceeds

or otherwise”

generated from corrupt
acts. FinCEN states that the next
NPRM will focus on proposed rules
on BO information access and
disclosure requirements. In
The US Treasury Department’s

response to several respondents

Financial Crimes Enforcement

FinCEN states that it will reopen

Network (FinCEN) announced on

the comment period again once

8 February that it has received

the next NPRM is published.

230 comments to its consultation
on proposed rulemaking to

Comments received include

implement the beneficial
ownership (BO) reporting

Clarifying the definition of

provisions included in Section

“proprietorship interest” and

6403 of the Corporate

amending the definition of

Transparency Act (CTA).

“ownership interest” to reflect
the statutory requirements of

The notice of proposed rulemaking

the CTA, by stating that any

(NPRM) aims to protect the US

ownership interest in any

financial system from illegal or

reporting company can be

abusive use of legal entities such

owned or controlled “through

Amending the exemption for
subsidiaries to ensure that it
applies only to subsidiaries
which are wholly owned or
wholly controlled by certain
exempt entities, in order to
avoid risks of excluding entities
whose ownership interests are
partially owned or controlled by
exempt entities
Clarifying that the BO registry
will use “real-time and
automated verification”
systems to ensure that the
information submitted is in
accordance with other
government held records

FinCEN press release

any contract, arrangement,

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
As FinCEN is working on its beneficial ownership information-related final rule after having received
hundreds of comments from the financial services sector, there is some uncertainty about what the rule
will look like. The Corporate Transparency Act, part of a comprehensive AML reform package adopted in
2020, laid the groundwork for a mandatory beneficial ownership register in the US. However, the law left a
number of exclusions and exemptions for various types of legal entities, in addition to the fact that the
register itself is not supposed to be publicly accessible. Many questions remain on how comprehensive
the register will be and how helpful it will prove to law enforcement and the financial sector.
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UK opens inquiry on illicit and emerging finance
the effectiveness of the emerging

ledger technologies (DLT),

digital economy, as well as

cryptocurrencies and CBDC on

challenging international

illicit finance, money laundering

standards. Chair of the committee

and the UK’s international relations

Tom Tugendhat stated that while

and economic security.

“new technology is thwarting anti-

The UK House of Commons
Foreign Affairs Committee
launched on 1 February an inquiry
which seeks to explore the
challenges facing the global
economy which lead to corruption
and insecurity, as well as the UK’s
role in facilitating “vast flows of
dirty money across borders”. As
part of the inquiry, the committee
has launched a call for evidence
which runs until 15 March.
The inquiry will explore FinTech
innovation, such as cryptocurrency
and central bank digital currencies
(CBDC), with the aim of assessing

money laundering efforts and

The committee aims to establish

sanctions enforcement” and

the steps that the government has

considering Russia’s intimidation

taken to assess such impact, as

of Ukraine, the UK aims to act

well as the ways “hostile states”

“against threats to the rules-based

use investment in and through UK

international order”.

business. The consultation also
seeks views on the effectiveness of

The committee seeks views on the

the UK Foreign, Commonwealth

effectiveness of the UK’s sanctions

and Development Office’s (FCDO)

regimes on corruption and human

cooperation and coordination with

rights and how they can be used to

other departments and agencies

counter illicit finance more

on illicit finance matters, including

efficiently, as well as what

the expertise and skills the FCDO

additional measures can be taken

has to address such challenges.

to tackle illicit financial flows.
Additionally, stakeholders are

UK Foreign Affairs Committee …

invited to provide comments on the
potential impact of new distributed

Call for evidence

EU consults on mechanism to combat VAT fraud
The European Commission (EC)

2006, also known as the ‘VAT

consistent with the timing of its

launched on 10 February a

Directive’ until the end of 2025.

preparations for new reporting

consultation on a proposed
directive to extend the ‘optional
reverse charge’ and ‘quick
reaction’ mechanisms to combat
fraud in supplies of goods and
services included in Article
199a(1) of Council Directive
2006/112/EC of 28 November
86

The proposal prolongs the
measures laid down in Articles
199a and 199b of the VAT
Directive, for a limited period while
negotiations on the proposal for a
definitive VAT system continue.
The EC states that the extension is

rules as an anti-fraud measure,
which could result in the reverse
charge mechanism no longer being
required. Comments can be
submitted until 7 April 2022.
Consultation page
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UK government consults on legal direction to
ban Huawei from UK telecoms networks
The UK government launched on

except for fixed fibre access

(4) the poor security quality of

20 February a consultation on two

networks will be used in the UK, if

Huawei’s goods and services, as

draft legal instruments to restrict

the manufacturing process or

well as the risk of national

all Huawei Technologies Co Ltd

supply chain has been affected by

dependency on Huawei in the

equipment from 5G networks in

US sanctions. Public

absence of measures limiting

the UK by the end of 2027,

communications providers are

its share of the market.

including on measures to prohibit

requested to submit comments

full fibre broadband operators to

regarding their concerns about

The UK government requests

install Huawei equipment affected

how to establish whether such

consultees to provide comments

by US sanctions. The two

manufacturing process or supply

on the aforementioned reasons,

proposed legal instruments are

chains have been altered due to US

and to explain whether the

the draft designated vendor

sanctions, as well as about the

proposed draft designation notice

direction under Section 105Z1 of

proportionality of this requirement

is necessary for protecting the

the Communications Act 2003

and its immediate applicability

UK’s national security interests.

and the draft designation notice

upon issuing the direction.

under Section 105Z8 of the
Communications Act 2003.

Stakeholders are expected to
Concurrently, the draft designation

submit their comments by 21

notice categorises Huawei as a

March, and the UK government

UK authorities underline that

high-risk vendor and sets out the

will publish a response within

considering the sanctions

reasons for which the Secretary of

12 weeks thereafter.

introduced by the US in May 2020

State proposes designation of

which restricted the use of US

Huawei. Such reasons include: (1)

technology and software to design

the conduct of the Chinese

and manufacture Huawei products

government and associated actors

abroad, the use of sanctions-

in carrying out cyber-attacks

affected equipment in UK telecoms

against the UK; (2) the probability

networks “poses a risk to the UK’s

that the Chinese government and

national security”.

associated actors could pressure
Huawei to act against the UK’s

Consequently, the UK government

national security interests; (3) how

proposes that following the entry

US sanctions can affect the

into force of the designated vendor

“reliability of goods and services

direction, no Huawei equipment,

manufactured by Huawei”; and
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Singapore Monetary Authority announces
development of framework on liability for fraud
The Monetary Authority of

MAS notes that it expects FIs “to

announced on 19 January”, which

Singapore (MAS) announced on 4

treat their customers fairly and

include: (1) removing clickable links

February that the Payments

bear an appropriate proportion of

in emails or SMS sent to retail

Council, chaired by MAS, has

losses arising from scams”.

customers; (2) setting a threshold

been working since July 2021 on

However, the authority highlights

for funds transfer transaction

a framework that aims to provide

that any compensation paid to

notifications to customers by

clarity on how losses arising from

customers should not weaken

default at $100 or lower; (3)

scams are to be shared among

their own personal vigilance.

delaying at least 12 hours before

consumers and financial

activation of a new soft token on a

institutions (FIs). Under the

MAS states that the public

mobile device; (4) sending

framework, which will be

consultation will seek comments

notifications to existing mobile

published for consultation within

on the sharing of losses, as well as

numbers or emails registered with

the next three months, all parties

the responsibilities of other key

the bank whenever there is a

are required to be vigilant and to

parties in the system.

request to change a customer’s

take precautions against scams.

mobile number or email address;
The authority provides customers

(5) outlining additional safeguards,

Particularly, the framework

with additional digital safety

such as a cooling-off period before

provides FIs with the responsibility

practices including: (1) verifying

implementation of requests for key

to protect their customers, for

SMSs or emails received by calling

account changes; (6) establishing

example through robust controls to

the bank directly on the hotline

specific and well-resourced

safeguard customer accounts, and

listed on its official website; (2)

customer assistance teams to deal

effective measures to detect and

closely monitoring transaction

with feedback on potential fraud

respond to suspicious

notifications received from the

cases on a priority basis; and (8)

transactions. Additionally,

bank to promptly report

providing frequent scam education

customers are responsible for

unauthorised payments, which

alerts. MAS adds that it is working

taking necessary precautions,

increases the chances of recovery;

with industry to evaluate long-term

mainly by: (1) never giving away

and (3) keeping devices updated

measures to be implemented in

personal or banking credentials; (2)

with the latest security software.

the coming months.

never clicking on links in SMSs or
emails supposedly sent by a bank;

The regulator also notes that banks

and (3) only making transactions

have “substantially implemented

through the bank’s official website

the additional measures to bolster

or mobile application.

the security of digital banking
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Executives at Austrian packing firm reportedly
embezzled millions of euros
The Financial Times reported on 28 February that

million to the packing company. Weeks after the loan

investors who purportedly lent Schur Flexibles

deal closed B&C bought the stake in Schur Flexibles

Group €500 million six months ago have been

from US private equity firm Lindsay Goldberg, which

informed by the company that its unnamed

still holds a 20 percent stake.

former chief executive and finance director
may have misappropriated company funds for

B&C reportedly stated for the Financial Times that

their personal benefit.

“suspicions of serious compliance violations by the
former management have come to light” prompting

In May 2019, Schur Flexibles appointed Michael

“legal action” as well as “significant inconsistencies in

Schernthaner as CEO and Michael Fischkin as

the historical audited financial statements” of the

finance director, according to a news release

company during “the sole ownership of Lindsay

from the company.

Goldberg”. Lindsay Goldberg supposedly stated for
the news outlet that it was “not aware of any alleged

It is reported that Austrian investment group B&C

accounting irregularities or fraudulent activities”,

Gruppe, which became the 80 percent majority

although it “fully supports any investigation to clarify

shareholder of Schur Flexibles in October 2021,

the allegations” and “every possible action to pursue

purportedly identified signs of misappropriation

justice and accountability”.

and, consequently, dismissed the company’s
chief executive and finance director in December

The Financial Times states that Schur Flexibles

and appointed consultancy firm Alvarez & Marsal

declined to comment on the allegations, while the ex-

to conduct a review.

chief executive did not respond to comment requests
and the ex-finance director could not be reached.

According to the Financial Times, the review has
revealed suspected fraud and “various indications of

A Schur Flexibles news release states that former

potential manipulation of financial statements” in

head of operations Juan Luís Martínez Arteaga is the

emails between 2019 and 2021 from the company’s

current CEO of the company and Mathias Breuer was

former chief executive and finance director. B&C

recruited for the position of CFO.

purportedly noted that €4 million was “most likely”
misappropriated in 2021 by the former CEO through

Financial Times article (requires subscription)

his “private account”.
Schur Flexibles news release

The news outlet notes that JPMorgan, Citigroup and
UniCredit led a loan deal in September 2021
convincing scores of investment funds to lend €475
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OCCRP report reveals modus operandi in
Danske Bank Estonia laundering scandal
The Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting

in Iran, a fake tourism marketing project in Georgia, as

Project (OCCRP) published on 23 February a report

well as illicit proceeds from a bribery scheme involving

which claims that 15 out of the 19 individuals who

Congo and Côte d’Ivoire officials who received money

worked for Danske Bank’s Estonian branch and who

in exchange for awarding lucrative contracts to

are suspected of laundering $1.6 billion of illicit

commodities trading company Gunvor Group Ltd.

funds for their clients will reportedly be charged in
the coming months following the Estonian

OCCRP notes that Jevgeni Agnevštšikov, also known

authorities’ investigation.

as ‘Maxim’, was one of the bankers that allegedly
received illegal payments in exchange for selling

Information provided by a sealed report from the

offshore companies to clients and concealing their

Estonian investigative authorities which was allegedly

real beneficial ownership, while helping them transfer

seen by OCCRP details the accusations against the 19

suspicious funds under the apparent legality of

suspects, disclosing how the bankers helped

fabricated contracts. The investigation revealed that

customers circumvent Danske Bank’s anti-money

another two bankers, namely Mikhail Murnikov and

laundering (AML) controls. The media outlet highlights

Jekaterina Pankratova, reportedly created fictitious

that the money originated from eight schemes in

beneficiaries for companies as part of a scheme to

Russia, Azerbaijan, the US, Iran, Switzerland and

support suspects from a ML case investigated by the

Georgia, as well as from a scam that defrauded

Swiss authorities. OCCRP claims that the group of

Facebook Inc out of $100 million, and was allegedly

bankers created over 1,122 offshore companies

laundered through Danske Bank’s Estonian branch

between 2006 and 2010, charging “millions in fees

between 2007 and 2015.

and commissions”, or instructing clients to transfer
money to accounts belonging to offshore companies

Nearly $150 million which was allegedly laundered

secretly controlled by them.

through the system originated from the Russian tax
fraud scandal which was exposed by lawyer Sergei

OCCRP alleges that “the system was so effective” that

Magnitsky, while $1.4 billion in illicit funds which came

some bankers continued to operate their scheme

from the Azerbaijani Laundromat was channeled into

following the closure of Danske Bank’s Estonian

56 Danske Bank Estonia accounts, after bankers

branch, by directing clients to other Estonian or

helped clients conceal its origin through hundreds of

Latvian banks, where they purportedly continued to

fictitious deals. Additionally, the suspects reportedly

launder money even after the authorities commenced

helped the laundering of proceeds from the 2015 $98

their investigations in December 2018.

million phishing scam against Facebook run by
Lithuanian citizen Evaldas Rimašauskas. Other funds
laundered through the branch included profits from
smuggling illegal cigarettes in the US, financial crime
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UK to discontinue 'golden visa' programme
The Times reported on 16

Investors who obtain the visa can

resignation of Treasury minister

February that the UK government

then apply for permanent residency

Theodore Agnew.

will cancel its so-called ‘golden

after five years, which is reduced to

visa’ programme amid increased

three years if the investment is

To close the "opportunities for

concerns of illicit financial flows

over £5 million and two years if

corrupt elites to access the UK",

entering the country, particularly

they invest £10 million.

the Home Office has moved to

during the ongoing threat of a
Russian invasion of Ukraine.

close the scheme and reform the
The Home Office issued a

so-called "innovator route", a

statement on 17 February that the

points-based immigration system.

A Home Office source reportedly

programme will be discontinued

The system will apparently

confirmed media reports that the

"over security concerns". Home

require applicants to create an

programme will be abandoned,

Secretary Priti Patel states that the

investment that "can show

with an official announcement

action is "just the start of our

genuine job creation and other

expected next week. The Tier 1

renewed crackdown on fraud and

tangible economic impacts" to

investor visa allows foreign

illicit finance", underscoring

reach settlements.

persons who invest at least £2

additional measures such as the

million to receive a temporary

economic crime bill, which was

residence permit. The money must

returned to the legislative agenda

be placed in government bonds or

after an outcry instigated by the

The Times article
Home Office press release

support UK businesses.

Former UK minister claims he was pressured to
drop overseas property register amendments
The Guardian reported on 15

money laundering in 2018. He is

promised, “over a period of five

February that former

reported to have stated that he

years”, that the matter would be

Conservative minister

was summoned to a meeting

taken care of. However, “nothing

Lord Edward Faulks QC has stated

where he was asked to drop the

has subsequently happened”,

that he was “leant on” during

amendments. In 2018, he notes,

according to Faulks, who adds that

Theresa May’s premiership to

then minister Lord Ahmad assured

the UK has not addressed the

drop amendments introducing a

him “legislation on a property

threat of economic crime and that

public register of overseas

register would be passed in 2019

“we are giving away golden visas

property ownership.

in time for it to be functioning no

and the rest of the world must

later than early 2021”.

think we simply do not care”.

Faulks claims that he attempted to
include the register in the criminal

Speaking to the Guardian, the

finances bill in 2017 and in a bill on

former minister claims that he was
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Ex-Goldman Sachs banker Roger Ng pleads not
guilty before US court in 1MDB case
Former Goldman Sachs Group Inc

a not guilty plea to all counts. Court

According to the Wall Street

banker Ng Chong Hwa, also

entries further note that a jury trial

Journal, Judge Brodie stated on 23

known as Roger Ng, has pleaded

commenced on 14 February, with

February that she would pause the

not guilty on the first day of his

Leissner appearing in court on 16

trial after prosecutors filed a letter

trial before the US District Court

February as a government witness.

to the court noting that “they had

for the Eastern District of New

been notified the night before of a

York, of conspiracy to commit

The Wall Street Journal reports

collection of 15,500 documents

money laundering (ML) and

that Leissner testified that a list of

that had not been turned over to”

conspiracy to violate the Foreign

officials in Malaysia and Abu Dhabi

Ng’s lawyers “for review in

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)

“who needed to be bribed” was

preparation for his trial”. The trial

charges, as reported, on 14

provided to Leissner and Ng by

was adjourned to provide time to

February, by the Guardian. Ng

Low Taek Jho, also known as Jho

review the documents.

allegedly conspired to launder

Low. The list purportedly included

billions of dollars embezzled from

former Malaysian prime minister

Media reports claim that Leissner

Malaysia’s development fund

Najib Razak, who was accused of

described how both Ng’s wife

1Malaysia Development Berhad

embezzling more than $680 million

Hwee Bin Lim and Leissner’s wife

(1MDB), to pay bribes to

from1MDB and was sentenced in

Judy Chan were involved in

Malaysian and Abu Dhabi officials

2020 to 12 years imprisonment.

concealing the kickbacks. He

and circumvent accounting

reportedly stated that Lim’s family

Bloomberg further cites Leissner

“had previously made an

who purportedly stated in court

investment in” Chan’s business in

The case against Ng was

that he, Ng “and our colleagues

China “and this was return of that

announced on 1 November 2018,

knew that Jho Low was the key

investment”. Ng’s lawyer Marc

when the DOJ also announced the

decision maker, so therefore we

Agnifilo is reported to have denied

unsealing of the guilty plea by Tim

had to include Jho Low as well”.

the payment was a kickback,

Leissner, former Southeast Asia

However, he reportedly highlighted

underlining that the wives had a

chairman and managing director of

that their colleagues “only knew of

legitimate business together.

Goldman Sachs, on the same

his influence and rumors or other

charges. The DOJ noted that

things that Jho may be doing”.

The Guardian article

Bloomberg adds that Leissner

Wall Street Journal article (16 …

controls at Goldman Sachs.

Leissner had been ordered to
forfeit almost $43.7 million.

described Ng as “the lead banker
US prosecutors issued on 20

on the 1MDB deals” and the 1MDB

December 2021 a second

deals as the “largest set of deals in

superseding indictment in Ng’s

Goldman’s history”, which were

case. During a 21 December

successful based on “bribes and

pretrial conference before Chief

kickbacks being paid”.

Judge Margo K. Brodie, Ng entered
92
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Credit Suisse implicated in multitude of dirty
money allegations in massive records leak
The Organized Crime and

clients featured in the leaked

evasion, describes its anti-money

Corruption Reporting Project

records are from developing

laundering (AML) control

(OCCRP), Süddeutsche Zeitung,

countries. Venezuela and Egypt are

mechanisms as stringent, and

and nearly 50 other publications

each home to over 2,000 clients

asserts that it carried out a

on 20 February published dozens

featured in the leaks, with Ukraine

comprehensive risk management

of articles in an ongoing

and Thailand representing the third

review in 2021.

investigative series revealing

and fourth largest countries by

extensive findings from a

total number of clients implicated.

significant leak of Credit Suisse

Despite the bank’s self-reported
control mechanisms, Credit Suisse

banking records. The leaked

These include Venezuelan officials

reportedly opened an account for

records, which were reportedly

publicly accused of stealing state

convicted former Hong Kong stock

given to the German paper and

funds and placing them directly

exchange chair Ronald Li Fook-

known as the ‘Suisse Secrets’,

into Credit Suisse accounts and

shiu, who served prison time for

purportedly demonstrate decades

other known corrupt politicians in

bribery but was subsequently able

of business between the financial

numerous countries. A Vatican-

to hold over £26 million in an

institution and individuals

controlled account involved in an

account at the Swiss bank. In a

engaged in financial crime,

allegedly fraudulent London real

similar apparent lapse, Serbian

displaying red flag indicators for

estate investment scheme is

national Rodoljib Radulovic, who

sanctions, illegitimate funds, and

named in the leak. King Abdullah

was charged by the US Securities

other criminal activity.

of Jordan is also named, having

and Exchange Commission in 2001

reportedly stored hundreds of

for securities fraud and was

The leaks cover data on more than

millions of dollars in the bank

subject to a default judgment in

30,000 Credit Suisse clients. Many

despite his country accepting

2004, opened an account the

of the suspect individuals found to

international aid financing.

following year as a co-signatory.

with Credit Suisse are identified as

The bank responded to the findings

In another case, Ukrainian owners

being closely connected with

by informing OCCRP that most

of agriculture firm Mriya Agro

corrupt and authoritarian

suspect accounts disclosed by the

Holding Public Limited, which

governments, with many having

leaks were either closed at the time

collapsed in 2014, allegedly

committed crimes easily

of publication or are in the process

funneled over $100 million out of

searchable through the web and

of being closed. Credit Suisse adds

the company, half of which was

holding billions of dollars in their

that it “strongly rejects the

channeled through its Credit

Credit Suisse accounts for years.

allegations and inferences about

Suisse account, and into private

the bank’s purported business

shell companies. An appointed

The extensive reporting centres in

practices”, noting that some

liquidator for the firm is cited by

part on the role of Credit Suisse’s

allegations date back to the 1960s.

OCCRP as stating that the

nearly 3,500 relationship managers

It maintains that it has a zero-

siphoning of funds into shell

worldwide, noting that many of the

tolerance policy regarding tax

companies raised indicators that

hold accounts and doing business
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should have been quickly flagged

accused Credit Suisse of having “a

Reuters that the country is

by Credit Suisse employees.

policy of looking the other way

currently in line with all

instead of asking difficult

international standards regarding

On 21 February, the European

questions” and warned that “bank

information exchange on tax

Parliament’s European People’s

privacy laws must not become a

information and AML, counter

Party called for an EU Commission

pretext to facilitate money

terrorist financing, and anti-

re-evaluation of Switzerland with

laundering and tax evasion”. In

corruption efforts.

an aim towards considering it as a

response, the Swiss Ministry of

high-risk money laundering

Finance State Secretariat for

country. MEP Markus Ferber

International Finance informed

OCCRP Suisse Secrets

UN Sanctions Committee reportedly finds crypto
theft is fueling North Korea nuclear development
The latest confidential UN

attackers employing malware,

of luxury goods across the North

Sanctions Committee on North

social engineering, and phishing

Korean border with China has

Korea report was shown on 7

attacks to seize the funds before

largely been halted due to the

February in segments to media

engaging in money laundering to

country’s border blockade to

outlets, reportedly revealing that

convert the funds into cash.

combat the spread of Covid-19.

the country is engaged in

However, railroad transportation

widespread theft of hundreds of

The Sanctions Committee has also

between North Korea and China

millions of dollars in funds from

reportedly stated in its latest

restarted last month.

cryptocurrency exchanges and

report, which is expected to be

financial institutions to fuel its

delivered on 25 February, that

Sanctions evading coal exports by

nuclear weapons programme.

North Korean fissile material

North Korea, although maritime-

production continues, bringing the

based coal exporting increased in

The report apparently notes a

country closer to further nuclear

the latter half of 2021, remains low.

diversification in North Korean

weapon capability. These findings

A similar status is reported for

cybercrime typologies, with illicit

follow a significant uptick in missile

petroleum imports, which remains

cyber actors working on behalf of

launches last month amidst

low despite a significant increase

the North Korean government

continued reported efforts by

in the second half of last year.

purportedly stealing over $50

North Korean agents to gain more

Foreign oil tankers no longer

million from 2020 through to the

nuclear technology and materials

engage in direct deliveries of

middle of 2021 from three

through joint scientific research

petroleum. Nevertheless, maritime-

cryptocurrency exchanges in Asia,

and cyber means, relying heavily on

based sanctions evasion remains

Europe, and North America. North

cryptocurrency funds gained

effective through “obfuscated

Korean hackers reportedly stole

through cyber-attacks.

financial and ownership
networks”, according to AP.

$400 million last year in seven
attacks targeting investment firms

On sanctions evasion, the panel

and crypto exchange houses, with

reportedly finds that illegal trading
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HMRC seizes NFTs in first ever UK action
The BBC reported on 13 February

outlet reports. The case, which is

using stolen identities, false virtual

that the UK’s HM Revenue and

still ongoing, revolves around a

private networks and invoices, and

Customs (HMRC) has seized three

suspected £1.4 million fraud,

operating under the pretense of

non-fungible tokens (NFTs) as

according to the BBC. Three

legitimate business purportedly

part of a probe into VAT

unidentified suspects have been

involving 250 fake companies.

repayment fraud in what the

arrested as part of the

government reportedly describes

investigation.

BBC article

According to Yahoo! Finance, the

Yahoo! Finance article

as a first for UK law enforcement.
The authorities seized other crypto-

alleged perpetrators apparently

assets worth £5,000, while the

used sophisticated methods to

NFTs have not been valued, the

conceal their identities, including

UK MPs concern over solar panel contract said
to be associated with Xinjiang forced labour
The Times reported on 12

Suspicions that the solar panels

Michael Ellis stated on 15 February

February that UK Secretary of

contracted by the UK government

that the government “is committed

State for Justice Dominic Raab

are associated with human rights

to preventing modern slavery in

has “ripped up” a £12 million

abuses in the Chinese province

public sector supply chains”. Ellis

contract between the UK Ministry

arose after Sheffield Hallam

added that the Office previously

of Justice and utility company

University published last year a

published guidance on the steps

Engie Service Limited for the

report alleging that one of Engie’s

that government departments

installation of solar panels on

suppliers, JinkoSolar Holding

should take in order to identify and

courts and prisons, following

Company Ltd, produces 42 percent

mitigate risks associated with

allegations that components were

of its ingots and wafers in Xinjiang-

forced labour and modern slavery.

produced in China’s Xinjiang

based factories.

forced labour camps.

The Times article

In response to a parliamentary
The media reports follow a 20

question on the action taken by the

January House of Commons

UK Cabinet Office to ensure that

debate, where members of the

due diligence procedures for

parliament called on the UK

government procurement are

government to “follow the

adequately preventing goods made

footsteps of the US” and ban all

from forced labour in Xinjiang from

imports of cotton and solar panels

entering the UK supply chain,

from the Xinjiang region.

Minister for the Cabinet Office
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

How Russian corruption infected the West
such as Boris Berezovsky, Oleg Deripaska, Mikhail
Khodorkovsky, Vladimir Gusinsky, Petr Aven, Mikhail
Fridman, Vladimir Potanin, Valentin Yumashev,
Aleksandr Voloshin, and later Roman Abramovich.
Various members of this group controlled the major
Russian media outlets. Aware of Yeltsin’s failing
health, “The Family” instituted “operation successor”
which was accomplished in 1999 when Vladimir Putin,
already head of the FSB from July 1998, was identified
as a potential candidate and appointed as prime
The fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 led to a rapid
shift away from a centrally-controlled economy,
resulting in widespread shortages and criminal
activity at all levels of society. Radical economic
reforms pursued by president Yeltsin saw the lifting
of price controls and the introduction of principles of
a free market and private ownership. Voucher
privatisation schemes, designed to redistribute the
nation’s wealth through the privatisation of state
enterprises, instead created opportunities for
powerful individuals to acquire assets in strategic
sectors at low prices, giving rise to the oligarch
class in Russia, and depriving the state of funds to
invest in better governance. Yeltsin’s radical agenda
resulted in mass instability, including rioting, and
consequently, in 1993, following an armed
confrontation between parliament and president,
changes to the Russian constitution which vested
significant political powers in the presidency.
Despite the deteriorating economic situation in the
1990s, and the failure of the first military campaign in
Chechnya, Yeltsin was re-elected in 1996, largely with
the support of members of “The Family” (which
included actual Yeltsin family members such as
Tatyana Dyachenko and their associates), politicians
such as Anatoly Chubais, and wealthy businessmen
96

minister in August 1999, from where he moved to the
presidency on 31 December 1999. When selecting him
as Yeltsin’s successor, Putin promised members of
“The Family” immunity from prosecution.
Putin’s success in ending the second war in Chechnya,
coupled with increasing oil prices, allowed him to set
about improving living standards and consolidate his
authority. As President, and despite previous
assurances to members of “The Family”, one of Putin’s
first steps was to curtail the political influence of the
oligarchs, during which time some of their assets
were re-nationalised or acquired by individuals close
to the President. In many cases, Putin’s former FSB
colleagues and other close associates were invited to
join his administration or take over key enterprises,
and the informal power networks of the Yeltsin-era
oligarchs were replaced by state-controlled
corporations and a new generation of Putin-allied
oligarchs. These developments exacerbated already
elevated corruption risks arising from Russia’s
economic reliance on extractive industries, as well as
other key sectors such as infrastructure and defence.
Relatively high levels of government procurement
afforded opportunities to reward privileged elites
through state contracts, as was repeatedly highlighted
in relation to the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics.
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Since the 1990s, President Putin has sat atop at least

With the fall of the Soviet Union, rampant corruption

four (and possibly five, or more) discernible power

and weak state institutions provided ample

groups in the Kremlin (although the distinction has

opportunity for organised crime groups to thrive,

become blurred over time). This includes the Liberal

many of whose origins pre-dated the fall and were

Economists (Putin’s former associates from St

intimately connected with rival power structures that

Petersburg such as Alexey Kudrin, German Gref and,

existed beneath the Soviet surface. Criminal groups

formerly, Anatoly Chubais), the Oligarchs (such as the

comprising the vori v zakone (thieves-in-law, who

above, as well as others such as Alisher Usmanov, and

existed in Soviet times) and avtoritety (authorities, a

Viktor Vekselberg), the Technocrats (such as Anton

grouping of criminals and businessmen who

Vaino, Sergei Kiriyenko and Sergey Sobyanin) and the

developed in the Yeltsin era) took advantage of the

Siloviki (the latter representing the military/intelligence

situation to embed themselves into the fabric of

and police power structures, and including individuals

society. Furthermore, the criminal groups frequently

such as Sergei Shoigu Viktor Ivanov, Nikolay

benefited from links to members of the presidential

Patrushev, Dmitry Rogozin, Vyacheslav Volodin and

administration, regional and city governments,

Igor Sechin). (A fifth power group is based around the

politicians or the FSB, who provided them with krysha

regions and is especially relevant to the ethnically-

(literally, “a roof”) through which they obtained

based republics within Russia, particularly those in the

protection in return for payment, supplementing the

Caucasus, most of all Chechnya.)

often meagre income of state bureaucrats and
employees. The absence of a well-functioning,

Although in recent years, Putin’s power has become

independent judiciary, as well as endemic police

more absolute, it is evident this was not always the

corruption, meant that businesses were in turn

case. Starting early in his presidency (and continuing

exposed to and often largely dependent on these

to the present day), Putin sought to play off one power

same criminal groups. Disputes were often settled by

group (or even factions within a power group) against

force and as a result, power and wealth became

another, to ensure he remained the ultimate arbiter,

consolidated in a very small minority of the

thereby strengthening his personal role. The tactic

population. Over the years, numerous oligarchs and

ensured that no single group achieved outsized

businessmen were accused of involvement in illegal

influence. Informal compromises were reached to

business raiding – or reiderstvo – one of the more

achieve this balance. Having made an example of

common types of criminal activity which took

individuals who challenged his authority, such as

advantage of Russia’s weak institutions and endemic

Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Putin agreed with the oligarchs

corruption. Illegal tactics included bribery and

that they could continue to pursue their business

corruption, intimidation and violence to strip assets

interests if they pledged loyalty to him and agreed not

and in some cases take over companies entirely. The

to challenge him politically. The suspicious deaths of

take-over tactics in some instances were pursued by

prominent businessmen and Kremlin critics such as

the government itself or “legitimate” businessmen.

Nikolai Glushkov and Boris Berezovksy served as a

Such examples included Yukos, NTV, Bashneft and

reminder of the lawless nature of Russian politics.

Evroset. Business owners arrested on fabricated

Separately, many other Kremlin critics including Sergei

charges were frequently subject to expropriation

Magnitsky, Yegor Prosvirnin, Alexander Litvinenko,

whilst incarcerated or facing court proceedings.

Anna Politkovskaya and Natalya Estemirova also met
untimely deaths; the fact that Litvinenko and later,
Sergei Skripal, were in the UK at the time of the
attacks against them did not create an impediment.
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As the influence of Russian organised crime groups
increased, they extended their activities beyond
Russian borders, particularly across Europe as well as
countries such as Israel, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
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Moldova, Ukraine and Central Asia. Apart from

their wealth. Few can have been under the illusion that

facilitating money laundering and financial flows,

the capital was entirely legitimate and, as a result,

Russian organised crime groups are responsible for

increasing questions were asked about the

approximately one-third of heroin trafficking in Europe,

provenance of funds. Any discernible criminal

a significant proportion of people trafficking, as well as

connections were always an immediate concern, but

most illegal weapons imports. More recently, these

given the often close links between criminal, business

groups have increasingly expanded into specialist,

and political groups, such ties could be hard to detect

high-value areas such as financial crime and

or interpret without more extensive investigations.

cybercrime. Indeed, there are indications that in

Independent and free media were under constant

relation to cybercrime, Russian organised crime

attack. Negative information could be dismissed on

groups are intertwined with the Federal Security

the basis it was “kompromat” (compromising material,

Service (FSB), Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) and

often used to discredit business rivals) and therefore

military intelligence (GRU).

unreliable, which was often, but not necessarily
always the case. Rarely were criminal complaints filed

Since the 1990s, Russian organised crime groups

against well-connected individuals given the legal

have increasingly transformed their businesses into a

system in Russia has been subservient to political will.

more discreet and less hierarchical form. The

The absence of criminal complaints could not provide

government has allowed them to exist as long as they

the same assurance over individuals’ good standing

do not interfere with its functioning. One of the

as in countries with strong, independent public

unwritten rules has been that they must stay out of

prosecutors and judiciaries.

strategic sectors, such as defence and natural
resources. The Kremlin therefore came to dominate

Just as organised crime groups themselves quickly

the “old-school” criminal groups and they in effect

matured and integrated into civil society, to succeed in

became part of the apparatus of government, playing

the West, Russian (and former Soviet Union)

an important role both domestically and

businesses, oligarchs and wealthy businesspeople,

internationally.

quickly came to appreciate the importance of erasing
any evidence of wrongdoing and unethical behaviour.

The lack of an independent judiciary, weak institutions

Whilst their political associates took care of

to tackle financial crime, and the stifling of

suppressing an independent and free press, business

independent media in Russia, resulted in a situation

figures set about ingratiating themselves with Western

where assets obtained in murky circumstances were

society, via donations or philanthropic activities, which

siphoned out of the country on a mass scale. This

was a typical course of action. As was appointing

compounded the effects of earlier asset concentration

prominent, well-known Western individuals as board

in the hands of a few by depriving the state of tax

directors, listing their companies on Western

revenues, thereby further weakening the role of state

exchanges, or enlisting the services, and thereby

institutions in providing a counterweight to financial

reputation, of leading global professional services

crime, and encouraging the prevalence of corruption

firms. Yet inconvenient facts remained, often in

and organised criminal activity in the country.

alternative or Western media sources. Some of their
past histories could not be entirely airbrushed and

In many cases, the destination for illicit capital was

so as a second stage, these companies and

European financial centres, as well as offshore

individuals increasingly engaged in expensive public

secrecy jurisdictions, eager to look after the interests

relations exercises and, in some cases, in aggressive

of a newly-minted group of individuals looking to

reputation laundering or "lawfare" activities to

invest huge sums of money, acquire assets and spend

undermine any and all detractors outside the Russian
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borders. Although not always successful, it took a

years of acceptance of tainted funds, as weaning

well-funded and brave adversary to take on oligarchs

themselves off such a lucrative stream of income will

with billions of dollars at their disposal. Often, the

inevitably be extremely challenging and complex. For

mere threat of litigation (including all manner of libel,

some, whose business is largely centred on Russia

defamation, or GDPR-related claims) was enough to

interests, the challenge may be insurmountable.

discourage publication of any controversial material.

However, if Europe in particular is to free itself from
the malign influence of Russian corruption, and in light

Arguably this activity reached a crescendo by the time

of the unprovoked aggression against Ukraine,

Russia invaded Ukraine, finally shocking Western

business-as-usual is clearly unthinkable.

society into swifter action to bring forward planned
legislation. The actions and risk appetites of Western

Adrian Ford, Chief Executive Officer

corporates, governments and professional enablers

Christopher Peters, Chief Operating Officer

have increasingly been called into question. It remains

Veronika Konecna, Senior Associate and Head of

to be seen how far Western governments will go to

Russia, CEE & Central Asia Practice

finally stem the harm done to Western integrity by

Aperio Intelligence

Statement by Aperio Intelligence in light of the situation in Ukraine
Since its foundation in 2014, Aperio Intelligence has stood for five core values. One of these is Integrity. We
condemn utterly Russia’s unprovoked and illegal invasion of Ukraine, which will only result in bloodshed,
misery, chaos and instability. Over the years we have helped clients better understand Ukraine’s emerging
but dynamic market across a range of industries. Our established local partners have regularly provided
key insights and information. We value their work with us to the extent that we regard them as trusted
colleagues. Collectively we believe strongly that the work that we do, such as assessing reputational and
business integrity risks, financial crime risks, as well as risks relating to undue political influence, is aimed
at making business better and more transparent, and ultimately supporting a free and fair society, based
on integrity and rule of law. The tragedy and atrocities unfolding today in Ukraine are a direct result of the
financial crime and corruption in Russia that have gone unchecked and unchallenged for decades. Our
hearts are with our local partners and all Ukrainians as they now set themselves to the very different task
of defending their families, homes and country.
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